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GENERAL CONDITIONS
SECTION 00700

SECTION 0072 13.01 DEFINITIONS

In these Contract Documents, the following words or expressions shall have the meaning
given below:

AASHTO - American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials

Aci - American Concrete Institute
ANSI - American National Standards Institute
API - American Petroleum Institute
APWA ~~ American Public Works Association
ASA - American Standard Association
ASHRAE - American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning

Engineers, Inc.
ASTM ~~ American Society for Testing and Materials
AWS ~~ American Welding Society
AWWA ~~ American Water Works Association
IBC - International Building Code
ICBO - International Conference of Building Officials
IEEE - Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IFC - International Fire Code:
IMC - Intemational Mechanical Code:
150 - Insurance Service Office
IPC - Intemational Plumbing Code
MASS ~~ Municipality of Anchorage ~ Standard Specifications
MASSB ~~ Municipality of Anchorage ~ Standard Specifications/Buidings
NEC - National Electrical Code
NEMA National Electrical Manufacturer's Association
NESC ~~ - National Electrical Safety Code
NFC - National Fire Code
NFPA - National Fire Protection Association
OSHA - Occupational Safety and Health Act

‘Addendum (Addenda) - Written or graphic communications issued prior to the execution
of the Contract that modify or interpret the Bidding Documents and become part of the
Contract Documents upon execution of the Contract

Additional Work - Work not specifically provided for in the Contract as awarded but which
is consistent with the original Scope of Work and for which a price for similar work is
provided in the Contract,

Alternate — A defined portion of the work that is priced separately and provides options in
the final scopeof the project
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Contract Documents - The Contract and those documents described in page 2 of the
Contract. The Contract Documents can only be amended by wiitien Change Order.
Instructions, clarifications, and directives issued by the Owner's Representative under
Aticle 5.1 are not Contract Documents.

Contract Item (Bid Item, Pay tem) - A specifically described unit of Work for which a price
is provided in the Contract.

Contractor - The individual, firm, corporation, partnership, or joint venture executing the
Contract and performing the Work under the terms of the Contract Documents or, where
applicable, the designated subcontractors or the employees of the individual, fim,
corporation, partnership, or joint venture.

Days -

Calendar: Unless otherwise designated in the Supplementary Conditions, days as
used in the Contract Documents are consecutive calendar days.

Working: A working day is defined as any day on which the Contractor is required
to work by the Contract Documents or any other day not otherwise defined herein
as a nonworking day.

Nonworking: A nonworking day is defined as Sunday, a recognized holiday, a day
on which the Contractor is specifically required by the Supplementary Conditions to
suspend construction operations, or a day on which a suspension order is in effect.
Recognized holidays shall be: New Year's Day, Presidents Day, Memorial Day,
Independence Day, Labor Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas
Day. When any of the above days falls on a Saturday, the preceding Friday shall
be counted as a holiday. When any of the above days falls on a Sunday, the
following Monday shall be counted as a holiday.

Drawings - Graphic and textural information organized for the purpose of conveying data
regarding design intent and construction requirements and listed and referred to on page 2
of the Contract,

Extra Work - Work not within the original Scope of Work but which is determined by the
Oviner's Representative to be essential for the satisfactory completionof the Contract.

Final Acceptance Date - The date on which the Work in its entirety has been constructed,
inspected, accepted, and a Certificate of Completion issued, pursuant to the provisions of
Article 5.27- Final Inspection.

Furnish ~ To purchase and deliverto the Project.

Indicated - Shown on the Drawings, noted on Drawings, specified, or a combination
thereof.
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Product Data - Brochures, illustrations, diagrams, and other information prepared by the
manufacturer and fumished by the Contractor to illustrate a material, product, or system
for some portion of the Work.

Project - The total construction of which the Work performed under the Contract
Documents may be the whole or a part.

Project Manual- The bound information that includes the bidding requirements, contract
conditions, contract forms, and technical specifications.

Provide — To furnish, install, and/or to perform all work necessary to complete the Work.

Purchasing Officer - That person within the Municipality of Anchorage who is vested
under the Anchorage Municipal Code with all authority pertaining to the procurement of
supplies, services, and construction priorto execution of the Contract.

Request For Information (RFI) — A written document prepared by the Contractor to
request information, clarification or deviation to the Contract Documents. Each RFI shall
be numbered consecutively and a log maintainedof submittals and responses.

Record Drawings — Detailed drawings that accurately depict all changes in location (both
horizontal and vertical), material, equipment, and ther elementsofWork accomplished by
the Contractor

Samples - Physical examples that illustrate materials, equipment, or workmanship and
establish standards by which the Work or a product will be judged.

Shop Drawings - Al drawings, diagrams, illustrations, schedules, and other data that are
prepared by the Contractor, a Subcontractor, a manufacturer, a supplier, or a distributor
and which illustrate the equipment, material, or some portionofthe Work

Street Closure - Any action that renders one or more lanes of a street unusable to
vehicular traffic.

‘Subcontractor - Any individual, firm, corporation, partnership or joint venture acting for or
on behalf of the Contractor in the performance of a part of the Contract. This does not
include those working for hire or suppliers of material orequipment

‘Substantial Completion Date - The date upon which the improvements that are the
subject matter of the Contract have been inspected and, in the opinion of the Owner's
Representative, are essentially completed and available for the Owner's beneficial use for
the purpose and in the manner intended by the Contract Documents, and all required
testing and inspections have been satisfactorily completed.

Supplementary Conditions - That portion of the Project Manual entited Supplementary
Conditions that modify and expand the General Conditions and set forth conditions or
requirements unique to the Project.
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SECTION 00 7213.02 BIDDING REQUIREMENTS AND CONDITIONS

Article 2.1 Examination of Bidding Documents and Site

The Bidder shall examine carefully the site of the proposed Work and the Bidding
Documents before submiting a Bid. By subiting a Bid, the Bidder acknowledges that
the Bidder has made such examination and is satisfied as to the conditions to be
encountered in performing the Work and as to the requirements of the Bidding
Documents.

The Municipality assumes no responsibilty for any understanding or representations
concerning conditions made by any of its officers, agents, or employees prior to the
execution of this Contract, unless such understanding or representations are expressly
stated in the Bidding Documents or Addenda.

When soil boring data are provided by the Bidding Documents, the Bidder shall assume
responsibilty for any conclusions the Bidder may draw from such data. The bidder shall
be responsible for obtaining and analyzing such additional data as the bidder may require
and shall be responsible for conclusions drawn from that information.

By submitting a bid, the Contractor declares that the Contractor has carefully examined the
contract documents, that the Contractor has full knowledge thereof, and that the
Contractor has investigated the site and satisfied himself as to the conditions affecting the
Work, including, but not limited to, those bearing upon transportation, disposal, handling,
and storage of materials; availabilty of labor, water, electrical power, and roads
uncertainties of weather; physical conditions at the site including al existing uit, the
conformation and conditions of the ground, and the character of equipment and facilities
needed preliminary to and during prosecution of the Work. The Contractor further
declares that the Contractor is satisfied as to the character, quality, and quantity of surface
and subsurface materials or obstacles to be encountered insofar as this information is _
reasonably ascertainable from an inspection of the site, including all prior exploratory work,
as well as from information presented by the drawings and specifications made a part of
this contract. Any failure by the Contractor to acquaint himself with the available
information will not relieve. him from responsibilty for properly estimating the difficulty or
costof successfully performing the Work

The Bidder is encouraged lo support the Municipality's Disadvantaged and
Woman-Owned Business Enterprises (DBE/WBE) program. The Bidder shall comply with
the requirements of the Equal Opportunity Special Provisions as contained in the Bid and
resulting Contract.

Article 2.2 Interpretation or Correction of Bidding Documents

Bidders shall notify the Purchasing Officer promptly of any error, omission, or
inconsistency that they discover during examination of the Bidding Documents and the
proposed construction site. Bidders shall request interpretation or Clarification of the
Bidding Documents in writing to the Purchasing Officer. The Purchasing Officer wil
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Provisions for municipal Contracts, including submittal requirements for bids, prior to and
after award. See the Disadvantaged and Women-Owned Business Enterprises (D/WBE)
‘Specifications Section of the Contract for participation goals for each particular project

SECTION007213.03 AWARD AND EXECUTION OF CONTRACT

Article 3.1 General

The provisions of Section 00700.03 are intended to be supplemental to, and not to
replace, Title7 of the Anchorage Municipal Code.

Article 3.2 Receipt and Opening of Bids.

‘Submit bids to the Purchasing Officer or his designated representative at the Municipal
Purchasing Department prior to the time of opening specified in the Invitation to Bid. The
Purchasing Officer or his designated representative will record the exact date and time of
receipt of Bids. The Purchasing Officer will not consider late Bids but will hold them
unopened until the time of award and then retum them to the Bidder unless other
disposition is requested or agreed to by the Bidder. The Time of Bid receipt wil be
determined by the time stamp of the Municipal Purchasing Department.

‘The Purchasing Officer will not consider facsimile bids; however, he will consider facsimile
modifications of bids already submitted in writing if the facsimiles are received prior to the
time of bid opening fixed in the Invitation to Bid. Facsimile modifications shall not reveal
the amount of the original or revised bid. Modifications shall state a plus or minus to the
affected bid item.

No liabilty wil attach to the Municipality for the premature opening of or the failure to open
a Bid not properly addressed and identified.

The Contractor may withdraw bids by written request prior to the time specified for bid -
opening in the Invitation to Bid.

If any one party offers more than one Bid, by or in the name of his clerk, partner, or other
person, the Purchasing Officer will reject all such Bids. A party who has quoted prices to a
Bidder is not thereby disqualified from quoting prices to other Bidders or from submitting a
Bid directly for the Work.

Article 3.3 Bidder Qualifications

The Purchasing Officer reserves the right to determine whether a Bidder is a responsible
contractor. The Purchasing Officer may require the Bidder to submit such information as
he may deem necessary to determine a bidder's responsivity. Failure or refusal on behalf
of the Bidder to submit the required information, in whole of in part, may be grounds for the
Purchasing Officer to determine the Bidder as non-responsibl.
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Bidding Documents contain a basic bid and altemates, the Purchasing Officer will use the
totalofthe basic bid plus the alternatives he selects to determine the low Bidder.

When the Bidding Documents contain a basic bid and additive alternates, the Purchasing
Officer wil determine the low Bidder by the lowest combination of the basic bid and as
many additive altemates as the Purchasing Officer selects within the funds available. The
Purchasing Officer wil select, in most cases, additive alternates in the order listed in the
Bid. However, the Purchasing Officer may bypass any additive alternate whose selection
would cause the Contract to exceed the funds available. The Purchasing Officer will
compare all bids based upon the same combination of basic bid plus selected additive
altemates

When the Bidding Documents contain deductive alternates, the Purchasing Officer will
determine the low Bidder by the lowest basic bid. If the lowest basic bid exceeds the
funds available, the Purchasing Officer wil determine the low Bidder by eliminating
deductive altemates in the order listed in the Bid until the award can be made vithin the
available funds. The Purchasing Officer may bypass any deductive allemate to maximize
the use of available funds. The Purchasing Officer will compare all bids based upon the
same combination of basic bids and selected deductive alternatives.

The amount of the Contract shall be the total sum of the amounts computed from the
estimated quantities and unit prices and/or the lump sum awarded by the Purchasing

Officer and specified on page one (1) of the Contract.

The Purchasing Officer will give a written, signed Notice of Award or rejection within forty-
five (45) days of Bid opening. The notice will be in writing and signed by the Purchasing
Officer. A Notice of Award, and no other act of the Municipally or its representatives,
constitutes an acceptance of a Bid. The acceptance of a Bid shall bind the successful

Bidderto execute the Contract.

Article 3.5 Bonds, Insurance, and OEO and DIWBE Forms -

If the amount of the contract is $100,000 or more, the successful Bidder shall fumish the
Purchasing Officer a Performance and Payment Bond in the full amount of the Contract
and shall maintain the Bond in force during the continuance of this Contract including the
one- (1-) year waranty period. For projects less than $100,000, the requirement for
Performance and Payment Bond is deleted. The Bond shall be for the faithful
performance of this Contract in all respects including, but not imited to, payments for all
materials and labor. Al alterations, extensions of ime, additional Work and other changes
authorized by the Contract Documents may be made without securing the consent of the
Surety or Sureties. The bond shall be with a good and sufficient corporate surety
acceptable to the Municipality and a Power-of-Attorey for the person signing the Bond for
the Surety must be submitted with the Bond.

‘The successful Bidder shall furnish the Purchasing Officer with a certificateof insurance
pursuant to the provisions of Article 6.9 ~ Insurance and shall execute and furnish to the
Purchasing Officer all the required OEO and DAWBE forms.
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the work in one location and may begin the warranty period for that location independently
of the completion of the work in the other locations,

SECTION 007213.04 SCOPE OF WORK

Article 41 Intent of the Contract Documents

“The intent of the Contract Documents is to provide for the execution and completion of the
Work in its entirety. Except as otherwise specifically provided herein, the Contractor shall
provide al permits, transportation, handling, materials storage, labor, tools, implements,
machinery, supplies, water, heat, utilis, cleaning supplies and activities, and incidentals
and shall do al things necessary to perform and to complete the Work.

When words that have a wellknown technical or trade meaning are used to describe
Work, materials, or equipment, such words shall be interpreted in accordance with that
meaning

Reference to Standard Specifications, manuals, or codes of any technical society.
organization, or association, or to the Laws or Regulations of any governmental authority,
whether such reference be specific or by implication, shall mean the latest Standard
‘Specification, manual, code or Laws or Regulations in effect at the time of opening of Bids,
except as may be otherwise specifically stated.

However, no provisions of any referenced Standard Specification, manual or code
(whether or not specifically incorporated by reference in the Contract Documents) shall be:
effective to change the respective duties and responsibiities of the Owner, the contractor,
or the Owner's Representative nor any of their consultants, agents, or employees from
those set forth in the Contract documents.

With reference to the Drawings, the order of precedence is as follows:

1. Figures (numerals) govem over scaled dimensions.

2. Detailed Drawings gover over general Drawings or standard details.

Article 4.2 Interpretation of Contract, Specifications, and Drawings

The Contract Documents are intended to be complementary and to describe and provide:
for a complete description of the entire scope of Work. A requirement occurring in one
section of the Contract Documents is as binding as though occuring in al.

In cases of conflict in the requirements of the Contract Documents, such conflicts shall be
reconciled by the acceptanceof the following order of precedence for the various Contract
Documents: (1) the Contract; (2) the Bid Proposal; (3) Supplementary Conditions; (4) the
Technical Specifications (Division 1 through Division 16); (5) the Drawings; (6) the General
Conditions (Section 00700); and (7) standards incorporated by reference in any of the
above.
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Article 44 Temporary Utilities

‘The Contractor shall provide and pay all costs for temporary utiites, including gas, water,
sanitary sewer, telephone, and electricity, necessary to perform the Work. The Contractor
shall pay for these costs during periods of suspensions of work. The Owner does not
represent that utity service is available to the site.

The Contractor shall provide temporary heat, including fuel and power, as required to
protect materials and Work from the elements. The Contractor shall provide and maintain
temporary toilets and shall provide drinking water for all those connected with the Work.

Atticle 45 Surveying

Before starting Work, the Contractor shall locate al general reference points and take such
steps as are necessary to prevent their dislocation. If disturbed, the Contractor shall
replace reference points as directed by the Owners Representative. The Contractor shall
employ a competent Land Surveyor, licensed in the State of Alaska, to lay out the Work,
and shall be responsible for ts accuracy.

Article 46 Disposal Sites

Except as othenvise stated in the Supplementary Conditions, the Contractor shall make
his own arrangements and assume all Costs in connection with disposal sites. The
Contractor shall furnish a disposal site for trees, brush, outsized boulders, and other
objectionable debris. The Contractor shall dispose of unusable excavation at either the
Anchorage Regional Landi off Hiland Road or at a Contractor-furnished disposal site.
Unusable excavation or any material containing stumps, brush, or other construction
debris wil be charged at the current disposal fee at the Anchorage Regional Landfil. The
Contractor shal obtain and comply with a grading and fil permit for each disposal site he
fumishes, in conformance with the most current Intemational Building Code (IBC), as
adopted and amended by the Municipalty of Anchorage. Contractor shall locate and -
maintain the disposal site in such a manner as to prevent a public nuisance.

The Contractor shall obtain written permission from the property owner(s) for such
disposal sites and shall fumish the Owner's Representative with a copy of this permission
and a Municipal Grading and Fill Permit. The writen permission shall specifically provide:
that the property owner will not hold the Municipality, ts employees, agents, or consultants
liable for use of or damage to this property. The Contractor shall be held liable for any
trespass and property damage incurred outside of the disposal site.

Waste Disposal. Prior to construction, the Contractor shall submit a description of his
scheme for disposing of unsuitable materials and waste resulting from the Work under this
Contract. If any material is disposed of in unauthorized areas, the Contractor shall remove
the material and restore the area to the condition of the adjacent undisturbed areas.
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be considered incidental to the lump sum and prices contained in the Contract Documents
Its the Contractor's responsibilty to provide adjacent property owners and/or tenants with
written notification of closure of access and to provide an Owners Representative-
approved altemative access at all times for the property owners, the tenants, and the
public no less than forty-eight (48) hours prior to closure.

The Contractor shall be responsible for maintaining access at all times for emergency
vehicles.

‘The Contractor shall, prior to the commencement of Work, submit any written agreements
between the Contractor and property owners regarding access and use of private property
within the project limits for any purposes associated with this Project. Any such
agreements shal indemnify the Municipality from any and all actions that result from
activites of the Contractor

if the Work of the Contractor is delayed because of any construction activities or
transportation activities related to nearby construction, whether municipal or private
projects and regardless of whether the activities were authorized by the Owner, the
Contractor is not entitled to additional compensation from the Owner but wil be entitled to
an extension of time to the extent that such delay is unavoidable through reasonable
efforts on the Contractor's part. Except as to a possible entitlement to such an extension
of time, the Contractor shall hold harmless, defend, and indemnify the Owner from and
against any and al claims, damages, losses, and expenses, including attomeys' fees, by
the Contractor or third partes, arising directly or otherwise out of the construction and/or
transportation activities as indicated above.

Article 4.9 Street Closures

The Contractor shall conduct construction operations so as to offer the least interference
to vehicular traffic. Provide vehicular access to emergency units to and through all work _
areas at all times. Do not close two (2) adjacent parallel streets at the same time.

The Contractor shall submit requests for all street closures or partial closures to the
Owner's Representative and the Municipal Permit Office and will not commence closures
or partial closures unti the Owner's Representative and the Permit Office issue approvals.
In the case of arterial street closures, do not commence street closures or partial street
closures unti after giving forty-eight- (48-) hours advanced notice to the public.

Prepare and submit four (4) copies of an acceptable Traffic Control Plan (TCP) to be
employed during construction. ~ Deliver the TCP to the Owner's Representative within
ten (10) days of the effective date of the Notice to Proceed, or five (5) working days before
commencement of Work, whichever is the earlier date. The Owners Representative will
review and accept or reject the plan within five (5) working days of submission.
Successive submittals wil also be reviewed within five (5) working days.

The TCP shall conform to the standards in the latest edition of the Municipality of
Anchorage Standard Specifications (MASS), Part VI of the Manual of Unifom Trafic
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b. All existing paved areas and roadways, especially heavily traveled roads,
adjacent to the project construction site or used as haul roads, shall be kept
clean of dir, mud, and debris resulting from the Contractor's operation
during the construction period.

Article 4.11 Utilities

Whenever the Contract Documents require permanent connections to be made to utiity
lines, the Contractor shall unless otherwise specified in the Supplementary Conditions, be:
responsible for making the connection to the utiity ine at the point(s) indicated on the
Drawings, including making all necessary applications with the Utiity Company, for paying
the fees and for performing the work associated with making the connections indicated.
‘The Contractor is not responsible for bringing utiity lines to the point of connection. The
Contractor shall pay all costs for utlty service prior to the date of Substantial Completion

Locations of utlities shown on the Drawings are not exact. Aboveground uilties have
been field-located. Belowground utiities are shown as depicted on record documents
prepared by others. The Contractor shall not hold the Owner liable for damages to utiities
incurred during construction due to deficiencies or omissions on the Drawings or these
provisions. At least forty-eight (48) hours prior to commencing work, the Contractor shall
contact all local utiity companies to obtain underground utiity locates and shall exercise
due care to prevent damage to uilties. Should a utiity be damaged, the Contractor shall
immediately notify the utiity company and have the damage repaired, at no cost to the
Owner. The utiity has the right to do work or have its contractor do work in connection
with making repairs to the utiity lines damaged by the Contractor. If any tity Company
determines that a utiity has to be temporarily raised, lowered, moved, guyed, shored,
braced, or otherwise protected during construction, the Contractor shall do so at his own
expense and to the satisfactionof the utiity company.

The Contractor shall maintain all uty senvice connections whether marked on the
Drawings or not. In addition, the Contractor shall repair or replace all utiity service
connections (at his own cost) that are damaged by his actions.

At a sufficient distance, prior to encountering a known obstacle or tie-in to an existing
conduit, pipe, or manhole, the Contractor shall expose and verify the exact location of the
obstacle, pipe, or manhole so that proper alignment andor grade may be determined
before the pipe sections are laid in the trench and backfiled. The Contractor shall notify
the Owner's Representative of the rests of this verification prior to commencement of the
Work affected by results of verification, so that any modification to the contract drawings or
supplementary instructions may be supplied by the Owner's Representative. The
Contractor shall allow the Owner's Representative one complete working day to review the
verification results and provide any design modifications or supplementary instructions
necessary. No additional payment will be made for this Work.

‘The Contractor shall bear all costs incurred for removal and alignment of backfiled pipe
sections due to improper verification methods.
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All additions and corrections shall be neat, clean, and legible and shall match the adjacent
existing line work and lettering annotated in type, density, size, and style. If additional
drawings are required, the Contractor shall prepare them upon the same size as the
original Drawings. Drawings damaged or lost by the Contractor shall be satisfactorily
replaced by the Contractor at his expense.

The ArchitectEngineer will review all Record Documents for completeness and
conformance to the standards stated above. The Contractor shall make all corrections,
changes, additions, and deletions required to conform to the standards. The
AvchitecEngineer may periodically review the status of the Record Documents during the
course of the Work. Failure of the Contractor to keep the Record Documents current and
in the required condition will be considered cause for addilonal withholding from the
progress payments as provided in MASS Section 00700.07 Measurement and Payment,
Article 7.4 Progress Payments

Approved final As-Built Documents, bearing cerlification of their correctness, shall be
delivered to the Owner's Representative prior to the pre-final inspection. The Certificate of
Completion shall not be issued until after receipt of final As-Built Documents. All Work
associated with the development, preparation, and presentation of all Record Documents.
shall be incidental to the improvements being consiructed, and no separate payment will
be made.

Article 4.14 Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Manuals

The Contractor shall provide to the Owner's Representative thirty (30) days prior to the
‘Substantial Completion date three (3) sets of Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
manuals and one CD of the scanned O&M for all flems of material and equipment as.
required by the Technical Specifications. The manuals shall be bound in hardcover
binders with removable pages. The manuals shall be prepared in three (3) sets:
Architectural, Mechanical Equipment, and Electrical Equipment. In addition to the
requirements in the Technical Specifications, the manuals shall each contain an Index, by
‘Specification Section; a key plan that graphically locates items of equipment; a list of
contractors and subcontractors with addresses and telephone numbers; anda lst of local
representatives with addresses and telephone numbers

1. The Contractor shall assemble all copies of the manuals in three-ring,
hardcover binders. The Contractor shall be responsible for the following:
Clearly label each binder on the cover and the end of the binder to designate.
the system or equipment for which it is intended with reference to the
buiding and equipment number and the Specification Section where the
‘equipment information is provided. Include the date of completion of the
project.

2. Provide each binder with tile page, typed table of contents with page
numbers, and heavy section dividers with numbered plastic index tabs.

3. Divide each manual into sections paralleling the equipment specifications.
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14. Listofelectrical relay settings and control and alarm contact settings.
15. Electrical interconnection wiring diagram for equipment furnished, including

all control and lighting systems.
16. Referral to individual Specification Sections for additional O&M

requirements.

Article 4.15 Temporary Erosion Control During Construction

The Contractor shall provide all temporary erosion control measures necessary during
construction for the prevention of water pollution, erosion, andlor siltation. These
measures are for the protection of all streams, lakes, ponds, wetlands, and tidal waters.

The Contractor is directed to Alaska State regulation 18 Alaska Administrative Code [ACC]
70, which states that no person may conduct an operation that causes or contributes to a
violation of water quality standards set forth in 19AAC70.010 through 18ACC70.032.

Unless a temporary erosion control plan during construction is specifically called out and
included in the drawings and other contract documents, the Contractor shall providea plan
describing temporary erosion control measures to be employed during construction.
Deliver the plan to the Owner's Representative within ten (10) days of the effective date of
the Notice to Proceed or five (5) days before the commencement of Work, whichever is
the earlier date. The Owner's Representative vill review and accept or reject the plan
within five (5) working days of submission, and wil review successive submittals within five
(5) working days. The Contractor shall install the approved temporary erosion control
measures immediately after mobilization and before commencing excavation.

Temporary erosion control measures include such items as silt fences, sedimentation
ponds, intercepting embankments and channels, check dams, rock lining, mulching, jute
matting, seeding, sodding, and other erosion control devices as required. Where erosion
is expected to be a severe problem, the Contractor shall schedule and perform clearing,
grubbing, grading, filing, and other operations such that permanent erosion control
measures follow immediately. Permanent erosion control measures are those work items.
specified elsewhere in the Contract Documents that are intended to provide permanent
erosion control such as paving, seeding and other measures as required.

Temporary erosion control measures shall remain in place and in good working condition
until Work is complete under the Contract. The Contractor is responsible for the continued
maintenance of these temporary erosion control items and replacement of damaged
items. The Owner's Representative may suspend Work if the Contractor fails to carry out
the requirements of the temporary erosion control plan. After suspension of the Work, the
Owner may perform or contract the performance of the erosion control measures and
deduct those costs from the Contractor's progress payments.

Payment for this Work is incidental to the Contract, and no separate payments will be
made.
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other significant features of the Work such as the submittal schedule, permit acquisition
plan, material procurement milestones, plant and equipment procurement dates, and
shipping schedules. The bar chart shall include a graph representing the monthly percent
of Work to be completed. The bar chart shall be revised and resubmitted as required by
the Owner's Representative, when conditions cause changes to the construction schedule,
or on a monthly basis, whichever is sooner.

When required by the Owner's Representative, the Contractor shall also deliver, at the
same time the Construction Progress Schedule is delivered and ina form satisfactory to
the Owner's Representative, a Schedule of Values for Contract Payments for those lump
sum items designated by the Owner's Representative. The Contractor shall submit
monthly partial Payment Estimates based on the Schedule of Values. All Schedules of
Values and Payment Estimates shall, as a minimum, be organized to be consistent with
the Divisions and Sections of the Project Manual. The Owner's Representative may
require submission of revised construction schedules demonstrating the manner in which
the Contractor will achieve the necessary rate of progress, al without additional cost to the:
Owner. Partial Payment Estimates may be appropriately reduced if the Owner's
Representative determines that the Contractor has failed fo supply the Owner with the
requested or necessary information.

In addition to the time-scaled bar chart described above, and when specified in the
Supplementary Conditions, the Contractor shall develop and submit to the Owner's
Representative for approval a time-scaled Critical Path Method (CPM) schedule. Both a
hard copy and electronic copy of the CPM schedule shall be submitted. The Contractor
shall revise and resubmit the CPM schedule 10 reflect any alteration in the sequence of
scheduled activiiesorof the critical path with each partial payment request and at such
other times as the Owner's Representative may require, and at any time the Contractor
determines that the critical path is altered by changes or other circumstances. The
Contractor shall submit the initial CPM schedule to the Owner's Representative no later
than twenty-one (21) days from the effective date of the Notice to Proceed and at least -
monthly thereafter.

The Contractor shall organize the scheduled activities to be consistent with those
Specifications Divisions and Sections required for the Work. Each Division and Section of
the Specifications and each item in the Schedule of Values shall be represented by one or
more scheduled activities. In addition, one or more scheduled activities shal be used to
represent the submital schedule, permit acquisition, materials procurement, plant and
equipment procurement, shipping, and all other significant elements of the Work. The
Contractor shall include activities that address weather and ground condition restraints,
ritical dates, holidays, periods of Work suspension, and all other restraints (i., all events
that are critical or wil become criticaltothe schedule).
All schedules, whether they are bar chart schedules or CPM schedules, shall include
enough detail to adequately describe all important activities necessary to complete the
Work. Unless otherwise agreed to by the Owner's Representative, no single activity in any
schedule will be allowed to represent more than $50,000 of the total scope of the Work.
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The Contractor shall specifically note if revisions on resubmittals are other than those
requested by the Architect/Engineer on previous submittals.

The Architect/Engineer, upon his approval, wil return two copies of the Shop Drawings to
the Contractor. If the Contractor requires more than two (2) copies, he shall submit such
additional copies.

The ArchitectEngineer's approval of Shop Drawings does not relieve the Contractor of
responsibilty for any deviation from the Contract Documents unless the Contractor has
informed the ArchitectEngineer in wring of the specific deviation and the
ArchitectEngineer has approved the specific deviation in wilting. Errors and omissions
that may occur in the Shop Drawings are the responsibilty of the Contractor. The
Contractor is not relieved of this responsibilty by the ArchitectEngineer's approval of the
Shop Drawings.

When Shop Drawings are required on a portion of the Work, the Contractor shall not
‘commence that portion of Work or any item relying on said portion of Work until the
AvchitecEngineer gives written approval of the Shop Drawings.

The Contractor shall keep one copy of all Contract Documents, including modifications,
and one copy of approved Shop Drawings in good order and available to the
Architect/Engineer or his representative at the construction site.

Article 56 Product Data

‘The Contractor shall submit for approval six (6) copies of complete Product Data for those
items for which submitals are required by the Contract Documents including, but not
limited to: specific performance data, material description, rating, capacily, working
pressure, material gauge or thickness, brand name, catalog number, and operations and
maintenance data. The Contractor shall submit such submitals with reasonable
promptness and in such sequence as to not cause a delay in the Work, in the Work of the: -
‘Owner, or any separate Contractor. With reasonable prompiness, the ArchitectEngineer
will review and approve or take other action on the submittals. The Contractor shall not
orderequipment before receiving approval by the Architect/Engineer.

Product Data for equipment approved by the ArchitectEngineer shall not in any case
supersede the Contract Documents. The approval by the ArchitectEngineer shall not
relieve the Contractor from responsibilty to correct deviations from Drawings or
Specifications, unless he has in writing called the ArchitecUEngineer's attention to such
deviations at the time of submission and secured the Architect/Engineer's written approval,
nor shall it relieve him from responsibilty to correct errors of any sort in the items.
submitted. The Contractor shall check and approve the item described by the Product
Data with the Contract Documents for deviations and errors prior to submittal to the
Architect/Engineer for approval. It shall be the responsibilty of the Contractor to ensure:
that items to be furnished fit the space available as shown in the Contract Documents.
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stored materials for inspection whenever access is requested by the Owners
Representative.

The Contractor shall apply, install, connect, erect, use, clean, and condition manufactured
articles, material, and equipment as directed by the Manufacturer. In the event of conflict
between the manufacturer's directions and the Contract Documents, the higher standard
requirements shall govern.

Article 5.9 Testing of Materials

The Contractor shall conduct all tests in accordance with methods as described and
designated in the Contract Documents. The Owner shall provide and pay for tests of
materials that are required on sie, unless otherwise specified in the Supplementary
Conditions. The Contractor shall provide and pay for all factory testing, mil testing, and
other off-site testing as specified or required to conform to codes and industry standards.

‘The Contractor shall provide such labor and facilies as may be required for collecting and
forwarding samples to the local testing laboratory necessary for testing and shall hold the
materials represented by the samples unti tests have been made and the materials found
equal to the requirements of the Specifications. The Contractor in all cases shall furnish
the required samples without charge.

The Owners Representative may periodically require repetitive testing of materials in
constant use. The Contractor shall pay for retesting when materials have previously been
tested and have not met the requirements of the Contract Documents.

In the absence of any definite Specification, materials and fests shall meet the
specifications and requirements of the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
and the American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO).

Wherever a particular ASTM or AASHTO specification is referred to by number, such
reference shall include all amendments and additions thereto adopted by the ASTM or
AASHTO prior to the award of the Contract.

Repetitive testing of materials in constant use may be required periodically by the Owner's
Representative. Required refesting shall be accomplished at the expense of the
Contractor when materials have previously been tested and have not met the
requirements of the Contract Documents

Article 5.10 Contractor's Authorized Representatives and Employees

‘The Contractor shall, within five (5) days after the Notice to Proceed, in writing, name the
Superintendent, and file with the Owner's Representativea lst of all persons who are
authorized to sign documents on behalf of the Contractor to fully bind the firm
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Article 5.13 Safeguarding of Excavations

The Contractor shall provide such safeguards and protections around and in the vicinity of
all excavations as may be necessaryto prevent damage to property or injury to persons.

Contractor shall backfil all trench excavations to the top of the trench at the end of each
working day, except, at Contractor's option, he may leave open a ‘bel-hole” if it is properly
barricaded and if adequate signing and warning lights are placed to prevent inadvertent
entry by vehicular or pedestian traffic. If groundwater or surface water results in standing
water in the remaining excavation, the Contractor shall provide continuous pumping during
the nonworking hours to maintain the excavation in a dewatered condition. Al roadways
shall be leftin a drivable condition for normal vehicular and transport operations at the end
of each day's operation, except where the Owner's Representative has approved road or
lane closures.

These requirements shall in no way relieve the Contractor of the obligation to restore
private property to its preconstruction condition.

Article 5.14 Use of Explosives

In the handing and storage of explosives, the Contractor must comply with all federal,
state and municipal laws, and shall use every precaution to prevent injury to persons and
damage to property. The Contractor shall provide secure storage places, identified with
warning signs. Only persons licensed and experienced in the handling of explosives shall
be allowed to use them. Before detonating explosives, the Contractor shall sound a
warning and remove all persons from within the radius of danger. The Contractor shall
provide proof of license to the Owner's Representative prior to handing and use of
explosives.

Article 5.15 Duties of Inspectors

Inspectors will be authorized to inspect all Work and Materials. Such inspection may
extend to all or any part of the Work and to the preparation, fabrication, or manufacture of
the materials to be used. Inspectors will not be authorized to alter or waive the provisions
of the Contract. Inspectors will not be authorized to issue instructions contrary to the
Contract Documents or to act as supervisors for the Contractor.

Inspectors will immediately inform the Contractor of any deficiency known to exist in the
Work and any laboratory test results related to the Work.

The Contractor's responsibilty for Work performed under the Contract shall in no way be
relieved because of the presence or absence of an inspector. An inspector, by his
presence, does not render Work acceptable.
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any act, omission, or neglect of the Contractor, his Subcontractors, or his employees in the
performance of the Work.

It is specifically understood between the parties executing the Contract that the Contract
Documents do not make anyone a third-party beneficiary, nor does the Contract authorize
anyone nota party to maintain a lawsuit for personal injuries or property damage.

Article 5.19 Repair of Damages Caused by Contractor

All damage and injury to property that is caused by or that results from the camying out of
the Work, or from any act, omission, or neglect of the Contractor, his Subcontractors, or
his employees, shall promptly be remedied by the Contractor either by the repairing,
rebuilding, or replacing of the property damaged or in some other manner satisfactory to
the ownerof such property. In case of failure on the part of the Contractor to promptly and
satisfactorily remedy such damage or injury, the Municipality may proceed to repair,
rebuild, or replace such property as required, and the cost thereof wil be deducted from
any monies due or that may become due the Contractor.

In applying the above provisions, the repairing, rebuilding, or replacing of damaged
property shall be understood to include the providing of any temporary facilites that may
be needed to maintain normal service until the required repairing, rebuilding, or replacing
is accomplished.

This provision also applies to all areas used by the Contractor for staging of the
construction and shall include restoring those properties to their original condition to the
satisfaction of the Owner's Representative.

Article 5.20 Unauthorized and Defective Work

Any unauthorized or defective Work found to exist during construction shall be
immediately remedied by the Contractor. If the Contractor fails to correct unauthorized or -
defective Work, the Owner may, three (3) days after a written notice to the Contractor,
correct such deficiencies and deduct the cost thereof from any payment due the
Contractor without prejudice to any other remedy including the use of Article 5.29 —
Termination of Contract by Owner.

Article 5.21 Changes in the Work

The Owners Representative shall have the authority to order changes in the Work
requiring an adjustment in the Contract amount and/or time. Such changes in the Work
shall be performed in accordance with any supplemental Drawings and instructions as the
Owner's Representative may issue. Any single change in the Work, or cumulative
changes in the Work, which will cause the total value of the Contract to exceed the limits
stated in AMC 7.15.080, requires Assembly approval. The Owner will pay for additions to
the Work or take credit for reductions to the Work using one of the four methods described
below.
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Contractor Change Order Proposals for the performance of changed work shall
include all direct costs for labor, materials, and equipment as described above.
The Owner's Representative will review the proposals for reasonableness and
‘adequate detail in order to reach agreement with the Contractor before including
allowances as described below:

«In addition to the direct costs of labor, materials and equipment incurred
by the Contractor, the Contractor shall be entitled to an allowance for profit
and overhead. This allowance shall be 20% of direct costs.

+ Ifwork is performed by a subcontractor, the subcontractor actually
performing the work shall be entitled to those allowances for profit and
overhead listed above, and each subsequent higher tiered subcontractor
or Contractor shall be allowed an additional 10% markup on the
subcontractor's direct costs, up to a maximum of two tiers of
subcontractors,

The allowance made in accordance with the terms outlined above will be
understood to be complete reimbursement and compensation for all indirect
costs associated with changed work including, but not limited to job office
overhead, home office overhead, project management, superintendents, general
foremen, estimating, engineering, detailing, legal, accounting, shop drawings,
submittals, costs of small tools and small equipment, warranty, bond cost,
insurance premiums, and profits.

Any allowance made by the Contractor to a Subcontractor, other than specified
herein, shall be at the expense of the Contractor.

2) Time & Material Changes: When extra work is ordered by the Owner's
Representative to be performed on a time and materials basis, the Contractor will be
required to perform the extra work at the actual direct cost for labor, materials and
equipment plus allowances for profit and overhead. In order for payment to occur, the
Contractor must document all direct costs in a manner acceptable to the Owner's
Representative. The contractor shall provide daily time sheets with the names of all
Contractors employees working on the changed work, the number of hours each
employee works on the changed work, and a description of the work performed. In
addition, the Contractor shall provide daily records of all equipment used to perform the
changed work showing the number of hours each piece of equipment was used, a
description of the work performed, and the name of the equipment operator. All
materials incorporated into the changed work shall be documented with itemized
invoices from vendors and suppliers.

Labor:
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Costs for equipment brought to the work site and rented or leased specifically for
work required under this section shall be included a the actual rental rate and
supported by invoices from the equipment vendor. Rental rates for equipment
shall be consistent with prevailing rates for similar equipment in the area

Costs for rented equipment previously on the site and utiized specifically for
changed work shall be included at the actual rental rate and supported by
invoices from the equipment vendor, provided the hourly rate for this equipment
shall not be greater than the hourly rate paid for that same equipment for other
work in this contract.

Time for both owned and rented equipment wil be estimated to the nearest
one-quarter hour for purposes of computing compensation 10 the Contractor for
equipment utilized under these rates.

‘The equipment rates for both owned and rented equipment as determined above
shall be full compensation for providing the required equipment and no additional
compensation will be made for other costs such as, but not limited to, fuels,
lubricants, replacement parts or maintenance. Cost of repairs, both major and
minor, as well as charges for mechanic's time utiized in servicing equipment to
ready it for use prior to moving to the project and similar charges will not be
allowed.

When it is necessary to obtain equipment from sources beyond the project limits
exclusively for changed work, the actual cost of transferring the equipment to the
site of the work and return will be allowed as an addiional item of expense
Where the move is made by common carrier, the move-in allowance will be
limited to the amount of the freight bill or invoice. If the Contractor hauls the
equipment with his own forces, the allowance will be limited to the rental rate for -
the hauling unit plus operator wages. Move-in allowance shall not be made for
equipment brought to the project for changed work which is subsequently
retained on the project and utiized for completion of contract tems.

«In addition to the direct costs of labor, materials and equipment incurred
by the Contractor, the Contractor shall be entitled to an allowance for profit
and overhead. This allowance shall be 15% of direct costs.

« Ifwork is performed by a subcontractor, the subcontractor actually
performing the work shall be entitied to those allowances for profit and
overhead listed above, and each subsequent higher tiered subcontractor
or Contractor shall be allowed an additional 10% markup on the
subcontractor's direct costs, up to a maximum of two tiers of
subcontractors.
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resolved within seven (7) days, the Contractor shall within the next fourteen (14) days,
submit written notice of the facts that may form the basis of the claim.

Thereafter, the Contractor shall submit the claim in writing to the Owner's Representative
within twenty-one (21) days of the submission of the written notice of the facts unless the
Owner's Representative agrees in writing to an extension of time for good cause shown.
The Owner's Representative may grant up to a sixty (60) day extension only upon the
written request of the Contractor in which al reasons for the request are stated. The
Contractor agrees that unless these written notices are provided, the Contractor will have:
no entitlement to compensation for the acts, errors, or omissions of the Owner, the
ArchitectEngineer, or any other Contractor employed by the Owner. The Contractor shall
in all cases continue performance of the Contract,

The writen claim presented by the Contractor shall be complete and adequately stated. It
shall specifically include the facts and circumstances surrounding the claim and the
Contract provisions under which the claim is made; the Contractor's assertion as to the
original requirements of the Contract Documents and the basis for that assertion or
position, citing all pertinent Specifications, Details, Plan notes or other Contract provisions;
a clear certification that the Contractors Bid Costs were in fact based on the stated original
interpretation; the Contractor's assertion as to the revised requirements of the Coniract
Documents, citing all pertinent Contract provisions, or lack thereof, and other records on
which that assertion or position is based; a narrative description of the increase in the
Scope of Work resuling from the revision in the requirements; the Pay lems and
quantities affected by the alleged change; references to previous notices of pending claim;
and the specific relief requested, including both time extension and additional cost
compensation and the basis on which both were calculated. In the case of cost
compensation, such basis for specific relief shall include the labor classifications, rates and
additional time; the equipment descriptions, rates and additonal time; material
descriptions, unit prices and quantiles; and appropriate supporting documentation as to
materials, unit pices, labor rates, and equipment rates.

Claims presented that do not include the above information or are otherwise considered to
be incomplete will be retumed to the Contractor without review by the Owners
Representative. The Owner's Representative will render a decision as fo the merit of a
properly presented claim within sixty (60) days of ts receipt. Any change in the Contract
amount resulting from such claim will be subject to approval by the Owner through the
execution of a Change Order.

Article 5.23 Time for Completion ofWork

The Owner shall indicate in the Supplementary Conditions either a time period for
completion of the Work or a completion date. Time is of the essence in the Contract.
‘Therefore, the Work to be performed under the Contract shall be completed in its entirety
within the time period specified or before the completion date.

‘The Contractor shall furnish all labor, materials, faciltes, and equipment and shall work
the required hours, including night shifts, overtime operations, and Saturdays, Sundays,
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the Contractor for claiming additional compensation and/or an extension of ime and shall
not release the Contractor from any liabilty for damages or for failure to complete the
Work within the time prescribed.

In the event that a suspension of Work is ordered in writing by the Owner's Representative
due to unsuitable weather or unforeseen conditions, and. in the opinion of the Owner's
Representative, the Contractor has prosecuted the Work with due diigence prior to the
time of suspension, the Contractor may be due an extensionof ime.

Where the Contract provides for a time period for completion and the Work s suspended
for the convenience of the Owner or unsuitable weather or unforeseen conditions and the
Contractor has prosecuted the Work with due diigence, the time period and liquidated
damages provision of the Contract shall be tolled until a Notice to Resume Work is issued
by the Owner's Representative.

Article 5.26 Final Trimming of Work

The Contractor shall be responsible for all repair to the Work as necessary to overcome
deterioration or damage that may occur prior to final inspection. The Contractor at all
times shall keep the premises free from accumulation of waste materials, rubbish, and
debris. The Contractor shall grade all existing driveways on, and which have been
affected by the project within the rights-of-way or easements as directed by the Owner's
Representative. Al the completion of the Work, all waste materials, rubbish, debris and
temporary structures from and about the Project as well as all his tools, construction
equipment, machinery, and surplus materials shall have been removed from the Project
area. The Work shall be in a neatly trimmed and wellinished condition throughout the
Project area at the time of Final Inspection. This Work shall be considered incidental to
thecontract unless there is a specific contract tem for this Work

At any time during the progress of construction that cleanup is not keeping pace with the
est of the Work in the opinion of the Owner's Representative, the Contractor shall at the
direction of the Owner's Representative suspend all operations on the major items of work
uni the premises are cleaned up to the satisfaction of the Owner. Any additional expense
involved will be the sole responsibilty of the Contractor, and the Owner wil not be held
liable for this additional expense.

All street name signs, traffic control signs, mailboxes, newspaper boxes, property comer
markers, survey markers, survey monuments, and utiity markers removed to faciltate the
Work or damaged by the Contractors operations shall be restored by the Contractor
unless otherwise directed. tems damaged by the Contractor during removal, storage, or
restoration shall be repaired or replaced in kind by the Contractor. Repairing or replacing
damaged items shall be considered incidental to the Contract, and no separate payment
shall be made.
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persistently disregard laws, ordinances, or the instructions of the Owner's Representative,
or otherwise substantially violate any provisions of the Coniract, then the Owner may
without prejudice to any other right or remedy and after giving the Contractor and his
Surety ten (10) days concurrent written notice, terminate the Coniract and take possession
of the premises and of all materials, tools, and appliances thereon. Notwithstanding the
preceding, the Owner may immediately terminate this contract for default without providing
a ten (10) day notice f the Contractor fais, refuses or otherwise does not comply with a
written order by the Owner's Representative that may involve issues of safety or a
suspension of work issued under Article 5.25 — Suspension of the Work. When the
Contractor and Surety are notified of the termination of the Contract, the Owner may
demand that the Surety fulfil ts obligations under the Performance and Payment Bond.
Should the Surety fail to perform its obligations under the Bond upon demand of the
Owner, then the Owner may finish the Work by whatever method that the Owner
determines expedient. The Contractor and his surety shall be responsible for
compensating the owner for all excess costs, including applicable liquidated damages and
all added procurement costs incurred in accomplishment of the Contract Work.

In the event that the Owner terminates the Contract, the Owner does not waive any other
right or remedy under the Contract or any other right or remedy available at law or equity.
The Contractor may not be allowed to bid on any Owner's contracts for a period of two (2)
years following the date of this termination by the Owner.

In the case of termination before completion for any cause whatsoever, the Contractor, if
noified to do so by the Owner, shall promptly remove equipment and supplies from the
premises of the Owner. Failure to do so will authorize the Owner to remove such
equipment and supplies from the premises at the expense of the Contractor.

Article 5.30 Terminationof Work for Owner's Convenience

At any time during the term of this contract, the Owner may terminate the Work, in whole
or in par, for any reason that the Owner's Representative shall determine to be in the best
interest of the Owner. Any such termination shall be effected by deliveryof a Notice of
Termination to the Contractor, specifying that the termination is for the convenience of the
Owner; the extent to which performance of the Work under the Contract is terminated; and
the date upon which such termination becomes effective

After receipt of a Notice of Termination and except as otherwise directed by the Owner,
the Contracor shall

1. Stop work under the contract on the date and to the extent specified in the
Notice of Termination;

2. Place no further orders or subcontracts for materials, services, of faciities
except as may be necessary for completion of such portion of the Work
under the contract as is not terminated;
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Article 5.32 Preconstruction Conference

Within five (5) days after delivery of the executed agreement by the Owner to Contractor,
but before the Contractor begins the Work at the site, a Preconstruction Conference will be
held to review the contractor's schedules and plans, to establish procedures for handling
shop drawings and other submissions, to establish procedures for submitting and
processing applications for payment, and to establish a working understanding between
the parties as to the project. The Owner or his Representative, the ArchitectEngineer, the
Inspector, and the Contractor and his Superintendent and key Subcontractors’
representatives wil be present at the meeting. Construction Progress Meetings will be
conducted each month on a scheduled basis 0 review work progress, schedules, and
other matters requiing discussion and resolution. At a minimum, the Owner,
Architec/Engineer, and Contractor's Project Manager, or their representatives, will attend
the Construction Progress Meetings, which will be conducted on the project site.

SECTION 00721306 LEGAL RELATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Article 6.1 Laws to Be Observed

The Contract shall be governed by the laws of the State of Alaska. The Contractor at al
times shall abserve and comply with al federal, state, and municipal laws, ordinances, and
regulations in any manner affecting the conduct of the Work and all such orders or
decrees existing or which may be enacted or promulgated by legislative bodies, boards,
tribunals, or courts having any jurisdiction or authority over the Work. The Contractor shall
defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the Municipality and the officers, employees, and
agents of the Owner, including the ArchitectEngineer, against any claim or iabiity arising
from or based on the violation of any such laws, ordinances, regulations, orders, or
decrees, whether such violations be by the Contractor, his Subcontractor, or his
employees.

Article 6.2 Notice to Contractors.

Any written noice to the Contractor by the Owner shall be served on said Contractor or his
representative either personally or by mailing to the address given in the Contract.

Article 6.3 Notice by Contractors

Any notice to the Owner by the Contractor shall be made in writing and shal be delivered
to the Owner's Representative of his representative in person or mailed to the office of the
Owner's Representative at the address given in the official Notice to Proceed.

Article 6.4 Successors and Assigns

The Contractor binds himself, his partners, successors, assignees, and legal
representatives to the Owner with respect to all covenants, conditions, and obligations
contained in the Contract Documents.
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Article 6.7 Copyrights and Patents

‘The Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hokd harmless the Municipaliy. its officers, its
employees, and agents of the Owner, including the ArchitecUEngineer, from any and all
claims, suits, or actions brought for the infringement of any copyright of patent claimed to
be infringed by any material, devices, drawings, method, or process to be incorporated in
the Work and/or required to be used in connection with the Work, including all attorney's
fees and costs.

Article 6.8 Safety

‘The Contractor shall be solely and completely responsible for conditionsofthe job site,
including safety of all persons (including employees, Owner's Representatives, and the
public) and property during performance of the Work. This requirement shall apply
continuously twenty-four (24) hours per day. seven (7) days per week and shall not be
limited to normal working hours. Safety provisions shall conform to the rules and
regulations established by the U.S. Department of Labor, the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA), the State of Alaska Occupational Safety and Health
Section (OSH), as well as all other applicable federal, state, or municipal laws, ordinances,
codes, the requirements set forth below, and any regulations that may be detailed on other
parts of the Contract Documents. Where any of these are in conflict, the more stringent
requirement shall be followed. The Contractors failure to thoroughly familiarize himself
with the aforementioned safety provisions shall not relieve him from compliance with the
obligations and penalties set forth herein.

The Contractor shall develop and maintain, for the duration of this Contract, a safety
program that will effectively incorporate and implement all required safety provisions. The
Contractor shall appoint an employee who is qualified and authorized to supervise and
enforce compliance with the safety program and shall notify the Owner's Representative of
the name and contact phone number for this person prior to commencementof the Work. _

‘The duty of the Owner's Representative to conduct construction review of the Work does
not include review or approval of the adequacy of the Contractor's safety supervisor, the
safety program, or any safety measures taken in, on, or near the construction site.

If death, serious injuries, or serious damages are caused, the accident shall be reported
immediately by telephone or messenger 10 both the ArchitecUEngineer and the Owner. In
addition, the Contractor must promptly report in writing to the Owner's Representative all
accidents whatsoever arising out of, or in connection with, the performance of the Work,
whether on, or adjacent to, the site, giving full details and statements of witnesses.

If a claim is made by anyone against the Contractor or any Subcontractor on account of
any accident, the Contractor shall promptly report the facts in writing to the Owner's
Representative, giving full detail of the claim.
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When specified in the Supplementary Conditions, the Contractor shall provide the
following additional coverages:

Coverages Minimum Limits

Federal Longshoremen and Harbor Statutory
Workers Compensation Act
Federal Maritime Liabilty Law (Jones Act) $1,000,000
Builder's Risk: Total Contract Amount

NOTICE TO "OUT OF STATE’ CONTRACTORS:

A Certificate of Insurance for Alaska Workers Compensation, or an “other states”
endorsement on your home state Worker's Compensation policy, is required prior to
execution of a Contract or commencement of any contract performance, if any in-state
visits or Workis required or anticipated.

Article 6.10 Indemnification

To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Contractor shall indemnify, defend, and hold
harmless the Municipality and the ArchitectEngineer and their agents and employees from
and against all claims, damages, losses, and expenses, including attorneys’ fees, arising
out of or resulting from the performance of the Work, provided that any such claim,
damage, loss, or expense (1) is attributable to bodily injury, sickness, disease, death, or
personal injury or to injury to or destruction of tangible property including the loss of use
resulting therefrom; and (2) is caused in whole or in part by any negligent act or omission
of the Coniractor, any Subcontractor, anyone directly or indirectly employed by the
Contractor or Subcontractors, or anyone for whose acts the Contractor or Subcontractors
may be liable, regardless of whether or not the claim, damage, loss, or expense is caused
in part by a party indemnified hereunder.

In any and all claims against the Municipality or the ArchitectEngineer or their agents or
employees by any employee of the Contractor, any Subcontractor, anyone directly or
indirectly employed by any of them, or anyone for whose acts any of them may be liable,
the indemnification obligation under this Article shall not be limited in any way by any
limitation on the amount or type of damages, compensation, or benefits payable by or for
the Contractor or any Subcontractor under Worker's Compensation acts, disability benefit
acts, or other employee benefit acts.

Article 6.11 Claims by Workers, Suppliers, and Subcontractors

In the event the Contractor or any Subcontractor fails, neglects, or refuses to make prompt
and full payment for labor, services, materials, supplies, of provisions fumished by any
person in connection with the Work, then the Owner may withhold the amount due from
the Contractors progress payments provided that an affidavit of claim on the form
fumished is fled with the Owner's Representative. The withholding by the Owner does not
relieve the Contractor or his Surety from their obigations with respect to the payment of
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Americans with Disabilfies Act of 1990). The Contractor shall take affirmative action to
ensure that applicants are employed and that employees are treated during employment
without regard to_their race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, age, sex, marital
status, or mental or physical impaimentdisabilty. Such action shall include, without
limitation, the following: employment, upgrading, demotion, or transfer; recruiiment or
recruiting advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms of compensation
and selection for training including apprenticeship. The Contractor agrees fo post in
conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for employment, notices
setting forth the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause.

‘The Contractor shall state in all solicitations or advertisements for employees for the Work
that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to
ace, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, age, sex, marital status, or mental or physical
impaimentidisabilty.

The Contractor shall comply with any and all reporting requirements that may apply to its
work under this contract, which the Anchorage OEO Contract Compliance may establish
by regulation.

The Contractor shall include the provisionsofthe first two paragraphs of this section in
every subcontract or purchase order under this contract, so as to be binding upon every
such Subcontractor or vendor of the Contractor under this contract.

Article 6.17 Rights and Remedies

‘The duties and obligations of the Contractor imposed by the Contract Documents and the
fights and remedies of the Owner available thereunder shall be in addition to and not a
limitation of any duties, obligations, rights, and remedies otherwise imposed or available
by law.

The failure of the Owner or the ArchitecEngineer to insist in any one or more instances -
upon the strict performance of any one or more of the provisions of the Contract, or to
exercise any right herein contained or provided by law, shall not be construed as a waiver
or relinquishment of the performance of such provision or right(s) or of the right to
subsequently demand such strict performance or exercise of such right(s), and the rights
shall continue unchanged and remain in full force and effect.

Article 6.18 Paymentof Taxes

As a condition of performance of this contract, the Contractor shall pay all municipal taxes
incurred by the Contractor. Payment of such taxes is required before the Municipality will
issue any payment to the Contractor for Work

SECTION 00721307 MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
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No payment for materials shall be made on any single class of material the value of which
is not at least $5,000. No advance shall be made for fuels, supplies, forms, lumber,
falsework, or other materials or on temporary structures of any kind that will not become
an integral part ofthe finished construction.

The Contractor shall make available to the Owner's Representative evidence of payment
for the materials for which it is requesting advances and of insurance to ensure
replacementif such material is lost, stolen, or damaged; and other information the Owner's
Representative may request.

Article 7.4 Progress Payments

“The Contractor shall submit to the Owner's Representative an Application for Payment, on
the forms furnished, supported by such data as the Owner's Representative may require
that substantiate the Contractor's right to payment for Work done during the preceding
calendar month. The Owner's Representative wil, within eight (8) days after receipt of the
Application for Payment, either approve a Partial Payment Eslimate and present it 10 the
Contractor for signature or notify the Contractor in writing of his reasons for withholding
approval. Approved Partial Payment Estimates shall be received by the Owner within two
(2) days after execution by the Contractor. The Owner will process Partial Payment
Estimates and make payment to the Contractor within fifteen (15) days of receipt of the
Partial Payment Estimate. If the Owner fails to make payment to the Contractor within
thirty (30) days (twenty-one [21]days if the project is funded with State of Alaska grants) of
receipt of the Application for Payment, the Contractor may, upon seven (7) days written
noice to the Oviner, suspend the Work. The Contractor shall take every precaution to
prevent any damage or unreasonable deterioration of the Work during the time it is
suspended.

Retainage: For projects where a Performance and Payment Bond is required, under
Article 35 ~ Bonds, Insurance, and OEO and DAWBE Forms, progress payments at one
hundred percent (100%) of the estimated value of the work accomplished, less all previous
payments, shall be made to the Contractor, and no retainage shall be deducted, except as
provided under the withholding provisions of this Article (Article 7.4)

For projects where a Performance and Payment Bond is not required under Article 3.5 —
Bonds, Insurance, and OEO and DAVBE forms, the Owner wil retain ten percent (10%) of
the total earnings to date until the Work is completed and accepted. However, if the
Owner at any time after fity percent (50%) of the Work has been completed determines
that satisfactory progress is maintained, the Owner may continue to hold the retainage to
date and authorize progress payments to the Contractor in full for Work performed beyond
the fifty percent (50%) stage of completion. After ninety-five percent (95%) of the Work
has been satisfactorily completed, the Owner may reduce the retention to two percent
(29%) of the earings to date. Interest on retainage shall accrue at the rate of eight percent
(8%) per annum, simple interest, or, when the State of Alaska is to provide a grant for all
or part of the funding for the Work, the rate of interest will be equal to the amount set out in
Alaska Statute (AS) 45.45.010(a).
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The making of progress payment under the Contract, either before or after the date set for
completionof the Work, shall not operate to invalidate any of the provisions of the Contract
orto release the Surety.

Article 7.5 PaymentofClaimants

Any claim received by the Owner's Representative against the Contractor or
Subcontractors from any material men, laborer, supplier, Subcontractor, of the Alaska
Department of Labor will be forwarded to the Contractor by certified mail as soon as
practical following receipt by the Owner's Representative. Within twenty-one (21) days
after the Contractor's receipt of the said notice, the Contractor shall notify the Owner's
Representative in writing by Certified Mail that the said claim is contested or provide proof
that the claim has been satisfied. If the Contractor contests the claim, the Contractor shall
describe in detail how the Subcontractor was paid or why the Subcontractor should not be
paid and fumish the 3-point statement described below. If the Contractor does not
respond during the time allotted above, this lack of notice shall constitute consent by the
Contractor to have the owner pay the claim from the earnings of the Contractor. The
Owner shall not be responsible to the Contractor if the Contractor subsequently contests
the validity of the claim.

Sums withheld pursuant to disputed claims will not be paid to the claimant except where
compelled by legal authority. Suich sums may be paid to the Contractor upon the fling ofa
3-point statement by the Contractor and his Surety on the form furnished by the Owner's
Representative stating that: (1) the Contractor contests the validity of the claim, (2) the
Surety acknowledges responsibilty for the payment of the claim in the event it is valid, and
(3) that the Contractor and the Surety specifically agree to hold the Municipality harmless
for making payment to the Contractor of the sums withheld.

In the event that the Contractor revokes consent to pay a claimant as provided herein and
refuses to execute the said statement referenced above, the Municipality may insiitute an .
interpleader action in Superior Court, Third Judicial District, and all Court costs and
attomey's fees incurred by the Municipality shall be paid by the Contractor or the Surety.
Claimants are not intended beneficiaries of this Article and shall have no recourse against
the Municipality for any failure to pay claims from sums withheld from the Contractor.

Article 7.6 Final Payment

Upon completion of the Work and issuance of a certificate of completion by the Owner's
Representative, the Contractor shall submit a request to the Owner's Representative for
the final payment, The retainage shall be held by the Owner for a period of not less than
ninety (90) days following the Final Acceptance of the Work. No final payment shall be
‘made until the Contractor has filed with the Owner's Representative, prior to acceptance of
the Work, a notarized Certificate of Compliance as follows:

1 (we) hereby certify that all Work has been performed and materials supplied in
accordance with the Contract Documents for the above Work; that not less than the
prevailing rates of wages as required by the State of Alaska statute have been paid
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MOA Navigation Center - CM/GC

Overview

The CM/GC (Construction Manager/General Contractor) i a Project DeliveryMethod that has many
benefits, most important for the Navigation Center Project is the being ableto speedup the design and
construction process, ultimately shorteninga projects time period. Having a Contractor on the team
early in the process allows them to join the team in an advisoryrole that can give real time information
‘on material procurementtimes and schedule.

Key Features.

+ Design Team and CM are separate and independent contracts — both entities contact directly.
with the Owner/Client

+ CM/GC selected early (design at 35% or less). Selection is primarily made on qualifications
+ CM/GC gets actively involved in the design and scheduling process right away once selected
+ CM/GC provides feedback during the design process including constructabilty reviews, value

engineering suggestions, and construction estimates.
+ CM/GC to provide GMP Cost Estimate at roughly 65% design level. Owner may choose to reject

the GMP offer and proceed with the Design)/Bid/Build delivery method

‘Overall, utilizing the CM/GC process for the Navigation Center Project is going toallow MCG and RHC to
begin early to mitigate risk during the design phase, which will ultimately reduce or eliminate any
unexpected setbacks during the construction phase.

For this project in particular — schedule is going to be the biggest risk and the CM/GC delivery method is
going to give the entire team the best chance to accelerate this project and deliver it quicker than any.
other delivery method.
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6. Departmental review: The department shall review each proposed conditionaluseapproval application in ght of the aj
criteria of subsection D. below and distribu the application to other reviewers as deemed necessary. Based or the ret
those reviews, the department shal providea report to the planning and zoningcommission.

7. Planningandzoningcommission action Theplanning and zoningcommission shall hold a public hearing on the
proposed application and act to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the proposed conditional use, based on
the approval criteria of subsectionD. below.

8. Appeal. Decisions on conditional use approvals may be appealed to the board of adjustment in accordance with
subsection 21.03.0504

0. Approvalcriteria. Theplanning andzoning comissionmay approveaconditionaluse applicationif, in the judgmentof
the commission, al of thefollowing criteria have been met in all material matters
1. The proposed use is consistent with the comprehensive plan andall applicable provisions of this te and applicable

state and federal regulations:
2. The proposed use isconsistentwith the purpose and intent of the zoning districtinwhich i I locate, including any

distict-specifc standards setforthin Chapter 21.04;
3. The proposed use is consistent with any applicable use-specific standards se forthin Chapter 21.05;
4. The site size, dimensions, shape, location, and topography are adequateforthe needsof the proposed use and any.

mitigation needed to address potential impacts;
5. The proposed use will not alte the characterofthesurrounding area in manner which substantially limits, impairs,

orpreventsthe use ofsurrounding properties for the permitted uses sed inthe underlying zoning disrict
6. The proposed use is compatible with uses allowed on adjacent properties, in terms of is scale, ite design, operating

characteristics (hours of operation, traffic generation, lighting, noise, odor, dust, and other external impacts);
7. Anysignificant adverse Impacts anticipated to result from theusewill be mitigated or offsetto the maximum extent

feasible
8. Theproposed use is appropriately located with respect to the transportation system, including but not imited to

existing and/or planned street designations and improvements, treet capacity, access o collectorsor arterials,
connectivty, offsite parking impacts, transit availabilty, impacts on pedestrian, bicycle, and transit circulation, and
safety for all modes: and

9. The proposed use is appropriately locatedwithrespect to existing and/or planned water supply, fire and police
protection, wastewater disposal storm water disposal, and similar facies and services.

€. Amendmentstoapprovedconditionaluses.
1. Originalprocedure appliesformost amendments. Amendmentofa conditional use approval shall follow the same

process required forthe original approval ofa conditional use, unless the amendment s determined tobe aminor
amendment as described in subsection2. below.

2. Administrativeapprovalofminoramendments. The director mayadministratively approveminor amendments to
any approved conditional use upon written application and documentation by the applicant, and upon the director's
determination that the amendment is a minor amendment.
a. procedure

i. Upon receivingawritten request from the applicantfor conditional use amendment, the director shall
determine ifthe proposed amendmentwill be processed as a minor amendment or major amendment. The
applicant mayappeal the director's decision in writing to the Zoning board of examiners andappealswithin
ten days of the decision.

ii. Immediately followingthedirector's determination thata proposed amendmentisminor,thedirector shall



(A) Issuea minor amendment affidavit, which shall be transmitted to the planning and zoning commission for
(8) Attachaform stating the natureof the modification, date of approval, and bearing the signature of tre

director to the conditional use on file i the department.
i. Ifthe original approval had been recorded, the amended plan shall be recordedby the municipalityat the

applicant's expense.
b. Typesofminor amendments. The following are amendmentswhich the director may reasonably determine to be

i. insubstantial changestthe text to add darityorcorrect conflicting provisions.
ii Changes in street alignment If such changes further the intent of the plan and tis code, and are acceptable
0 the municipal engineer.

fi. Changesinbuilding envelope, setback, and similar provisions of ten percent or ess.
iv. Incidental changes in landscaping sign placement, lighting fixtures, etc. to further the intent of th plan and

this code.
F. Platting forconditionaluses.

1. If development under an approval under this section createsa subdvision of requires the vacation ofadedicated
public area, the approval is not effective until a final plat for the subdivision or vacation is approved and recorded in
accordance with tis tite. Apreliminary plat required under this section is subject to approval a required bySection
21.03200 Subdivisions.

2. Unless the planning and zoning commission directs inthe final approval that i shall actas the platting authority, the
platting board s the platting authority for subdisions under this subsection.

3. The platting authority under this subsection may require that any treet right-of-way, walkway, utility easement, or
other public area designated under the fina approval be dedicated to the public.

G. Abandonmentofconditional use. An otherwise awful conditional use approval shall expire i:
1. For any reason the conditional use is abandoned in ts entiretyfora periodof one year or longer; or
2. Thepropertyowner notifies the planning and zoning commission ofthe abandonmentofthe conditional use
approval.&conditional useshall not be abandoned under this subsection f the resultofthe abandonment is the
creation ofa nonconforming land use.

(AO 2012-12445), 2:26:13; AO 2013-117, 12-313; AQNo,2015-36,57.8,5-14-15,AQNo.2020.38. § 3, 528.20)

21.03.140- Public facility site selection

A. Purpose. Ths section sets forth a processbywhich the municipality shal review and decide upon selection ofsites
before certain public facies may be authorized, or publicly owned land is designated as the site for certain public
facile.

©. Applicabilty
1. Unless exemptedbysubsection B.2. below, this section shall apply to thefollowing government faciesthat are not

‘exempt by law from municipal land use regulation:
a. Any newly constructed building orbuildings and any existing bullding acquired by purchase or lease, in which

government operations or activities occupy more than a otal of 50,000square feetofgross floor area;
b. Any useofland over 20 acres i area (not including projects covered underSection 21,03.190, Street and Trail

Review)
<. public schools:



9. Fire stations, unless such station i determinedby the director na to have impacts on the surrounding neghborhor
e. Any sports, entertainment, or civic center designed for more than 1,500 spectators:
1. Any public snow disposal or landfil site and
§ Afaciity that, inthe judgment of the director, warrants a public process fo site selection due to the potential for

significant impacts on surrounding properties
2. Ths section shal not apply tothe following:

a. Any ste thatis
i. Designated or the subject use on a municipal plan adoptedbythe assembly;

ii Partofan area, development, or institutional master plan
ii. Determinedbyadedication tothe municipalityonafinal plat approved and recorded in accordance wi this

tes or
iv. Subject to approvalof conditional use under this tite.

b. Any facil ic selection reviewed by the commission or approved by the assemblybefore January 1 2014;
<. Anyfacily site selection for which over $500,000 has been expended for design or construction before January

1.204,
C. Community meeting. A community meeting i required in accordance with subsection 21.03.020C.
©. Required information, The agency proposinga ite selection shall submit to the commission all information identified in

the user's guide. This information shal include, but need nt be limited to, an evaluation of alternative sits, or an
explanation why no altematve sites were considered.

€. Public notice. Notice shallbe provided in accordance with subsection 21.03.0204.
. Departmental review.

1. The department shal review each proposed sit selection application n ight of the approval criteria set forth in
subsection I. below, and distribute the application t other reviewers as deemed necessary

2. Based on the resultsof those reviews, the department shall providea reportto the planning and zoning commission.
3. For schoo site sections, the department shal also provide the report to the Anchorage schoo! board for is review

and recommendation
G. Planningandzoningcommission

1. The commission shall reviewthe RFP criteria (orsimilarguidelines) or the site lternativesfo any applicable faci.
2. The commission shall holda public hearing.
3. For school it section, the school board and the commission may meet ina joint public hearing: however, the

School board and the commission shal separatelyconsider and make recommendations to the assembly. Both
recommendations shal then be forwardedas a package to the assembly for approval.

4. For sie selections of municipal facies, the commission shall makearecommendation to the assembly, based on
the approval criteria of subsection |. below.

5. For al other siteselections,the commission shall decideon the proposed sie based on the approvalcriteriaof
subsectionH.below.

HW. Assemblyacton. For municipal facilities, upon receiptof the recommendations from the commission (and the
Anchorage school board if applicable), the assembly may, based on the criteriaofsubsection I.belowand at ts
discretion, holda public hearing and takeoneof thefollowingactions:

1. Approveaspecific recommended sce;
2. Approvea specific evaluated site;



3. Reject some oral recommendedsites; or
4. Remand the evaluated and recommended sites to the commission (and the school board if appiicatie)fo further

investigation, review, and evaluation.
1. Approval criteria, The commission shall review the proposed site for consistency with the goal, policies, and and use

designations of the comprehensiveplan and other municipal plans adopted by the assembly, conformityo the
requirements of this title, and the effects of the proposal on th area surrounding the sie. The following specific criteria
shal be considered:

1. Whether the sit will allow development tha is compatibe wih current and projected land uses:
2. Whether the sit is large enough to accommodate the proposed use and future additions or ancther planned public

fact,
3. Whether the proposed government use and its intensity is compatible with the surroundingdistrict and adopted

polices forfuturedevelopment in the district;
4. Whether adequate tity and wansportation infrastructure is available tothe ice
5. Whether the sie is locatednearatransit route, if applicable;
6. Whether there are existing or planned walkviays connecting th st to transi tops and surrounding residential

areas, where applicable;
7. The environmental suitability of the ste;
5. The financial feasibility of the site, including maintenance and operations; and
9. Whether the proposed sic for major municipal, sate, and federal administrative offices conforms with the adopted

policypriority for locating the central business district Downtown Anchorage). Satelite government offices and
other civic functions are encouragedtolocate in regionalor owncenters if practicable.

J. Request for assembly hearing.
1. Decisions by the planning and zoning commission are inal unless, within 20 days of te date ofservice, any party of

interest requests an assembly hearing ina leter sent 0 th director.
2. Tne assembly may hold a public hearing on the case at is discretion.

(AO 2012-124(5), 2:26:13;AQNo.2020.38. §3, 5-28-20)

21.03.180 Site plan review:

A. Purpose. The purposeofthe site plan review process s to ensure compliance with the development and design
standards and provisionsof this te, and to encourage quali development in the municipality reflectiveof the goal,
policies, and objectivesofthe comprehensive plan. For land uses requiringa site plan review, such usesmaybe
established inthe municipality, and building or land use permits may be issued, onlyafter a site plan showing the
proposed development has been approved in accordance wih the procedures and requirements of this title.

6. General applicability. Thissection shall not apply to remodeling renovation, of repair to interior portionsofstructures
that are subject to site plan review under tis tile, except those interiorareas that affect conformity to the approval
criteria for site plan review or the development and design requirements of this te.

C. Administrativesiteplan review.
1. Applicabilty. Land uses requiring administrative site lan review are identified in Table 21.05-1, TableofAllowed

Uses, Table 21.05-3, Table ofAllowed Accessory Uses, Table 21.08-1, Tableof Allowed Uses (Girdwood), Table 21.05-
= 2, TableofAccessory Uses (Girdwood), Table 21.10-4,Tableof Allowed Uses (Chugiak Eagle River), Table 21.105,

TableofAccessory Uses (Chugiak Eagle River Table 2111-2, TableofAllowed Uses (Downtown), and Table 21.113,
TableofAccessory Uses (Downtown).



2. procedure.
a. Applicaton submittal. Applications for an administrative siteplanreview snail onan the nforrzsicn spec Tec

in the Title 21 User's Guide, and shall be submitted to the directoron a form providedby thedepantmert.
b. Publicnotice. Notice shal be provided in accordance with subsection 21.03.0204,
<. Departmentalreviewanddirector's action. The department shall review each proposed adrminisiative sit par

application in ight of the approval criteria of subsection F. below and distribute the applicationto other
reviewers as deemed necessary. Based on the resuls of those reviews, the director shal take fina actiononthe
Site pian application and approve, approve with conditions, or deny the application. The department’review and
the directors ation, including referral to other agencies and bos, shall be completed within 60 days of
verification ofa complete application.

. Appeals. Decisions on administrative site plans may be appealed to the urban design comissian, inwhich case
it shall be treated asa major site plan review application under subsection D, below.

3. Administrativesite plan review with notice. When a section of Tide 21 cals for administrative site plan review with
notice, written (mailed) notice and posted notice shall be provided at least 45 days before the date of decision, along.
Withothernotice requiredbyTable 21.031.

©. Majorsteplan review.
1. Applicabity. Land uses requiring major site planrevieware dentifed i Table 21.05-1, Table of Allowed Uses, Table

21.09-1, TableofAllowed Uses (Girdwood), Table 21.10-4, Tableof Allowed Uses (Chugiak Eagle River), and Table
21.1.2, Table of Allowed Uses (Downtown).

2. Decision-making authority. For non residential development withagross loor areaof 100,000 square feet or
greater, and for residential developmentof 140units of more, the decision-making body shall be the planing and
Zoning commission. For all other major site plan reviews, the decision-making body shal be the urban design
commission.

3. procedure.
a. pre-application conference. Before fling an application, the applicant shall requesta pre-application conference

withthe director, in accordance with subsection 21.03.0208,
. Community meeting. A community meeting is required in accordance with subsection 21.03.020C.
<. Application submittal. Applications for a major ste plan review shall contain the information specifiedin the Tce

21 User's Guide, and shal be submitted to the director on a orm provided by the department
a. Publicnotice. Nice shal be provided in accordance with subsection21.03.020K.
. Departmental review: The department shall review each proposed major siteplan application in ight of the

approval criteria of subsection F. below and distribute the application to other reviewers as deemed necessary
Based on the results ofthose reviews, the department shal provide a reporttothe applicable commission.

1. Commission action. The applicable commission shal holda public hearing on the proposed application an,
taking nto account the recommendations of thedepartment and public input, shall ct 10 approve, approve with
conditions, or deny the proposed major site plan, based on the approval criteria of subsection £. below.

& Appeals. Decisions on major site plans may be appealed to the board of adjustment in accordance with
subsection 21.03.0504

€. Expiration.
1. General, Aske plan approval shall automaticalyexpire a the end of 24 months after the effective date unlessa

buildingor land use permit for atleast onebuilding in the development propose n the site plan is approved and
construction has begun (see the definition of“start of construction” in Chapter 21.15). Achangein ownership of the



property does not affect this time frame.
2. Exension.

a. First extension. Upon written application submitted by the applicant at east 30 dayspriorto theexpiration of the
permit period and upon a showingof 00d cause, the directormaygrant one extension not to exceed 12.
months. The approval shal be deemed extended until thedirectorhas acted upon the request for extension,
Failure tosubmit an application oran extension within the time limits establishedbythis section shall render
the site plan approval void

b. Further extensions. Upon written application submitted at least 30 days prior © the expirationofthe previous
extensionsand uponashowingof00d cause, the urban design commission, withouta public hearing, may
rant addtional extensions, each one not (0 exceed 12 months, The approvalshallbe deemed extended ui the
commission has acted upon the request or extension.

F. Approval criteria,Anapplication for administrative or major ie plan review shall be approved upon afinding that the
ite plan meets al of the folowing criteria:
1. The site planis consistent with any previously approved subdivision pat, planned development master plan, oany

other precedent plan or land use approval;
2. The sie plan complieswih al applicable development and design standardssetforth n this tide, including but not

limited to the provisions in Chapter 21.04, Zoning Districts, Chapter 21.05, Use Regulations,Chapter21.06,
Dimensional Standards and Measurements, andChapter21.07, Development and Design Standards;

3. The site plan addresses any significant adverse impacts that can reasonably be anticipatedtoresult from the use, by.
mitigating or offsetting those impacts © the maximum extent feasible; and

4. The development proposed inthe ste plan is consistent with the goals, objectives, and policies of the comprehensive:
plan.

G. Plattingfor site plans.
1. If development under an approval under this section wilcreatesubdivision or requires the vacationofadedicated

public area, the approvals not effective unti a final plat for thesubdivision or vacation is approved and recorded in
accordance with this tite. A preliminary plat required under thi section is subject to approval as requiredby.Section
21.03.200 Subdivisions.

2. Unless the authority granting approval directs in the approval that i shall act as th plating authoricy, the director is
the platting authority for subdivisions under this subsection.

H. Amendments to approvedsite plans.
1. Originalprocedure appliesformost amendments. Amendmentofaite lan shall fllow the same process required

for the original approval of asit plan, unless the amendmenti determinedtobeaminor amendment as described
in subsection H.2. below.

2. Administrativeapproval ofminor amendments. The directormay approve administratively minor amendments to
any approved site plan upon written application and documentation by the applicant, and upon the director's
determination that the amendment s a minor amendment.
a. procedure.

i. Upon receivingawritten request from the applicantfo a seplan amendment, the director shall determine
ifthe proposed amendment wil be processedas aminor amendment or major amendment. The applicant
may appeal the director's decision, in writingto thezoning board ofexaminers and appeals within10 days of
the decision.

ii. Immediatelyfollowing the director's determination thataproposed amendment is minor, the director shal:



(A) 1ssuea minor amendmen affidavit, which shall be transmited tothe urban design commis.on fortree inf
(8) Attacha form stating the nature of the modification, dateofapproval, andbear cnc sgrire one

director to the site lan on fl inthe department.
ii. the original approval had been recorded, the amended plan shall be recorded by the municipality at the

applicant's expense.
b. Typesofminoramendments.The folowing are amendments which the director may reasonably determine fo be

“minor
i. insubstantial changes tothe text toadd darity or correct conflicting provisions.

ii. Changes in street ligamentif such changes further the intentofthe plan and this code, and are acceptable
tothe municipal engineer.

ii. Changes of ten percent or less in building envelope, setback, and similar provisions.
iv. Incidental changes in landscaping, sign placement, Ighting ixures, et. to further the intent of the plan and

this code.
(AO 2012-124(5), 2:26:13; AO 2013-117, 12:3:13;AQNo.2015:142(5-1).§.2. 6:21:16. AONo.202038 53, 5-28-20)



Navigation Center- Project Update

1. Programing Metrics
a. MOA approached MCG and the Design Team for Design Services related to a Navigation

Centerwith a 200-person capacity and a 130-person surge
i. Plan updates show meeting these targets

b. All Design Services are procuredthrough the MOA's Term Contracts
<. Building Area programming s primarily driven by the clients (MOA) needs and requests

validated througha consensus building process. Design services are intended to focus
the process and facilitate agreements

d. MOA prescribed the APD (Tudor) site for the building and completeda series of ‘site fit
options to test the anticipated building size and ste organization

. MOA requested the following main space program elements
i. Intake& Facility Management

ii. Gathering& Communal Dinning.
iii. Overnight Shelter
iv. Treatment&Counseling
v. Food Service
vi. Building Support & Storage
vii. Site Amenities

f. Space size has been an ongoing discussion led by MOA for the sizeofthe ‘shelter’ space
i. Initial request wasfor a facilityof approximately 20,000 SF

ii. During the site fit analysis and RFP phase of selecting the CM/GC, the size
request from MOA changed to ‘up to 65,000 SF"

fil. Currently the size request due to site conditions, schedule, andpermitting has
changed to 30,000 SF with the possibilty of future expansion

8 Program spaces have been sized using typical space dimensions commensurate with
other facilities and professional recommendations

h. The space programhasbeen reviewed on several occasions with MOA and its subject
matter experts to concurwith the size and needs of the facility

i. Area requirementsfor the ‘shelter’ are prescribedby the International Building Code:
(adopted by MOA)

i. The building code treats the ‘shelter’ as a dormitory and stipulates50square.
feet per person for the shelter area and is classified as Residential occupancy

if. MOA subject matter expert (Mr. Gerace) did review and commented that this
area allocation was in keeping with national shelter standards

fil. Other occupancies in the building include Business and Assembly spaces
2. Best Practices for Building Systems.

a. Traditionallya building is constructed with conventional building construction consisting
of building stock typical of Anchorage; building systemsvaryto support client needs and.
operational outcomes

b. MOA’ initial suggestion to the design team was the investigate the value and
implementation ofa Fabric Structure primarily due to the compressed schedule for
completion



¢. MOA decided to leverage the contracting community for ideas and options to meet
MON's needs and released a Request for Proposal in February 2022 for Construction
‘Manages/General Contractor Services (CM/GC)

i. Contract was awarded and executed on March 21, 2022
The Navigation Center design is currently incorporatinga fabri structure primarily due:
tothe compressed schedule and the value inthe building envelope erection duration.

i. Fabric Structures are a proven building system with thousandsof applications
includinga Navigation Center (shelter)

e. Fabric Structures for Navigation Centers are used throughout the US primarily because
ofthe speed of deployment ofthe structure
Phased construction in work packages will enable the project o be completed on 2
compressed schedule.

5. The fabric structure has been reviewed by MOA permitting and determined as meeting.
MON's regulation ecuirements

h. The project is currently at a 35% levelof design completion and the Construction
Manager (RHC) is implementing an agressive schedule with phased construction
packages

i. The building will meet building code requirements and seismic standards



proposal: $88,528

Discipline: CIVIL Engineering/ landscape
Firms MCG ExploreDesign COFFMAN Engineers
Scope: March 2, 2022
Landscape Architecture and Conditional Use permit Design Services
Design process will require 65% design complete Landscape Design inorderto meet Permiting requirements or
the Conditional Use Permit, Coffman Engineers with be utiized by MCG for this task.
proposal: $14,176

Discipline: Architect
Firm: MCG Explore Design
Scope: March 1, 2022
Architectural Schemaic Design Services for the Navigation Center. Service includes project management, design
development, meetings, construction schedules, bulding space and use floor plan option planning, Code analyss,
cost estimates and renderings.
proposat: $73,120

Disciplines Mechanical and Electrical Engineering
Firm: MCG Explore Design /RSAEngineering, Inc.
Scope: March 1, 2022
Design fora 20,000 Navigation Center. Working with McCool Carlson Green, the scope of works 35% design for
this phase. Schematic Design
Proposal: $34,130.00

Disciplines Mechanical and Electrical Engineering
RSA Engineering, Inc.
Scope: April 15,2022
Mechanical& Electrical schematic design fora(330’X90"Navigation Center. Based on the 353% schematic design
submittal with construction budget of 8M ~ 11M.
Includes (2) design submittals 65% Design Dev. And 100% Construction Documents. Specifications on drawings in
lieu of spec book format
65% Design $48,820.00
100% Construction $56,260.00 PENDING
“Total = $105,080.00

Discipline: Special Inspections
Firm: MCG Explore Design / DOWL.
Scope: March 1,2022
Preparation and aciltation of a Temporary Permit Application Package and Permitting Support, Conditional Use
Permit Application Package.
proposal $46733
Additonal Services, separate ln item: Community Meetings, Commission/Board and Assembly Meeting

Proposal: $15,640
Discipline: Cost Estimation
Firm: HS Ic.
Scope: February 17, 2022

Estimating Services for the construction of an approximately 20,000 SF homeless navigation shelter
Proposal $6143.00



6. Can the administration provide proofthatthe construction will truly only cost$9?

“The deign based on the occupancy (220 + 130) drives the costs. Permitting durations,
programing, treatment, FF&E (Furniture, Features & Equipment) wil be captured once thatis
known. We are at 35% design as on 4/20/2022. A more accurate estimate is being generated
by Roger Hickel and our 3 party Estimator. Rough order of magnitude (ROM) refers to an
initialestimateofthecostofa project or parts of a project. It has an expected accuracy of-of the ¢ 2 Dt aE Or cura25% to +75%accordingto the PMBOK (other sources suggest -50% 450%). In othe
words, theactualcostsof a project aretypically expected to be between 75%and175% (or
50%to 150%)oftheROM estimate. While the «Is straightforward, the main
challengeisratherhowtodeterminethe estimate duringthe initiation phaseof a pro

Procure 4nd Hp Sprung Sucre. 52,500,000 (Tisresonable ges based curt desig siping cots and tons)
rec stracue 5750000 foal desg- Sed oname8 mace ver2 orthadequipment)
Ste Development cots

Wate and Sewer Snes $0000 sume otalof LSODLE ofseries at SACOM)
Grmetimpon. $750,000 Resumes 2000tof import $3cn)Sue1Change spongotechical vestigation,
Foundaion Comite. 51260000 (sues 1050Yo51.300 Chace]

oer Bub: 52150000 cs12,600fishedsceo$2501)
DirectOf(General Condiors $1,351,50015%based an storia data)
Toa pier cont 510261500 sum fobs)
“omingencr- S108150000)

Sst0075 5%)
ot consrcionBcget sus

7. How will surge capacity be turned on?

5. How big are navigation centers in other jurisdictions and how much do they cost?

9. San Diego / San Francisco navigation centers: Populations for each and cost of each?

Not comparable to Alaska. Generalize different nav centers size
and populations. No specifics on San Fran.



Housing Program Termination Policy
“The following policy, based on best practices and guidance from the Department of Housing
Urban Development (HUD), sets community-wide standards for involuntary termination from
Continuum of Care (CoC) and Emergency Solutions Grant-funded housing programs (i.e. Permanent
Supportive Housing, Rapid re-housing, Transitional Housing, Transitional Housing Rapid Re-housing
joint component, Safe Haven). These standards provide the parameters for housing projects to create.
their own housing termination policy. An agency, following the standards developed, makesthe final
decision on involuntary program termination. The CoC will provide technical assistance an guidance
through project monitoring to support providers to meet these expectations.
Housing First
According to HUD, recipients and sub recipients that are providing housing for hard-to-house
populations of homeless persons must exercise judgment andexamine all extenuating circumstances
in determining when violations are serious enough to warrant termination so that a program
participant's assistance i terminated only in the most severe cases.
All programs have agreed to follow the Housing First model set forth by HUD. Housing First is a proven
approach in which people experiencing homelessness are connected to permanent housing swiftly and
with no treatment preconditions, behavioral contingencies, or other barriers. Operationally, this means
that retention in a program i not contingent on:

«Sobriety
«Minimum income
«Absence from the program for less than 90 days
«Presence of criminal record®
«Completion of treatment (Medication compliance, acceptance of mental health treatment,

substance abuse treatment, disability related treatment, etc.)
«Participation in services**
+ Orother unnecessary conditions

To follow the Housing First model, clients should not be terminated from a program for any of the
previously mentioned conditions (i.e. sobriety, minimum income, etc.). Termination from a program
should be rare.

Note thata client can be asked to movefrom a unit, but this does not mean a cent is discharged from
a program. In most cases, a program willbeexpected to help a client avoid eviction and re-house a
client as needed, ***

*Someexceptions apply. For example, site-based family programs may not house someoneon the sex-
offender registry.
**Some exceptions to ths policy could exist due to housing type and funding source. For example, rapid
re-housing does require a minimum of monthly case management visits
“++ Some exceptions may apply in the case of site-based housing and due to availability of funding to
pay for security deposits.

1



Immediate termination
In rare instances, immediate discharge from a program might be necessary.
termination includes but is not imited to:

«When a client or household members actions imminently threatens
residents and the community. i.. violent actions)
Whena client or household member threatens imminent harm toa staf

Note that households that face immediate termination have the right to appeal (sz

Steps to take before program termination

Re-housingwithinaprogram
Ifaclient experiences challenges with a particular unit/buiding/landlord and the =1:5 + to
move; in most cases, the project should not terminate the client rom the program, but work to
housethe client using HUDresources, client resources, and resources in the community.
Housing stability cose conferencing
Anytime a termination i being considered, the program is required to notify the Entry Point Lead Team.
in addition,programs should communicate issues in case conferencing
barriers and find solutions. The goal of this process is to help programs best assist their ie in
maintaining their housing. Note that due to safety and privacy issues, agencies that serve
domestic violence may not be able to participate in housingstability case conferencing.
program transfers
Providers are encouraged to seek supplemental services in the community to nee’ he aes = cach
client (Le. mental healthservices). However, in some cases,aclient's needs are sete: mtby srother
providerInthese instances, providers can workwith the Entry Point Lezd Team
possibilty of transferring client to another program

Cllents needing to move for reasons such as fleing domestic violence or stalirg «lz He
ehoused firsta per the Entry Point VAWA Emergency Transfer Policy.

If client needs to move due to change i client circumstances, such as change i family composition,
deteriorating mental heaithor placed in RRH and needing PSH, Entry Point will attempt o rehouse
Someone as soon as possible in conjunction with case conferencing and review of immediate
vulnerability compared with other clients waiting for housing and available vacancies. If tnre is no
Similar housing uit vacancy open at the time ofa ehousing assignment, the consumer will ether be
offered a less intensive housingoptionat the discretion of the weekly case conferencing, or consumer
will have to wat fo the next vacancy. This is why early notice is imperative~ to prevent
Homelessness in between rehousing.

progressive approach
Under most circumstances, providers are required to use a progressive aparoacs = erminarion
a program. This means tha throughout the process, a provider works with the cle =o correct the
issue to avid termination. Key elements include:

«Development ofa remediation or safety plan with the client to correct ssces

2



+ Multiple chances given to a client to correctan issue with the suppor of scaff
«Witten documentation provided to a client and documented

action plan to address the issue, consequences for not addressing+ issuz,
made on the action plan

Due process.
Agencies make the final decision regarding program termination.
In terminating assistance to a program participant, the recipient or subrecipiert « .: prcise
process that recognizes the rights of individuals receiving assistance under the due process of
process, ata minimum, must consist of:

(1) Providing the program participant with a written copy of the programrules and the process
before the participant begins to receive assistance;

(2) Written notice to the program participant containinga clear statementofthe reasons
(8)A review of the decision, in which the program participant is given the opportunity to present written or

oral objections before a person other than the person (or a subordinate of that person).. matie
approved the termination decision; and

(8) Promat written notice of the final decision to the program participant.
Rehousing after termination from a project
Ir. mast cases, projects are expected to re-house clients who are asked to move.
unit, Termization from a project should be rare, and onlyfor the reasons stated in this policy.

fa cilent is terminated from a project and i returning to homelessness, that cle will
for th next available vacancy that the clientiseligible for and best meets the client's needs.
case conferencing.
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FROM HOMELESS [>> STABLY HOUSED

o (ESIPE RIL EEE

Aclient and community focused approach for Anchorage

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP ENHANCING ANCHORED HOME
Anchorage’s community plan to make homelessness rar, brif,and one-time

CO mc utile Navigation Centers Focused on + Smaller facilities scattered around town.
» moving people experiencing homelessness into .
+ fem permanent housing. Centers provide temporary aimpact on ss ons heldibotica,

=i] {ing space while case managers connect * Focus on needs of very diferent populations.
1 individualsto jobs, public benefits, health + Nowrong door, coordinated entry.
- services, shelter, and housing.

EXIT SULLIVAN ARENA
‘About 400 peoplenowhoused there

Complements and integrates PI
with established shelters, rT = ’Service hs, and ET) wp reumsutiontowe
coordinated shelter intake =— as ice arena

v.
_- |

TAILOR CARE TO CLIENTS
Thru navigation centers, shelters and transitional housing

=D TA =] E
i) = ti =

Single adults Special populations Medically fragile Those in need
purpose-built structure with Renovate spacetoshelter Renovate spaceto helter the oftreatment
emergency overflow capacity, couple, elders, women mostalnerble people. Opencenterfor substance
RN— aera. / misuseeatmentndhousing.

Ee il

(ole E84 fof) (fm)
STABLE HOUSING REMAINS THE GOAL

+ Add more than 300 unitsofworkforceandpermanent supportive housing.
+ Supports will ensure success: Case management, landlordliaisonsandcritical services.

DECISIONS TO COME
+ Validating locations and capacities. + Budgets or capital and operations.
+ Selection of owners and operators. + Leverage of funding streams
+ Development of program standards. + Detailed implementation plan and timeline.

A plan that Anchorage can be proud of. Let's care for our vulnerable neighbors compassionately and effectively.
ad.203 Pol dint eakin ru ne ioncitronrd hrssin



Alaska Homeless Management Information System (AKHMIS)
strategic Plan

Contents
INOUCHON ANA BACKGIOUNMrss|
HUD, SNAPS, GN HMISccc:2
ARHSHBGPIOcosmo
SHIGE PIATINBIAG coer————————
PIOCESSES, DOCUMENES, GNA SHAIEGYwv:§
SUPPOIINGBENIAEPIEsommsmsssssmpmmesssmesesmammmmmm——————)

Introduction and Background
A Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) is an information technology system used fo
collect client-level data and data on the provision of housing and services to individuals and families
at-isk of and experiencing homelessness. Each Confinuum of Care (CoC| i responsible for selecting
an HMIS software solution that complies with the Department of Housing & Urban Development's
{HUD) data collection, management, and reporfing standards.

In the State of Alaska, there are two HUD-defined Continuum of Care (CoC) - the Alaska Balance
ofState CoC and the Anchorage CoC. The Alaska Balance of Siafe CoC is overseen by the Alaska
Coaiion on Housing and Homelessness (AKCH2) and fhe Anchorage CoC is overseen by the
Anchorage Coalition fo End Homelessness (ACEH).

Together, AKCH2 and ACEH have designated WeiiSky's Community Services (formerly ServicePoint)
as their HMIS. Therefore. the HMIS implementation used by organizations across the State of Alaska is
called the Alaska Homeless Management Information System (AKHMIS).

The CoC Inferim Rule lays out the following responsivilfies of the CoCs ast relates to Huis:
+ Designate a single HMS for the geographic area:
+ Designate an eligible applicant fo manage the CoC's HMIS, which wil be known as the HMIS

Lead;
+ Review, revise, and approve a privacy plan, secuity pian, and data quality plan for HMSS;
= Ensure consistent participation of recipients and subrecipients in the HMIS: and
+ Ensure fhe HMIS is administered in compliance with requirements prescribed by HUD.

Since June 2015, the Institute for Community Alliances (ICA) has been responsible for the
‘administration and management of AKHMIS. ICA s often referred fo as fhe AKHMIS Lead and works
with the statewide AKHMIS Advisory Board and the two CoCs fo determine the direction and
implementation of community priorities and data needs, while ensuing compliance with
~aquirements prescribed by HUD and the federal partners

Page |1
May 2020
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Alaska Homeless Management Information System (AKHMIS)
Strategic Plan

HUD and the federal partners are committed fo assisting communities to end homelessness for
individuals and famiies. Collecting complete and accurate data about those experiencing
homelessness in communities is integral fo achieving this goal. To end homelessness, communities
must be able fo analyze data at both the system and project levels, and to evaluate their efforts by
subpopulations, across project types, and in other ways. Communities work fo confinue increasing
their bed and system coverage in HMIS, improve data quality, and use data fo gain a more holistic
picture of the progress fowards ending homelessness.

In September 2018, the HUD Office of Special Needs Assistance Programs [SNAPS] provided their
Data TA Strateay 16 Improve Data and Performance. This document clearly lays out where HUD
anticipates communities will be related fo HMIS curently and within 3-5 years, os well as where they
anticipated advanced communities wil be in 3-5 years.

Over the last several years, HUD has emphasized the importance of HMIS more and more in their use
of System Performance Measures (PMs) and the Longitudinal System Analysis (LSA) when reviewing
system-wide performance, as well os the Annual Performance Report (APR) and ofher federal
partner reports al the project level.

Additionally, with the implementation of Coordinated Entry (CEJ in communities across the county.
data within HMIS is more directly affecting how clients are prioritized for the limited resources
available fo serve those experiencing homelessness in communities.

AKHMIS has seen substantiol growth in recent years. As of fhe end of January 2020, the AKHMIS
implementation has 208 end users and 274 projects, including the Coordinated Entry processes,
which are much more than a typical “project” and really represent the homeless services system as a
whole. At the request of he two CoCs, ICF, a national HUD Technical Assistance firm, conducted an
assessment on AKHMIS, which was provided fo the two CoCs in April 2019. The assessment
recommended that the two CoCs and ICA create a muli-vear strategic plan fo determine
community needs and goals for AKHMIS.

Over the last several months, the AKHMIS Advisory Board has reviewed fhe recommendations os laid
outin the AKHMIS Assessment completed by ICF, as well as the fimeline created fo update or create
processes related fo various focus areas. Workgroups were created as ad hoc sub-committees of the.
AKHMIS Advisory Board fo carry out his work.

Presented below s a table representing the focus areas, the prioriies for updating or creating
processes related fo the focus areas, the target date for complefing the updates, and the fimeiine
for implementation, which is the strategy component of all this work. The implementation fimeline

page | 2
May 2020
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Alaska Homeless Management Information System (AKHMIS)
Strategic Plan

ans over the next three fiscal years (starting July 1, 2020). Prioritizing the implementation of one
process over another is based on the following factors:

* Degree of difficulty in implementation
» How much the process benefits the system as a whole
= Staif capacity both within the CoCs and within ICA to support the implementation of the

= Estimated cost of implementation and funding available

While the timeline is not a full strategic plan, it lays out the processes and documents that have been
updated and created through the ad hoc sub-committees and defines the priorities for the next 3
fiscal years and beyond. For the “Implementation Timeline" column, the following will be used:

= Year I: July 2020- June 2021
= Year 2: July 2021 - June 2022
* Year 3: July 2022- June 2023

= Date Timeline.

Governance Year |

-(CoC, ICA, Participating Organizations, End Users,

“
“

Create Systemwide Dafa Quality Plan (rolled out Year2_]

Oi



Alaska Homeless Management Information System (AKHMIS)
strategic Plan

=TTT
{review fo begin in March/April of each year and pEsinen

SE a
ONGOING

Technical Assistance| interactive trainings available online 24/7/365) =

mm pe=

Communication and|Actively ufiize data dashboards and public reports fo Year3mr EmWs
Define a short-term funding strategy and staffing Year 1

2hitps://wwwhudexchange.nto/homelessness-ossislonce/doto-sirategy-usability/



Alaska Homeless Management Information System (AKHMIS)

Strategic Plan

TSt..ng Model and| Determine fhe needs of fhe system and fhe current | July 2021 Year2
Structure use of the system, as well as projected use of fhe

stem

EE Crete a fundingdversficafion share Tihzon  [Yearz =
Resourcing, Funding,| Discuss different models for funding AKHMSS. Joly 2021 Year2
‘and Fee Shucture | inclucing use fees, custom report fees, data analysis

fees, efc oo
Defermine sirucure for building capacity fornew | Juy 2021 Year2
funding and projects based on both unanticipated
crises (Le. COVID-19) and anficipated growth of the
systern i.

Determine proper AKHMIS staffing based on curent | July 2020 Year 1
system use and projected system use (includes
system administration, report wiiing, data analysis.

AKHMIS and management/oversight]
Administration [Secure appropriate funding for 2020 AMIS Lead Joly 2020 Year

Contract —
Discuss appropriate funding for future HMIS Lead Year3
contracts

implement AKHMS Statewide Coordinated Enfry | July 2022 Years
Workgroup

processes across the State couldbeter align fo serve:
cients moving around he State

As menfioned previously. the AKHMIS Advisory Board has spent the last couple of months working
through various processes, documents, and deliverables related to the AKHMIS Strategic Plan
through ad hoc sub-committees. The focus areas laid out in the Strategic Plan Timeline were divided
info three workgroups. based on similariies among the focus areas, fhe AKHMIS Advisory Board
members inferested in parlicipating in the workgroups, and the fimeline within which a deliverable
was fo be provided. The workgroups were as follows:

= Communication, Training, Technical Assistance, and Education
+ Data Analysis, Data Management, and Reporting Capacity
= Staffing Model, Resourcing, Funding. and Fee Structure

Any supporting documents listed will be reviewed, updated, and approved annually.

Page | 5
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Alaska Homeless Management Information System (AKHMIS)
Strategic Plan

Governance
The first focus area listed in the Strategic Plan Timeline - Govemance - was addressed by both CoCs

ond their respective Boards. _
Wot has been done? | Whaleffodo? Whywas rapiri? Supporiing Documents

Crealed/Updated, if

[EE _ applicable
rife conversalions about | Consensus on a shored |Wilhoul a shored mision |AKHMIS AGviory Board
Ihe purpose of Ine AKHMIS | misionand vison for | and vision for AKHMS. fhe |Govemance Chrter
Advaory Boordond | AMIS ARHMIS Advisory Bordwas
mission andi vison for becoming neffecive in fs
AHS role a: on advisingbody fo

ihe CoCs i oo
Crecled process forinviing | Cody Ine process | AKHMS Advisory Board |AKHMIS Advisory Board
now boar members fojoin |Govemance documents | membership wos not Goverance Charter
ihe AKHMIS Advisory Board Consistently determined

Updates 10 AKHMIS Reviewof AKFIS TneAKHMS Governance |ARFMIS Governance Charter
Govemnce Charler Govemance Charterby | Charter had las been

'ARHMIS Advisory Boar: | updated in 2017 (out not
approval of updates by | fll executed at fhaf ime)
Cocs

Conversations around oles|Conlinued conversafions | Unclear roles and ARMS Policies & Procedures,
and responsiiifeshave | around oles and responsivifis causes 'AKHMS Govemence Chrer,
Come up as hey fifo. | responsbillies and how to| frustration, dupcaive work,| Data Qualty Plan
offer work being done. | move foward soliying | missed work. and
related to govemonce | those inconsistency in processes bn

Staffing Model, Resourcing, Funding, and Fee Structure
The last workgroup listed- Staffing Model. Resourcing, Funding, and Fee Structure - has not met as a

group, as the two CoCs are taking on the initial conversations about these focus areas.

What has been done? | Wha soft fo do? Why was i a por? Supporing Documeris
CreatedUpdated, i
applicable

The Wo CoCs have hod|Coninved Conversafions|AKHNIS fas grown Tiemendously | AKHMIS Shafegic Plan
conversaiions win nd presening te need | over he ast 5 years, n boih users | Timeline, AKHMIS Strategic
Sakehaider and funders | in quaniabie ways | and projects, as wel os Assessment (complefed by

about Sophislication in how HMS is being |ICF) ICA Capacity ilch
used and report requests about
dola in HMIS - capacity fo support
ne growin has no! ep! up wih
the demand

‘Communication, Training, Technical Assistance, and Education

This workgroup has met consistently over the last couple of months and have worked through

creating and updating several processes listed as focus areas and priorities for the AKHMISStrategic

Pian.

rage | 6
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Alaska Homeless Management Information System (AKHMIS)
strategic Plan

Wh... nas been done? | What slefifo do? Why was if a priority? Supporing Documents
Created/Updated, if

_ applicable
Updates fo fe New User | Approval of the Process | While fhe now user raining New User Training
Training Process, bythe CoCs. adopfion | process s curently embedded in | Flowchart Training meine
including a wien and implementation of | he AKHMIS Poicies & Procedures,
process outside of he | the Process an eosy-o-reference Process
ARF Policies & document was needed fo show
Procedures potential end users fhe steps

related fo new user raining
Discussions bout Further refine hese New user raining i just fhe “AHN User Lovels
definitions for “beginner”, | definfions and connect | beginning — further user levels | Flowchart, User Levels
“intermediate”, and | the userlevel to need advanced fraining
"advanced" use of appropriate training ‘opportunities to enhance the use
ARH opportunities of AKHMSS
Reviews of examples of | Creation of Education around what AKHMIS s | Wha fs RWIS, Baseine and
‘communication about ‘communication materials| and is not is a priority due to the Additional Features HMIS,
HMI used in ofher That work orvarious | interest in AKHMIS and fhe dota | FAQS, Common Acronyms

communities stakeholders [muffle | captured within fhe system
moterils wil be created
fo meet mile
stakehoider need

Review of curent dala | Ongoing discussions |ARMS meant fobe used fo | AK Dafa Dashboard,
dashboard and reports | about data dashboards. | help inform communities about | revamp of dashboard in
av Sle, nfial dala analysis. reports | how they aredoing of addressing | process
discussions of what is and ending homelessness
wanted and forwihich
siokehoiders _

Data Analysis, Data Management, and Reporting Capacity

This workgroup has also met consistently over the last couple of months and have worked through
creating and updating several processes listed as focus areas and priorifies for the AKHMIS Strategic:

Plan.
What has been done? What is fff o do? Why was if a priory? Supporing Documents

Created/Updated, i
applicable

Creation of Syslemwide | Approval of fe Flan by | Nof ony data qually an | Data Quail Plan. supporiing
Data Quay Pion {he CoCs, adoption and | emphasis by HUD. fs dso | documents reofed fo he.

implementation of the | important at he local level | Data Guasly Pion
Plan fo'be abe fo accurately fel

the sory of homelessness
and prciize clients most in
need of imited services
ovoiadle _

nfl cussions about AVIS| Deeper discussions fo | Frusrafions have been | ICA Infernal RF Process and
software functionality and | understand what is and is| expressed about the HMIS Results
“ahatherornots the best | not needed rom AKHMS| software funcfionaify-
AE KMS nd wht he curent | understanding what is

Page | 7
May 2020
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Alaska Homeless Management Information System (AKHMIS)
Strategic Plan

Sofware can and neaded fal fhe sysiem
Gannol do Can't curenty dos a

priory fo ensure fhe system
| i useful the focal level

Grganizafions have Working Through he | Limited capacity within ICA | Survey resus fiom outreach fo
provided information about | feedback received and | fo create ad hot reports | organizations
feports they use/need most | providing necessitates priorfang what
often Tecommendations about |i most needed across he.

ow ha affects system
reporing

inifal discussions about how|Confinue Conversaiions | The perception curenily | Cusiom Repo Request.
Custom reports should be | about this and work wiih | that ICA priorizes custom | Infroduction fo ART Reports
Erorizea 10 be created by | ICAfo fuly undersond | report requests
ica what happenscurently | independentlyand whie

andi how the CoCs this & not re, defining the
ancifor ARAMIS Aduisory | processfurher would help.
Board shouldbemore | alleviate thatpercoption
involved in nat
sriorzation proces:

Discussions about he “Approval of the process|Siakeholders oe nieresied | New Aska UDEs Process
“Alaska UniversciData |bythe CoCs. adoption | in capluring locally relevant
ements" and creation of@| and implementation of | data in HWS systemwide.
process for mplementing | the process and a process by which
Those info AKHMS thot occurs Lo

Pogo | 8
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Alaska Homeless Management Information System (AKHMIS)
strategic Plan

Supporting Documents
Several documents were created curing the AKHMIS Siaiegic Plan process 0 support fhe rolout of the lan
‘over fhe nex! fhvee years. What folows are inks fo fhe supporing documents, which may change over fime as
AKHMS adopts and grows
AKHMIS Govemance Charter
AKHMIS Graphic =Whatis HMIS?
AKHMIS New User raining Flowchart

AKHMIS User Levels
New Report Requests & Reporiing Piories

RequestforNewAlasko:SpecificData Elements
AKHMIS Daa Quai Plan

AKHMISSystemQuarterlyReviewFowchart

TheICEAKHMIS StralegicAssessment, completed in Apr 2019, is the supporting document fhat began fhe
HMI Strategic Plan process.

Page | 9
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Functional Zero

Adefintion for ending homelessness for a population

Built for Zero uses functional zero to measure whether a community

has measurably ended homelessness for a population.

What is functional zero?

Functional zero is a milestone, which must be sustained, that indicates a community has measurably ended
omelessness fora population. When ifs achieved. homelessness s rare and brief for that population.

‘Communities in Built for Zero are confirmed for achieving functional zero using their quality. by-name dat.
which is updated at least monthly.

What does functional zero mean?



1. Homelessness is rare and brief.

Every community has a functional zero threshold — the average number of people exiting homelessness ina
month. When a community achieves functional zero for population. ts keeping the number of people.
experiencing homelessness below this threshold. This means that the number of people experiencing
homelessness at any time does not exceed the community’ proven record of housing atleast that many
people.

“This requires systems that are preventing homelessness, quickly detecting homelessness when it occurs, and
permanently and promptly resolving those incidents of homelessness.

2. Cities and counties are operating off of a full accounting of homelessness at all times.

‘They do this by maintaining quality.real-time,comprehensivedata on who is experiencing it

3. The community is working toward equitable systems, starting with a focus on race and
ethnicity.

Any system that is not designed to identify and respondtodisparities risks perpetuating them. Readmoreabout

theindicators communities rack.



4. Finally,allof these achievements are sustained over time, even as local conditions
change.

‘ommunities reach functional zero once. and they must keep sustaining it. The numbers of people at riskofor

experiencing homelessness may rise, due to any numberofexternal factors. Functional zero tracks whether

systems can continuously drive those numbers down.

How is functional zero measured for chronic and veteran

homelessness?

Communities in Bilt for Zero focus on achieving functional zero for one population. as a step on the way toward

ending homelessness for all populations. AstudybytheUrbanInstitute foundthat this focused approach can

accalerate a community progress on subsequent populations.

unctional zero for veteran homelessness

Functional zero for veteran homelessness means that fewer veterans are experiencing homelessness than can

be routinely housed in a month, with a minimum threshold of 3 veterans.

Y FUNCTIONAL ZERO (VETERAN):

# ACTIVELY AVERAGE MONTHLY
HOMELESS HOUSING RATE
VETERANS (MINIMUM 3)

Functional zero for chronic homelessness



The definition for ending chronic homelessness accounts for the long-lasting nature of chronic homelessness.

which can be more readily anticipated and prevented. As a result. functional zero for chronic homelessness

means there are fewer than 3 people experiencing chronic homelessness at any given time (or 1%ofthe total

number of individuals reported in the most recentpoint-in-timecount,whichever is greater).

CHRONICALLY 3r0.1%%%.
HOMELESS EELAOCOUNT#

How does Built for Zero confirm communities are at, and sustaining,

functional zero?

OOO,
1 Making sure the community has shared at least six months of complete, quality,reliabledata with Built for

Jo,
2. Verifying that the community's data reflects that they meet the functional zero definition

Allcommunities at functional zerowill bereviewedannuallytoensuretheyare sustaining this dynamic end

‘state for ending homelessness.



Bakersfield/Kern County, CA
reaches functional zero for chronic homelessness

©
Actively homeless(chronic)

PB)

©

0

» Certifiedfunctional zero
pre

1
Functional zero threshold: 3

Fo A UNE AUG OCL DIC FB APR UNE AUG OCL DEC FEB APR JUNE
Bh Nb Ms J mp aw ap 20 Ww 20 Ax XH nh aA

akersfeld/Kern County, California, reached functional zero for chronic homelessness n January 2020, and they.
have continued to sustain it. Learnmoreabouthow communities trackandvisualize thisdata

Why do we need a definition for ending homelessness?

‘Weuse functional zero because communities need a definitionforending homelessness that is clear,

measurable, and can be trackedovertime. We cannot compromise on the rigor of a definition for ending
Homelessness, because ives, communities.and the equity of our society is at stake.

Learn more

ving homelessness across an entire community s complex Its vitually impossibe if everyone i not clear
onthe end sate they are trying to achieve, and abletoobjectively measure if they are moving closerto it.
Despite thi fact. policymakers and practitioners often define an end to homelessness diferent ordor havea
shareddefinitionatall.



Communities need a definition that creates accountabilty for the reality we want: fewer people experiencing
homelessness, equitable outcomes, and for homelessness to be continuously rare and brief. This requires a
Standard that recognizes that ending homelessness ist crossing a finish ine. but sustaining a new reality. even
as new people experience housing instabilty.

Does functional zero mean zero homelessness?

Nope. Functional zero does not mean nobody is experiencing homelessness, or that no one will experience
homelessness. does mean that a community has driven that number down toward zero, andi keeping it
below the community's capacity to ensure positive exit from homelessness

Imagineif the homeless system operated like a well-functioning hospital That hospital wil not necessarily
prevent people from ever becoming sick. But it will ensure people are triaged appropriately. promptly receive:
the services they need, and address the illness, preventing further harm

How is functional zero different from the federal government's

benchmarks and criteria for ending homelessness?

The federal government and Built for Zero use the same definition for confirming that communities have ended
chronic homelessness. The two entities differ on their definitions of ending veteran homelessness.

The Federal Criteria and Benchmarksfor Achieving theGoalofEnding VeteranHomelessness and the
functional zero standard for veteran homelessness represent different approaches to measurement, but they
are not exclusive.



We believe that achieving the Federal Criteria and Benchmarks and/or Mayor's Challenge criteria for ending
Veteran homelessness is an important milestone on the pathtoreaching functional zero, and a major
accomplishment for a community.

he Federal Criteria and Benchmarks are complex and affirm whether a community has met valuable outcomes
and system behaviors at the time that t was certified

Built for Zero's definition of success, known as functional zero, lays outa standard that allows a community to
measure objectively and in real time whether it has ended veteran homelessness and also whether itis
sustaining thisoutcomeover time.

To achieve functional zero, a community must have fewer veterans experiencing homelessness than routingly.
exit homelessness This measures whether communities have built systems that can achieve and sustain
functional zero, even if new veterans experience housing crises over time.

Vhat communities have reached functional zero?

14 communities have achieved functional zero for at least one

population

12 communities have ended veteran homelessness

1. GulfCoastregion.MS
2. Arlington County, VA
3MonigemeryCounty.MD
4BocidordWinnebago&BooneCounties.IL
5. Bergen County,NJ
6. Abilene.TX
7.Lake County.IL.
8Norman,ClevelandCounty, OK
9 Chattanooga,TN.

10. LynchburgRegion, VA
11. Crater Region VA
12 Fremont County,CO

5 communities have ended chronic homelessness



 Rockiord Winnebao Boone Counties |
2 Lancaster City & County, PA

3BergenCounty,NJ

4. AbileneTX

5. BakersfieldKernCounty,CA

3 communities have ended both

1Rockford,Winnebago&BooneCounties,IL
2 Bergen County.
3AbileneTX
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Questions?

Reachoutto comms@communitysolutions.



You can help more communities reach functional

zero.

COMMUNITY
SOLUTIONS

Built
For
LICH

CommunitySolutions a on-proft organization thatworkstoachievealasting endito homelessness that
Leavesioone behind.
uriniiativeBul or Zerais amovementof Go communities working to measurablyend homelessness.

PO Box 3524 | Church St. Station | New York. NY 10008

© Copyright 2022 Community Solutions — Al Rights Reserved: PrivacyPolicy| Non-proftdesignbyoperiboxe
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The Boulet Company. nc Phone 975226776
601 E. 57" Place, Sulte 102 Fax 9075226779
‘Anchorage, Alaska 99516

October 4, 2021

Mr. Tom Barrett
Facilitated Collaborative Process for Mass Care and Long-Term Navigation Decisions
Email: barrettj1233@gmail.com

RE: Location Study for Navigation Centers and Shelter Facilities in Anchorage, Alaska
Revised Draft Report

Dear Mr. Barrett:

We are pleased to submit the attached Location Study for Navigation Centers and Shelter
Facilities in Anchorage, Alaska. This location study is based upon the “screened extensive
list of potential sites” and evaluation criteria developed in earlier work by the Facilitated
Collaborative Process (FCP). Itis noted that Anchorage’s current existential health crisis and
the need for near-term implementation of an action plan imposed time constraints on the study
team’s efforts and, by necessity, rendered the information provided in this study as overview in
nature to inform the decision-making process.

Inthe FCP's screening analysis, five (5) parcels were identified as potential locations for a
Navigation Center and Shelter facil.

+4501 Elmore Road
+3400 E. Tudor Road
+550 Bragaw Street
+300 Calais Drive
+630 E. Tudor Road

“The location study of these sites is organized in three (3) volumes.

Volume One: “Site Characteristics”, presents an assessment of zoning regulations,
existing site conditions, availabilty of utlties, environmentally sensitive areas, as well as
limited Phase | Environmental Site Assessments. The intent is to assess the suitability of
each site as a location for a Navigation Center and Shelter Facility and identify site
characteristics that have a critical impact on project design, implementation, and
operations.

Volume Two: “Property Condition Assessments”, presents an assessmentofthe
three (3) existing buildings with the five (5) potential locations. These assessments are
intended to evaluate the feasibility of converting the existing buildings into Navigation
Centers and Shelter Facilities. To this effect, the project team performed a visual survey
of specific components of the construction of the property and identified conditions which
indicate the need for immediate and short-term repair, replacement, or further
evaluation. The intentis to provide professional assessment of the general existing



condition of each property and o provide nformaion which can bo ulized in the
Budgeting and pre-purchase considerations as f relates o the physical condiion of
nese properies.
Volume Three: “Recommended Renovations", presents recommendations for
fonovations an schamalic loo plans for each of the three (3 bidings assessed in
Volume 2. In addition, Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) total development cost
estimates and pro forma development schedules were provided forthe three (3)
buiings and for wo (2) unsolicited proposals received by the Municipal for new
structures that would provide comparable services.

For purposes offaciitating a comparison of alermative locations, it was assumed that each
facil would operate as a stand-alone Navigation Center and Shelter Facil. This allows a
moro consistent comparison of development requirements and cost. It recogrized hat
further assessmont may determine that some faces are better utized fo a more limited aray
offuncions.
Again itis emphasized tht he imited tme-schedule and cata made available for these
location studies makeour analyses and conclusions conceptual n nature. Its also noted
at additonal potential locations continue tbe brought fonvard to the FCP’ attention and
those fe (5) properties do not necessarily comprise an exhaustive st of options for facilty
development.
We appreciate the opportunity o have been of service and look forward fo further discussion
and commentary,
Sincerely,
THE BOUTET COMPANY, INC.

> fo

Jacques Boutet, PE.
President
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Salvation Army
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Anchorage, AK
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The Boutet Company. Inc Plone 907 5226776
60° E. 57° Pace, Sui 102 Fax 9078226775
Anchorage. Alaska 99516

01 November 2021

Municipality of Anchorage,
650 W. 6 Avenue
Anchorage, Alaska 99519

Attn: Housing & Homelessness Working Group:

Re: Property Condition Assessment
Salvation Army ~ 660 E. 48" Avenue

Dear Housing & Homelessness Working Group:

At your request, a visual inspection of specific components of the property located at 660
E. 487 Avenue was conducted on 12 October 2021.

The assessment was limited to observing major components and systemsof the property.
The intent of this document s to provide a listing of observations of conditions requiring
repair, replacement,orfurther evaluation o these major components. The information
provided is overview in nature to inform the Working Group of the roughorder of magnitude
(ROM) repairs and associated costs necessary to return the property1 its previous use as
a transitional fing facilty and treatment center. Enclosed in this report is more detailed
information on the scope and purpose of this assessment.

This Property Condition Assessment (PCA) was guided by ASTM International Standard
Guide for Property Condition Assessments: Baseline Properly Condition Assessment
Process (2018-15) and generally accepled industry standards.

If you have any questions regarding this assessment, please contact me.

Sincerely,

THE BOUTET COMPANY, INC.

Jacques Boutet, P.E.
President

660 E. 48" Avenue
Anchorage, AK
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rr 1.0 Purpose and Scope

Atthe request of the MunicipalityofAnchorage, The Boutet Company along with the team of
consultants performed a Property Condition Assessment (PCA)of the property located at 660 E.
48th Avenue, Anchorage, AK, herein referred to as the “Property”. This assessment is intended
{o evaluate the feasibillyof renovating the existing building to return ito ts previous use as a
transitional living facility and treatment center. The project team performed a visual survey of
specific components of the construction of the property and identified conditions which indicate
the need for immediate and short-term repair replacement, or further evaluation.
Recommendations for renovations and a rough order of magnitude (ROM) cost estimate are
also included.

The intent is to provideprofessional assessment of the general conditionof the property and to
provide information which can be utlized in the decision-making process as it relates to the
physical conditionof this property and ts feasibility for use as a transitional living and treatment
facilty. This assessment is intended to provide information which is overview in nature.

The assessment and accompanying report are intended as confidential and for the exclusive
use of the MunicipalityofAnchorage. They cannot be relied upon by third parties including, but
not limited to: future owners, prospective, current, or past purchasers, tenants, and service or
repair companies.

The scope of the survey was limited to visual observations of the folowing specific components
of the building: exposed foundation, exposed structural framing, roof surface, building shell, site

« features, HVAC equipment, electrical components, and general interior components only.
Inspection and testingof life safety, fire protection or security systems were not included in this
scope of work.

The observations were limited to those components that were safely accessible and readily
visible without moving or removing any items causing visual obstruction, such as furnishings,
Vegetation, walls, insulation, stored items, etc. Electrical and mechanical components were
observed visually; they were not disassembled. Functional equipment was operated with user
controls. Mechanical systems which were shut down at the timeof the assessment were not
operated

2.0 Facility Description

The property is located in an urban area in the Midtown Community District at the south
ond of the intersection of E. 48" Avenue and Gambell Street in Anchorage, Alaska. The
site is currently owned by the Salvation Army. The property consists of one rectangular
shaped lot with a total area of approximately 1.47 acres, or 64,218 square feet. The Parcel
1D is 009-211-24 and is legally described as INTERAIR Block 1 Lot 9A. The current zoning
designation is B-3: General Business District. It is bounded by commercial properties (8-3
Zoning) on the north and east and light industrial properties (1-1) on the south and west.

The existing building was originally constructed in 1977 with an area is 34,628 square feet
The facility was previously operating as an Adult Rehabiltation Center for homeless men.
It contains dormitories capable of housing 64 - 68 people, a full commercial kitchen with
walkinfreezer and cooler, a dining room, a common room, offices, and a 2-story.

660. 48" Avenue 1
Anchorage. AX



~ warehouse that supported the live-work program. Damage revealed after the 2018

earthquake to the residential wing of the building rendered the dormitories unoccupiable,

therefore the residential program was discontinued. The warehouse is still presently in
operations as retail support space for the Salvation Army's other programs.

A Property Summary Report with location map is included in Appendix A. A current

property boundary plat and updated site plan were not available on the day of assessment.

3.0 Findings

Table 3-1 indicates the general condition of major components and infrastructure on the

property with remaining estimated useful life expectancies in years. The estimated remaining life
expectancies will be influenced by current and future maintenance, repairs, improvements, and

management of components on the property. The following terms are used for the ratings and

are defined as follows:
Good: Average to above-average condition for the building system or material assessed, with

consideration of its age, design, and geographical location. Generally, other than normal

maintenance, no work is recommended or required.

Fair: Average condition for the building system evaluated. Satisfactory, however some short

{orm andlor immediate attention is required or recommended, primariy due to the normal aging
and wear of the building system, to return the systemto a good condition.

( Poor: Below average condition fo the building system evaluated. Requires immediate repair,
significant work or replacement anticipated to return the building system or material to an

acceptable condition.
Table 3-1: Conditions and Remaining Useful Life Expectancy of Major Systems
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Table 3-1: Conditions and Remaining Useful Life Expectancy of Major Systems
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Table 3-1: Conditions and Remaining Useful Life Expectancy of Major Systems
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Is recommended to consult with professional repair conlractors, service companies, and
others to provide adequate analysis, cost estimates, and specifications for the exact nature and

‘scope of required repairs identified in this report. Specific assessment findings along with other

deferred maintenance items, defects, and depreciated items atthe property are discussed in

more detail in the appropriate sections ofthis report, including conclusions with suggested
Scions for repair, replacement, or futher evaluation of components.

( 4.0 Topography and Storm Water Drainage

Description of Existing Conditions, Equipment and/or Systems

The property is located on relatively flat ground that is approximately 125 feet above mean
sea level. The property slopes gradually to the south-east. No manholes, catch-basins or

other subsurface drainage were abserved anywhere on the property or adjacent sircfs. Storm
‘water drainage for the impervious asphalt surfaces is by positive grading and gravity run-off.

Generally, tere appears to be adequate slope to faciltate drainage away from the building.
“The storm water from the front of the building flows directlyto 48th and then eastward along the:

curb towards Old Seward Highway. (Photo 4.0-1) There does not appear to be any organized
provisionsfordrainage from the rear (south) area. (Photo 4.0-2 & 3) Most of the rear area
storm water appears toflowto the neighboring properties. Neighboring properties are

Using similar drain techniques and it seems to be adequate for al involved.

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions

= Recommend investigating past and current codes to determine wha, if any,
liabilty the property owner has by ulizing the current drainage system.

« There is a roof drain downspout (a portionofwhich is currently missing) that

drains across the north parking lot. This drainpipe may be for overflow
'scuppers. If this drain is active during freezing weather, a safety issue could

Govelop on the pavement. A maintenance procedure with available supplies
should be implemented.

Ge0E. 46° Avenve s
Sochorage, AK



5.0 Ingress/Egress

5.1 Vehicular Ingress/Egress

DescriptionofExisting Conditions, Equipment and/or Systems
Vehicular access to the propery is provided on E. 48 Avenue. The entire northern
frontage along 48" Avenue is AC pavement dedicated to vehicle parking with a concrete
gutter at the roadway edge. There are no existing curbs, sidewalks, or landscaping. Access to
parking spots seems adequate.

The rear area is accessible via a paved driveway on the east side of the building. Dock high
warehouse doors face the east driveway. (Photo 5.1-1)A combination parking, truck
access and storage area is at the back sideof the building. The rear area provides access.
1o dock high warehouse doors located on the southeasterly portion of the building, a pad
mounted trash compactor and a makeshift storage / maintenance shed. (Photos 5.1-2)

The entire rear area is enclosed by chain link fence of various configurations. Entry to the
enclosed area is controlled by an electic sliding security gate. No emergency access
controls were noted. The electrical meter is within the fenced rear area.

Inthe rear parking area, there are various vehicles, storage containers, used/discarded
furniture, and other miscellaneous items, most of which are damaged or broken. There is a
large structure used for storage, which does not appear to be structurally sound. These items
could potentially pose a safety hazard to residents and staff and may encroach uponthe:

( required access and turning radii for emergency vehicles and equipment.

There are two (2) public transportation bus routes within 0.5 miles of his site:
«Tudor (0.5 mi)
+ Old Seward (0.2 mi)

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
+ Clear-out and dispose of all excess and unusable items and equipment.

«+ Demolish and remove the storage structure.

«Provide adequate space for emergency vehicle access in accordance with fre
codes and recommendations.

«An emergency access control box should be installed at the vehicle entry gate.

5.2 Building Ingress/Egress and Circulation

DescriptionofExisting Conditions, Equipment and/or Systems
Ingress/egress and building circulation components observed during the survey
included exit doors, stairs, and freight entrances. Refer to sections 10 and 17oftis
report for the condition assessment of doors and stairs.

The 2-story building is made of two wings, one of them is a warehouse and the ofher
wing includes: dormitories, caretaker suites, commercial kitchen, dining and living
100ms, a chapel, offices, and accessory rooms. Two exit stair enclosures are localed at

660E. 48 Avenue 6
Anchorage, AK



opposite endsof the building, and an open interior staircase is centally located next to
‘ the main entry. There are two small exterior stairs at the first-floor warehouse. All stairs

appearto be serviceable.
The western exit stair enclosure has a newer steel and concrete star, with exit door
opening to the outside, in working condition. The south-western stair enclosure has an
older wooden stair. Exit door at the bottomof this stair i presenty padiocked,
preventing the door fom opening to exit outside. Padlock hardware should be
removed. (Photograph 5.2-1)

An emergency exit door from the Dining room exiting o the north has a keyed lock and
the door does not unlock when the panic bar is pressed. Outside this door, there is a
warped exterior grate which needs to be replaced. (Photograph 5.2-1)

Another emergency exit door from the Dining room exiing to the south opens into a
vestibule addon acoessing the grassy outdoor area. The exteror exit door of the
vestibule is deac-bolted and lacking appropriate exit door hardware and weather seals
The door is undercut with a 2-nch gap at the base, and the frame is rusted through.
Door and frame are recommended to be replaced, with appropriate exit hardware
provided: (Photograph 5.2-2) The stainways located at the South grassy area and
Toutos to them from the building are significantly deteriorated and do not meet ADA
accessibity standards. (Photograph 5.2-3)

There is a loading dock with dock seals and sectional overhead doors at the south end
‘ of the warehouse. Freight loading entrances appear in fair condition, though the doors

Were not able o be tested for operations.

A concrete service ramp leads to the warehouse at the south-west comer. The ramp
needs a new handrail - existing handrail has rusted through. Asphalt at the bottom of
the ramp has subsided, referto section 6 for recommendations. (Photograph 5.2-4)

There is a freight elevator and a passenger elevaor at the west side of the warehouse.
According to the property manager, the freight elevator is operational, but te
passenger elevator is broken and not currently in service. Elevators were not inspected
during this survey.
‘Some ofthe exit signs throughout the building ar not clearly visible or are missing ~
refer to section 16 ofthis report for exit signs recommendations.

With the exception of repairable issues noted above, the building appears to have
adequate egress capacily.
Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions

+ Remove padlock hardware from exit door at the south-western stair enclosure
* Replace exterior grate at dining room exit door. Remove keyed lock preventing

panic bar from unlocking the door.
+ Replace handrail at exterior ramp.
© Remove exterior vestibule at the south dinging room ext.

cea 46% Aver 7
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~~ 60 Paving/Curbing/Parking

Description of Existing Conditions, Equipment and/or Systems
Th propery drive lanes and parking areas — front and rear — encompass approximately
3.480 56. f. in total. Information regarding the thickness of the AC pavement and other
pavement components was nol available.

The property is comprised of a front, paved, parking area with continuous accessibilty
directly from E. 46% Avenue. The norh parking area at the front of the building is surfaced
With AG pavement and contains a total of 19 standard parking spaces and 1 van accessible
parking 4pace. The condiion ofthe asphalt paving al the fontof the building is fair, but
Saniceable. Separation of vehicles from the building is accomplished by concrete curb
Stops, one at each space. These curb stops create a walkway adjacent to the building
There aro valve box covers within the walkway that are not properly set and pose a ripping
hazard and encroach upon the accessible route offfom the main building entrance. Parking
Space striping is severely faded and in poor condition. The accessible parking markings
are non-compliant. (Photograph 6.0-1)

The rear areas accessible via an AC paved driveway on the east side of the building. A
combination parking, trick access and storage area is a the back side (soulh) of the
building, The rear area provides access to six (6) dock high warehouse doors located on
the southeasterly portion of the building, a pad mounted rash compactor and a makeshift
Storage/maintenance shed. The surface of therear area is partially pavement and partially
gravel

( The asphalt parking lots and driveways have significant deterioration of asphalt with heavy
aligator cracking, potholes, and heaving. Asphalt at the bottom of the warehouse service
Tam has subsided. The gravel areas have several potholes with standing water.
There is no organization to the parking in the rear area.

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
=" recommended that the areas with the most severe deterioration be repaired or

repaved.
+ The gravel area should be graded.
* Repair the asphalt at the bottomof the warehouse service ram.
+ Recommend that the parking spaces be resiriped and signed in compliance

with AMC Tie 21.07.090 and ADA standards.
+ Valve covers within the walkway should be properly sel.

7.0 Flatwork and Sidewalks

DescriptionofExisting Conditions, Equipment andor Systems
Flatwork and sidewalk components observed during the survey include Portland cement
concrete (PCC) exterior sidewalks and ramps at the main eniry and warehouse man-door,
Sidewalk at the northwest bulding ext, warehouse service ramp, and the south dining room
exit. (Photographs 7.0-1, 2,4 3)

660°. 48% Avonue 5
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Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
+ The concrete and flatwork are in fair conditionfor the age and use of the building.

Recommend repairing cracks that pose tripping hazards. Regular cleaning and
removalofweeds, trash and debris should be performed.

+ All exterior concrete ramps and sidewalks accessing building entrances/exits are
non-compliant with ADA standards, refer to Section 18.

8.0 Landscaping

DescriptionofExisting Conditions, Equipment and/or Systems
There is a small, landscaped area near the front warehouse man-door at the north-east
comer of the building. (Photograph 8.0-1) Within the rear area, directly adjacent to a portion
of the south side of the building, is a grassy area, accessible from the south dining room
exit with stairs leading to the rear parking and storage area. (Photograph 8.0-2 &3) ltis
‘assumed that this area is intended to serve as an outdoor communal area. Some portions
of this grassy area are enclosed by a chain linkfence and adjacent bushes. This areais at
the same elevation as the main floor level which is higher than the parking area and is
retained by what appears to be a railroad tie retaining wall. Two stairways exist to provide
accesslegress, also constructed of railroad ties. (Photographs 8.0-4, 5, 6)

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
+ The landscaping does not appear to be maintained. Given the ime of year of

the inspection, it was difficult to determine the condition of the bushes. The
plants and grass should be inspected in the spring and a proper maintenance

( program established.

+ Only a portion of the grass area is fenced. The railroad tie retaining wall is
failing and in need of repair.A plan for the use of this area should be
developed and improvements made in accordance with that plan.

9.0 Structural Gravity and Lateral Framing

DescriptionofExisting Conditions, Equipment and/or Systems
“The bulking has been built and renovated in many phases. Limited drawings are available for
the 1983 Addition/Renovation and for the 1997 Post-Fire Rebuild.

The original building (1977, labeled Building 1 in 1983 drawings) is the easter portionofthe
building, now used as a warehouse, 50' x 160’, oriented north-south. The original structure
includes CMU exterior walls and a concrete slab on grade. A covered loading dock was also
‘added on the south end in the 1983 renovation. In 1997, a fire destroyed both floors on the
north end and the loading dock, and the firefighting efforts induced water damage to the
Temainder of the building. In 1997, a major remodelofthe warehouse porion of the building was
completed — drawings were available for review for this renovation. The revised struclure
utilized the orginal exterior CMU walls but replaced the second floor with wood Lists bearing
on the exterior CMU and an interior steel bearing line, and the roof is framed with clear-span
{full building width, 50' span) open-web wood joists. A steel braced frame was added a the
interface between the original building and the new portion, oriented in the east-west direction.
Anew one-story, enclosed, wood loading dock was added at the south end. At an unknown
date, a second floor was added over this loading dock area. The 1997 structural dravings.
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confirm that the warehouse fire renovation was designed to the 1994 UBC for 40 psf snow load,
drifting snow load, 125 psf floor live load (warehouse, light storage), 100 psf in the corridors,
100 mph exposure B wind load (25.6 psf) and Zone IV seismic loads (220.4, $=1.5, C=2.75,
Rw=6).

The next oldest building (unknown year, labeled Building 2 in 1983 drawings) was the western
portion of the first floor, 60'x 100’, oriented east-west. What would have been the original roof
trusses still show signs of insulation. This building is Constructed with 16' tall CMU exterior
walls, a concrete siab on grade and wood trusses bearing on the exterior walls and a single
interior bearing line. At some later date, the second floor was added on top of this original
construction, and a concrete leveling compound was added on top of the roof-cum-foor trusses.
New exterior wood walls and an interior wood bearing line was added to support the new roof.
The new roof is similar wood trusses. The newer wood walls sit outboard of the original CMU
walls and appear tobearon top chord extensions of the original trusses.

“The newest portion of the building (other than the fire renovation of the warehouse) is the 60° x
60' infill between the western residential section and the eastern warehouse section, completed
in 1983 - partial drawings were available fo review for this renovation. This construction
matched the Building 2 construction of exterior CMU walls and wood trusses at the second floor
and roof, both bearing on the exterior walls and an interior bearing ine. This infil section s built
integral fo Building 2 but appears to have a limited seismic joint separating it from Building 1
(the warehouse). This infil section was also heavily renovated after the 1997 fire.

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions

( Building 1 (warehouse):
’ + On the west side of the loading area, behind the warehouse section, there is a small

(8x8) wooden canopy over the overhead door. This canopy is undesigned and could
be unsafe. It should be removed and replaced with a code compliant canopy.

+ On the north side of the southern stair out of the warehouse, and along the Southern
wallofthe warehouse, the Acrylic Stucco is damaged. This should be repaired.

Building 2 (residential):
“The Buiding 2 area (wesler section) was undergoing renovations during the 2018 M7.1
Anchorage Earthquake, and sustained significant damage either prior to or during the
earthquake. (Photograph 9.0-1) This portion of the building was ‘yellow tagged’, requiring
renovation prior to being reused. The remainder of the building apparently idnotsee any
damage from this earthquake. The remainder of thefloor of building 2 is unlevel and shows
many signs of potential failure. PND Engineers, Inc provided preliminary concept repair
drawings along with a short narrative on 7/29/2019, but no stamped & permitted renovation
drawings have been completed. The issue identified is that the 2 loor trusses have
severely cracked chords and/or webs, likely caused by an overload condition. This overload
could have been due to excessive vertical oad (concrete overlay, too many people, heavy
storage) or due to the earthquake. The recommended repair in the PND memoisto remove.
the second floor entirely and add new trusses from above. This recommendation is
sufficient, but overly intrusive. We recommend reinstalling the floor sheathing in the
bathroom (where it has been removed) and removing the gypsum ceiling from the bottom of
the trusses over the entirety of Building 2 (60' x 100’). Once accessible, the chords, webs
and gussets of the existing trusses can be jacked to a level condition and upgraded for the
current loading condition. This is a required repair that must occur before this porion of the
building can be occupied.
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+ Ponding water was identified at three locations over Building 2. I i unclear
whether this ponding is due to the second-floor truss issues. Once the second-floor

russes are repaired and leveled, the roof in this area should be re-evaluated.

«Outside the egress door southof the dining area, there is a wood vestibule. The

origins and qualityofthis vestibule are questionable. This structure is subject to
significant snow drift loading, for which it was likely not designed. This structure

Should be demolished and removed.

«The upper floor exterior wood walls of Building 2 and the Infill appear to bear on the.

top chord of the floor joists. This can be an unsafe condition if not reinforced by a
steel angle or other reinforcement. Demolish finishes to verify connection and
Strengthen f needed.

10.0 Exterior and Building Envelope

The building exterior is worn but in serviceable condition for building reopening, except for
several items noted below. Long-term recommendations for repair and upgrades include

Tepairing of replacing water and impact damaged stucco, repairing and repainting damaged
wood siding, and reroofing Residential wing to improve roof drainage.

10.1 Exterior Walls

Description of Existing Conditions, Equipment and/or Systems

( Exterior walls and building siding include the following:

« Painted cement masonry unit (CMU) ~ in fair condition. (Photograph 10.1-1)

« Painted stucco (STUC-O-FLEX) — worn and failing at the south-west side of the

warehouse, and at the south-weststair enclosure. At the stair enclosure, it

appears that the stucco is water damaged and the wall is leaking. Further leak

investigation is recommended. There are several impact-damaged stucco areas

at the warehouse and main entry column. Wood trim at stucco has deteriorated

and fallen off in several areas, exposing building envelope to water penetration.
Stucco is recommended to be repaired, or replaced with a different, durable

Siding as part of Tier 2 renovations. (Photographs 10.1-2.3)

« Painted T1-11 wood siding — worn, but serviceable. Recommend replacing

bowed wood siding on the south side under the roof drain pipes. (Photograph
10.1-4)

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
+ Repairstucco or replace with a different, durable siding and water-tight assembly.

+ Replace bowed wood siding on the south side of the dormitory wing
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10.2 Exterior Windows

Description of Existing Conditions, Equipment and/or Systems
Exterior windows in the dormiores are siding vinyl windows, appearing in overal far condition.
‘Some of the windows are missing operator hardware, which needs to be provided. An operable
window in TV room is warped and does not fully close, recommended to be repiaced. Operable
Windows in sleeping rooms appearto meet code requirements for emergency egress unit size
and sil height.

Aluminum storefront windows appear in good condition. Wood-olad windows in the warehouse
have Several fogged glazing units with failed seals. A few windows have broken glass and
damaged insect screens. (Photographs 10.2-1,2)

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
+ Replace missing operator hardware in vinyl windows.

+ Replace damaged insect screens.

+ Replace warped window panel in TV room.

+ Replace fogged and broken double-glazed units in wood windows.

10.3 Exterior Doors

Description of Existing Conditions, Equipment and/or Systems
( Exterior doors are painted hollow metal doors set in hollow metal frames, and aluminum

Storefronts with double-pane insulated glass units. Aluminum storefronts, including main entry
doors are equipped vith automalic closers and panic bars, appear in fair condition.
(Photograph 10.3-1)

Exterior metal doors in the warehouse are du fora fresh coat of paint, but are in overall fair
condition, In the residential wing, two ground level doors and frames on the south side (Kitchen
oor and Dining room south exit door, mentioned in section 5.2) are rusted through and are
recommended to be replaced. (Photograph 10.3-2)

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
+ Replace rustec-through exterior metal door and frame in the Kitchen. Replace

Dining room south door— see section 5.2

10.4 Exterior Stairs

Description of Existing Conditions, Equipment and/or Systems
Two small exterior stairs at the warehouse have rusted galvanized grating landings and
reads, and painted metal railings. The stairs appear to be serviceable, recommended to be
cleaned from rust and the railings and stringers repainted. (Photograph 10.4-1) The
Guardrail at the Service ramp is rusted, recommended to be cleaned and repainted.
(Photograph 5.23)

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
«Remove rust and repaint exterior stairs and railings.
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11.0 Roof

Description of Existing Conditions, Equipment and/or Systems
Roof components observed during the survey included roofing, flashings, fascia and soffits.

Warehouse roof is EPDM membrane, likely installed in 1997 as part of the fire restoration
project, Roof, flashings and seals appear in fair condition and the roof appears to be
draining well. (Photograph 11-1)

Residential wing has an older, what appears to be a torch-down roof, and short sections of
metal roofing over slanted fascia, with painted plywood soffis. The roof has 3 areas of
shallow ponding and some blistering. Roof overflow drainage currently relies on exterior
Sidewall drains and short scuppers. This appears to be leading to water damage on the
exterior wall surfaces below. Signsofwater leaks were observed in dorm rooms 4 and 5,
and laundry room. Recommend to re-roof Residential wing with overflow drains and
increased slopes fo drain as part of Level 2 truss repairs. (Photograph 11-2)

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
+ Reroof residential wing with increased slopes to drain as partof Level 2 truss

repairs
«Add roof overflow drains, see plumbing.

12.0 Plumbing

Description of Existing Conditions, Equipment and/or Systems
The existing water service is a combined service for domestic plumbing and fire sprinkler.
tis a 6-inch service. It appears to be a galvanized line connected to a galvanized pipe
above the floor. The domestic plumbing piping is a 2 74" copper pipe going out to serve the
restroom groups and the kitchen with a double check valve in the domestic water line. The
water service entrance was relocated and consolidated to the warehouse faciity during the
1997 renovation. All domestic water piping is copper insulated with fiberglass. The piping
on the warehouse end appears to be in serviceable condition. The piping in the restrooms.
‘and kitchens on the west end of the facilty is original to the 1983 renovation of the facily.
In many places under the restrooms the insulation is missing, and piping leaks and repairs
are evident. Given the age of this pipe of almost 40 years, it is not recommended to be
retained for any renovation of the facilty.

The waste piping in the facility is cast iron no-hub and appears to be serviceable. There.
are at least two waste lines exiting the building.

There are two existing water heaters, one electric unit in the warehouse that was installed
sometime after the 1997 renovation, and one gas-fired unit in the original baler room by the
Kitchen. The water heater in the boiler room was replaced in 2013 and is assumed to be in
serviceable condition. It is a 300 MBH unit with a 119-gallon tank, so it should be sufficient
for a commercial kitchen and the showers in the restroom group.

The existing kitchen is in a state of disassembly with much of the equipment disconnected
(Photograph 12.0-1) The three-compartment sink is drained to a floor sink, whichis not in
conformance with current plumbing code. The 1983 plans note a grease interceptor to be
installed, but the location of the grease interceptor was not determined. Ifit exists, it likely
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~~ needs replaced as the units from that time period were made of metal and is likely
! corroded.

Much of the central restroom piping is exposed and the fixtures removed as part of the
investigation of the floor joist structural issues. The smaller restrooms have old plumbing
fixtures, but they appear to be functional and only in need of caulking.

The rain leader piping in the warehouse area is insulated cast iron. The system is a
combined overflow system where the overflow drains are connected to the same pipe as
the primary drains. The rain leader exits to daylight on the east sideofthe building.

The residential endofthe facility did not appear to originally haveroofdrains. It primarily
drained through scuppers in the small parapet. There are currently a few roof drains that
have been added in the low spots of the roof. (Photograph 12.0-2) On the south side these
are piped through the soffit and drain over the ground. On the north side there is an ABS
pipe mounted on the outside of the building that routes the connected roof drains from
under the soffit to the west end where a vertical pipe discharges to grade.

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
+ Muchof the water and waste piping in the major restroom group in the residential

wing will need to be replaced in order to complete the structural repairs necessary
in this area. Given the ageofthis piping andits observed condition, it should all be
replaced in this wing of the facility.

+ The roof drainage should be reconstructed to accommodate the roof work to be.
( accomplished.

+ The water heater is only 8 years old and in good condition, so it may be reused.

+ Agrease interceptor should be added, and the plumbing fixtures should be correctly
connected to the waste system.

13.0 Heating, Air Conditioning and Ventilation

DescriptionofExisting Conditions, Equipment and/or Systems
The warehouse is served by two 15-ton rooftop units with gas heat and DX cooling, one for
each floor. The unit for the second floor was replaced in 2017 and has many years of
serviceable life left in it. The unit for the first floor is original from the 1997 installation and
consequentlyisat its expected lfe span of 20 - 25 years. The loading dock of the warehouse
al50 has two gas-fired unit healers thatappearto be in serviceable condition. The stacks for
these unit heaters are missing their caps.

The residential wing is served by a 399 MBH gas-fired copper fn boiler. (Photograph 13.0-1 &
2) This unit was installed during the 1982 adiion and has far exceeded its expected service
iife. The boiler primary pump and the secondary heating pumps all appear relatively recent
installations and in serviceable condition. The heating piping in the baller room is in poor shape
and poorly supported. The system uses water as a heat transfer medium.

The boiler serves baseboard fintube around the peripheryofthe residential wing. (Photograph
13.0-3) The orginal part of the building has a monoflo tee system, and the 1983 addition has a
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~ ‘conventional supply and return. The piping isin poor shape and shows evidence of leaking.

The heating controls for the baseboard are primarily pneumatic. (Photograph 13.04) Only a few
of them appeared to function correctly. Most did not have air pressure on them. On the second
floor many of the pneumatic control valves had been replaced with self-contained thermostatic
valves.

The air compressor and air dryer serving the controls appeared to be relatively new and in good
condition. However, the pneumatic tubing serving the controls is in poor condition and several
leaks were noted. Pneumatic controls are obsolete and take more maintenance than any other
Controls. There are few service technicians left that understand them and can keep them
‘operating correctly.

The Type 1 kitchen hood appears to be serviceable, however the exhaust fan and makeup air
unit are original to the 1883 project and are not in serviceable condition. (Photograph 13.0-65)
Themakeupair unitis a 3,348 GFM indirect fired unit. The hood exhaust fan is a centrifugal
utity set and does not meet current code listings. The kitchen equipment under the hood does.
not fit within the required 6 inches of hood overhang.

There is an additional ventilation unit near the kitchen that serves the dishwashing and food
prep area. It was not accessible, but is assumed to be in need of replacement due to ts age. It
only consists ofa fan and mixing box to be used for economizer cooling of the kitchen area

Many of the interior offices do not have any of the code-required ventilation. Two are served by
an old ventilation fan from the 1983 renovation that likely does not operate, and the rest do not

( have any venation.

The residential rooms are ventilated by operable windows only, which is code legal, but not very
effective in the winter.

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
+ The boiler in theresidential wing and most of the hydronic piping in the mechanical

room is beyond its serviceable life and should be replaced. Additionally, the
hydronic piping in the original wing will be in the way of the joist replacement and will
need to be replaced for tha reason as well. The monoflo tee system is an older
System no longerused that does not work well by its nature and should be replaced
with something more functional.

«Since the hydronic piping should be replaced, the baseboard heat should also be
replaced with a completely new system. The pneumatic controls should be replaced
with electric thermostats and control valves for a complete functional system.

+ The older rooftop unit on the warehouse is due to be replaced, but it may have a few
good years left in it. It should be replaced in the near future to assure it does not fail
ata critical time.

«The kitchen hood exhaust fan and grease duct should be replaced. The kichen
hood will need to be evaluated for its capabililies depending upon what kichen
equipment ends up undemeath it
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+ The kitchen hood makeup air unit should be replaced with one to match the exhaust
fan. The ventilation fan system should be demolished and the supply ductwork from
the makeup air unit should be ducted around the kitchen.

«Anew, small heat recovery ventiator (approximately 150 CFM) should be installed
in the office area and ducted to all the interior offices.

14.0 Electrical Systems

DescriptionofExisting Conditions, Equipment and/or Systems
The existing building has two electrical services (Photos 14.0-1 & 2). The electrical service on
the residential wing is rated at 400 amps 208/120V andappearsto be in fair condition. This
208V electrical service was most likely installed in 1983 or earlier, making it a least 40 years
old. The electrical service on the warehouse is rated at 400 amps 480/277 and appears to be
in good condition. This 480V electrical service was installed in 1897 as partofthe warehouse.
fire repair project making it 24 years old.

The residential wing electrical service is an exterior 400-amp, 208/120 volt, CT, meter and fused
disconnect connected to an interior main electrical distribution panel MDPL' (Photos 14.0-3 &
4). The distribution circuit breakers in the MDPL protect feeders to various branch panels
spread throughout the residential wing. They are in fair condition but sable with exception of
the dishwasher panel. The dishwasher panel is located under the dishwashing sink in the
Kitchen which is a code violation due to the panel not having adequate NEC working clearance.
This dishwasher panel will needtobe relocated to correct these code violations. The WEST

( branch panel serves the kitchen and recreation room. The ‘EAST Branch panel serves the
dormitory level 1 office area. The EX’ panel is a single-phase load center which powers branch
circuits in the level 2 dormitory rooms. The ‘EAST IF panel could not be located. All of these
panels appear to be about 40 years old, putting themat the end of their recommended useful
life (Photos 14.5 thru 8).

The warehouse electrical service is an exterior 400-amp, 480/277 volt, CT, meter and fused
disconnect connected to an interior main electrical distribution panel ‘IDPH. MDPH is in good
condition and is 24 years old, giving it about 16 more years of reliable operation. It was installed
aspartof the 1997 warehouse fire repair project and serves mostly the warehouse building
(Photo 14.0-9). The distribution circuit breakers in the MDPH protect the feeders to one 430V/
branch panel HV1', one 75KVA stepdown transformer which powers three 208V branch panels
‘LV’ 'LV2' and ‘R3’, the two 480V elevators and two 480V roof mounted RTU's. Panel HV1"
powers the interior and exterior lighting, an interior baler, an air compressor, and an exterior
trash compactor and exterior 480V freezer van receptacle. Panels V1 'LV2 and R1’ power
Various loads including receptacles, a range outlet, dryer outlet, welder oulet, conveyor, dust
collector, and heat trace (Photos 14.010thru 14). All the electrical equipment and devices in
the warehouse appear to meet current electrical code requirements and are in good usable:
condition with exception of the elevators. See Section 15 of this report for additional
information.

The normal lighting appears to be in good to fair condition. The lighting in the warehouse is all
78 fluorescent lights. The lighting in the residential wing is a mixture of T8 fluorescent lights and
T12 fluorescent lights. The exterior lighting is HID wall pack building mounted lights. Although
the existing lighting is not the most energy efficient, it all appears to be functional with exception
ofa few lamps that need replacement (Photos 14.0-15 thru 18).
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The warehouse mechanical equipment disconnects appear to be in good operable condition
(Photos 14.0-19 & 20). The residential wing mechanical equipment disconnects to be infairto
poor condition and will require repair o replacement. For example, the roof mounted exhaust
fan and makeup air unit for the existing kitchen is rusted and does not have a code required
convenience receptacle within 25 feet. (Photos 14.0-21 & 22)

The convenience receptacles throughout the warehouse are in good condition. The residential
wing convenience receptacles are in good to fair condition. The dishwasher and walk-in cooler
and walk-in freezer in the kitchen are in fair to poor condition (Photos 14.0-23 thru 26). The
code required while-in-use receptacle covers and weather resistant receptacles were not
observed for the exterior electrical receptacles. The sleeping room outlets are not of adequate
quantity, are not tamper-resistant and are not protected by AFCI circuit breakers as required by
current code. Any future electrical workto support renovation to these rooms will need to meet
current code requirements.

The conduit and wie for all panel feeders and receptacles, lighting and equipment branch
circuits appear to have been installed properly and in good condition.

The buildings telecom system appears to have been installed in 1997 and although itis dated
and does not meet the current CAT cabling standard, it appears to be in good condion. There
is a telephone terminal backboard in the warehouse with the telecom utility demark equipment
And there is a wall mounted telecom rack in the dormitory office area with horizontal ethernet
cabling routed to both the warehouse and the residential wing. (Photos 14.27 and 14.28)

The intercom system head-end equipment was found disconnected at the residential wing
( reception desk. (Photos 14.0-29 & 30) Signage indicates that it served the dormitory dining area

and dormitory level 2 sleeping rooms.

There are two entry door intercomsidoorbells, oneofwhich appeared to not work (Photos 14.0-
318 32). There is one motorized gate providing vehicle access to the rear of the building with a
remote-control station located at the dormitory reception desk.

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
+ Remove and relocate panel ‘DISHWASHER' for proper working clearance and replace

as needed to support kitchen renovations.
+ Provide new panel on level 2 of residential wing for new AFCI circuit breakers o support

all bathroom and laundry room renovations.
+ Remove and reinstall all ceiling mounted devices, wiring and lights on level 1 as needed

for access to Level 2 floor joists for structural upgrades. Consider LED upgrade for level
1 lighting at the same time.

«Plan forthe future replacement of MDPL and all connected branch panels.
«Plan for the future replacementofthe existing intercom system.

15.0 Elevators

Description of Existing Conditions, Equipment and/or Systems
There are two existing elevators in the building which were installed in 1997 (Photos 15.0-1 &
2). The existing freight elevator is a 25hp hydraulic elevator with two stops that servelevel 1
‘and level2 of the warehouse area. The existing passenger elevator is a 20hp elevator with
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doors on two sides. The passenger elevator's east door serves level 1 and level 2 of the
warehouse and the passenger elevator's west door serves level 1 and level 2 of the dormitory.

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
«The existing freight elevator appears to be functional. tis recommended tha the freight

elevator is modernized with a new power unit, new oil, new controller and all new door
operators and devices to extend its useful lf.

«The existing passenger elevator appears non-functional, and itis assumed that repairs
are required to return ito service. Lis recommended that the passenger elevator is
modernized vith a new power unit, new oil, new controller and all new door operators
and devices to make it functional and extend its useful ie

16.0 Fire Protection & Life Safety

Description of Existing Conditions, Equipment and/or Systems
The building fire alarm system control panel is an Edwards #EST1-226 panel which is
discontinued and no longer supported by the manufacturer (Photo 16.0-1). There have been
smoke detector recalls by the manufacturer which may affect the existing fire alarm devices.
“The residential wing fire alarm strobe coverage does not meet current code requirements. The
residential wing appears to have the code required coverage for smoke detectors (Photo 16.0-2)
and for smoke alarms, but the smoke alarms in the dormitory sleeping rooms are expired and
will need to be replaced (Photo 16.0-3). The warehouse building appears to be separated from

~ dormitory building by a 1-hour fire wall and has the required manual pull stations, homystrobe
( fire alarm system devices and sprinkler flow and tamper switches (Photo 16.04). Although the

fire alarm system appears to be functional and has an inspection tag dated November 2020,
because itis no longer supported by the manufacturer, long term maintenance will be an issue
and a ull fire alarm system replacement would be advised.

The entire facility is protected by a wet pipe fire sprinkler system with a single 4° riser located in
the warehouse. The portion serving the warehouse was installed during the 1997 renovation
andis black steel pipe with grooved filings. It's not clear when the sprinklers were installed in
the residential wing, but they were connected to the new riser in 1997. The sprinklers in the
upstairs portion of the residential wing are a Poz-Lok system. This was a proprietary system of
Schedule 5 sprinkler pipe and filings that was on the market briefly before suffering a number of
leakage failures and resuling lawsuits. It is no longer manufactured and cannot easily be
retrofitted or modified.

The warehouse emergency egress lighting is provided by wall mounted thermoplastic
emergency lighting units and thermoplasiic exit signs. The existing emergency lighting and exit
signage in the warehouse (Photos 16.0-5 & 6) appears to be in good condition and appears to
meet current code requirements with exception of there being no exterior emergency lighting at
the exterior egress doors.

Theresidential wing emergency lights and exit signs are inconsistent and do not mest current
code requirements. Some doors have not exit signs, some exit signs are expired nude type,
Some exit signs are photoluminescent type. The emergency lighting does not provide adequate
coverage of the existing egress paths, electrical rooms, mechanical rooms, bathrooms over 300
square feet and exterior exis (Photos 16.0-7 thru 10).
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“The building security equipment includes one standalone audible intrusion alarm on one rear
Goorin the dormilory office area, and a 16 channel DVR (Photo 16.0-11) located in the
Gormitory office area connectedtovarious security cameras throughout the property. The type
and quality of the existing security cameras is inconsistent (Photos 16.0-12 & 13).

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions.
+ The wel pipe system in the warehouse area is in serviceable condition and may remain.

The Poz-Lok piping on the second floor of the residence wing should be replaced with a
more reliable system. The fire sprinkler pipingofthe first floorof the residence wing will
likely need to be replaced to accommodate the structural repairs.

+ Replace expired smoke detectors/alars in residential sleeping rooms.
+ Install code compliant emergency lighting and exit signs in residential wing.
«Plan for the future replacement of the existing fre detection and security alarms, and

camera systems.

17.0 Interior

Interior components observed during the survey includedinteriorwall, ceiling and floor
finishes, interior doors and windows, interior stais, bathrooms, kitchen, and builtin
cabinetry.

17.1 Interior Wall Finishes

. Interior wall finishes in the building are predominantly painted gypsum wallboard, in overall
( fair condition except for a few cracks in the residential wing, and unfinished repair work

related to structural damage. Some of the bathrooms are tiled.

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
+ Repair, replace and refinish damaged walls after structural repairs are completed.

Paint areas affected by renovations.

17.2 Ceilings

Ceilings in the residential wing on level 1 are predominantly suspended acoustical ceiling
panel system (ACP). Some of the panels are water stained and need to be replaced,
though overall the ACP ceiling appears in fair condition, except for the Dining room and
Chapel ceiling that has been partially removed during the last uncompleted remodel. As
part of the recommended structural repairs in the residential wing, level 1 ceilings wil have
to be removed to allow access to level 2 floor framing. ACP ceilings wil then have to be
reinstalled or replaced, after structural repairs are concluded. (Photograph 17.2-1)

Level 2 ceilings in the residential wing are painted gypsum board. Signs of water damage
were observed in dorm rooms 4 and 5, and laundry room; the leaks are likely coming from
the roof. It is unclear whether the leaks are old and have been repaired, or ongoing.
(Photograph 17.2-2)

Warehouse wing has exposed ceiling structure in the warehouse, and ACP system in
bathrooms and offices. Women's bathroom has a water damaged ceiling panel,
recommended to be replaced and the leak fixed. (Photograph 17.2-3)
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Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
+ Residential wing: remove level 1 ceilings as required for structural repairs. Reinstall

or replace AGP ceilings once repairs are completed.
+ Residential wing: investigate and fix leaks at level 2 gypsum board ceilings, patch

‘and refinish ceilings,
«Replace water-damaged suspended ACP ceiling, ix leaks.

17.3 Flooring

Residential wing has different types of flooring, the majority being vinyl composite tile
(VCT), ceramic tile, and carpet. VCT appears in various conditions, depending on the room
use and flooring age. In the Residential wing, Level 1 Day/Billard room, Dining room, and
service corridor, have old and worn VCT flooring with some of the tiles missing,
recommended fo be replaced. Level 2 VCT flooring is newer, but the floor substrate is
warped, and depending on the resultofstructural repairs and leveling of the floor, it may
have to be replaced if damaged.

In the Main Lobby on level 1, 1x1" ceramic ile flooring is in fair condition. Kitchen has.
ceramic tile flooring with many missing tiles, recommended to be replaced. Level 2
bathrooms undergoing repairs have ceramic tile floor and subfloor tom up and must be fully
renovated after structural repairs are completed.

Dorm rooms on level 2, and Chapel room on level 1 have carpet flooring in fair condition.
Warehouse flooring is unfinished plywood flooring on level2 and concrete floor on level 1,

- both appear in fair condition. Carpet flooring in warehouse offices is old and recommended
{ to be replaced. Offices in the residential wing were not accessible and could not be

inspected. (Photographs 17.3-1,2.3)

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
«Replace VCT flooring in Day/Biliard and Dining rooms, and service corridor.
«Replace ceramic til flooring in the Kitchen.
«Complete level 2 communal bathrooms remodel after structural repairs are

concluded.
«Replace carpet flooring in warehouse offices.

17.4 Interior Stairs and Railing

The facility has four interior stairs - two in fire-rated enclosures, an open main stair, and a
single-run shorter stair leading to the dormitories on level 2. Al stairs are serviceable.
Wooden stair in the warehouse is quite worn and could use new paint. Basic maintenance
items such as repainting handrails, repainting wooden stair, and replacing worn carpet on
the main stair is recommended as part of Tier 2 renovations. (Photograph 17.4-1)

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
« Repaint handrails, repaint wooden stair, and replace worn carpet on the main stair

as partofTier 2 renovations.
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17.5 Interior Doors

The majority of the interior doors appear to be sold core wood doors set in hollow metal frames.
‘Some of the doors are painted hollow metal, and some doors have half-ite wired glass. Wired
glass is no longer allowed per current codes, but would be allowed to remain as existing
Condition. Metal doors in fire-rated assemblies at stair enclosures and corridors are equipped
with panic bars, automatic closers, and seals, in fair condition.

Dormitory rooms’ doors are painted solic-core wood panels set in hollow metal frames, with 20-
minute labels on most doors and frames. The majorityof the dormitory doors are missing
hardware which needs to be provided as part of Tier 1 remodel. Doors and frames are
recommended to be repainted as par of Tier 2 renovation. (Photograph 17.5-1)

Kitchen wooddoorand frame are in poor condition, recommended to be replaced. A roll-up door
atthe Kitchen's serving window has not been tested for operations.

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
«Provide missing door hardware at doors in rated assemblies (sleeping rooms): lever

handles, automatic closers, and smoke seals.
«Replace damaged doors in Dorm room 5 and Kitchen.
«Adjust Chapel double-doorstofully close when released.

17.6 Bathrooms

There are multiple single-occupant bathrooms throughout the building, and communal multi-
fixture bathrooms and showers in the residential wing on level 2, partially demolished.

“The majority of the single-occupant bathrooms are in fair condition and have been ADA
retrofitted. Water closes in some single-user bathrooms are lacking a 5-foot-width clearance
andvertical grab bars required by current ADA standards. In men's and women's single-
occupant bathrooms next to the Dining roo, removing sink cabinets and reinstalling the sinks.
5.foot away from water closets, and adding vertical grab bars, would be an easywayto make
the bathrooms fully ADA.

Wormen's bathroom on level2 of the warehouse has damaged vinyl flooring, recommended to
be replaced. Communal bathrooms, showers and laundry room remodel on residential level 2
need to be completed after Tier 1 structural upgrades are done. (Photograph 17.6-1)

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
«Complete level 2 communal bathrooms, showers and laundry facilities remodel after

structural repairs are concluded.
«Provide water closet clearance to meet ADA in single-user accessible bathrooms, where

possible. Add vertical grab bar at water closets, where lacking.
«Replace sheet vinyl flooring in Women's bathroom at warehouse level 2.

17.7 Kitchen

Commercial kitchen has been disassembled. To bring facilty back into operation, kitchen needs
10 be remodeled and re-assembled, meeting health code standards.
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There is stainless steel wall protection at cooking and washing areas, and painted walls
elsewhere. It is recommended to install FRP or other type of washable wainscot on walls
adjacent to prep areas. The walk-in flooring is completed rusted through and needs to be
replaced. (Photograph 17.7-1)

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
«Remodel and reassemble commercial kitchen, meeting health code standards.

17.8 Built-In Cabinetry

Built-in casework in the facility is generally dated and worn. Reception desk is
recommended to be replaced of refinished with new plastic laminate. Kitchenette in the
warehouse is wom but serviceable. Caretaker suites have newer kitchen cabinets, in fair
condition. (Photograph 17.81)

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
«Replace or refinish reception desk.

18.0 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Compliance

The purpose of the ADA survey is to note the property's general compliance to ADA Title ll
provisions relative to their use as related to public accommodations up to the building
entrances and common areas. Non-compliant items were observed and noted during the
interior walk-through, however an in-depth review of all the individual rooms was not

( completed as a part of this scope of work.

Tile I of the Americans with Disabilities Act applies to State and local government entities
and protects qualified individuals with disabilties from discrimination on the basis of disability in
services, programs, and acivites provided by State and local government ents. It prohibits
discrimination by entities to access and use of areas of public accommodations’ and
“commercial facilities” on the basis of disability. Regardlessof their age, these areas and
facilities must be maintained and operated to comply with the Americans with Disabilities
Act Accessibilty Guidelines (ADAAG).

Buildings completed and occupied after January 26, 1992 are required to fully comply with
ADAAG. Existing facilities constructedprior to January 26, 1992 must comply to the extent
‘allowed by structural feasibility and the financial resources available, or a reasonable
‘accommodation must be made.

Alimited ADA guidelines review was conducted during the site vist. Items that do not comply
with ADA standards were observed and noted, however an in-depth review of all the individual
rooms was not completed as a part of this scopeof work. The exterior site accessibilly was
observed for general compliance with ADA requirements. The general areas of the observations
were site access, the front entry, main circulation paths, bathrooms.

DescriptionofExisting Conditions

An ADA accessible route has the following characteristics:
«Maximum running slope = 1:12 (8.33%)
«Maximum cross slope = 1:48 (2.08%)
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+ Minimum width = 36", clear of obstructions, large cracks, vegetation, tripping
hazards, etc.

All exterior concrete ramps and sidewalks accessing building entrancesfexits are non-
compliant with above mentioned ADA standards. There is no compliant accessible route
between the parking lot and the main building entrance. The valve box covers within the
front walkway are not properly set and pose a tripping hazard and encroach upon the
accessible route toffrom the main building entrance. The slopes leading to the
‘accesslegress doors exceed the maximums. The stairways located at the south grassy
area and routes to them from the building are significantly deteriorated and do not meet
ADA accessibilty standards.

The building's main entry doors, stair, and main internal circulation paths appear to meet ADA.

The building is equipped with a passenger elevator connecting al levels. The elevator is
currently inoperable and must be repairediretroftied for use of the building as an Adult
Rehabiltation Center.

Water closet ADA clearances in single-user bathrooms mentioned in section 17.6 are
recommended {o be provided where possible. Doorknob hardware in some of the bathrooms
needs to be replaced with lever handles.

Observations, Conclusions & Suggested Actions
«The curb stops in the parking lot are placed such that there is no accessible

, route between the van accessible parking and the building entrance.
{ Recommend reconfiguring the accessible parking and curb stops to

accommodate a compliant accessible route.
«Properly set the valve boxes within the walkway.
+ Reconstruct main entry access ramp and emergency exit exterior sidewalks in

compliance with ADA standards.
+ Recommend that the parking spaces be restriped and signed in compliance

with AMC Title 21.07.090 and ADA standards.
«Repair passenger elevator.
+ Provide lever handle door hardware in bathrooms.
+ Provide water closet clearance to meet ADA in single-user accessible bathrooms, where

possible. Add vertical grab bar at water closets, where lacking

19.0 Environmental and Natural Hazards

A limited Phase | Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) was conducted concurrently with this
PCA. The purpose ofa Phase | ESAsto identify potential or existing contamination or other
environmental fabilies that originate on or near the property of interest.

TBC obtained the services of EDR, a fim that specializes in Phase | ESAs. EDR searched
numerous governmental databases to identiy past and current activities within a 1/8-mile to 1-
mile radius of the target property, including contaminated sites and underground storage tank
databases. The memorandum in Appendix C briefly summarizes those findings and provides
‘opinions and conclusions based on the data contained in the report. The full EDR Phase | ESA
documents will be provided to the Municipality of Anchorage electronically under separate:
transmittal
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Data contained in the EDR report, supported by TBC's review of StateofAlaska Contaminated

Sites, LUST, and UST databases, indicate that nearby properties present minimal risk of

‘environmental liability to the subject property.

However, because the property is located within 1,500 feet of numerous sites that are

designated “Active” or “Cleanup Complete with Institutional Controls”, additional care must be

taken if excavation activity requiring dewatering occurs on site. This is more fully addressed in

Appendix C.

Other Natural Hazard Considerations
+ FEMA Flood Zone: None
+ Wind Zone: ll — Minimum Design Speed 150 mph
« Seismic Zone (likelinood of ground failure in an earthquake): 3-moderate

20.0 Recommended Renovations

Tier 1 renovations include items that are immediately required for minimum safety and code

compliance and are necessary for dally functioning as a living facility (kitchen, bathing, laundry,
sleeping, etc.)

“Tier 2 renovations are items that are recommended for repair in the mid- o long-term, but do
not pose a safety concen or are allowed by code to remain in-place.

( 20.1 Civil & Landscaping

204.aTier1
= Clear-out and disposeofall excess and unusable items and equipment
« Demolish and remove exterior Conex storage structure

« Provide adequate space for emergency vehicle access in accordance with fire

codes and recommendations.

«Install an emergency access control box at the vehicle entry gate.
« Repair the asphalt at the bottom of the warehouse service ramp.

« Reconfigure the accessible parking spaces and curb stops to accommodate

a compliant accessible route.
+ Restripe and sign the front parking lot.

«Reset valve covers within the walkway.

« Clear-out all landscaped areas, remove all weeds, overgrowth, trash etc.

20.1.b Tier 2
Parking areas should be repaved.

«The gravel area should be graded
~ Reconstruct main entry access ramp and emergency exit exterior sidewalks

in compliance with ADA standards.

+ Repair faiing ralroad-e retaining walls and stairs.
+ Development an overall site grading, landscaping, and maintenance plan for

all exterior areas.
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202 Structural~

20.2a Tier 1
Building 2 (residential):
+ Strengthen/Repair 2° Floor Trusses.
«Demolish and remove exterior vestibule at the south dining oom exit.

Building 2 & nil
«Evaluate and strengthen bottomof exterior bearing wall issueat 2% floor.

20.2.0 Tier2
Building 1 (warehouse):
«Repair EIFS
«Replace Loading Dock Canopy

203 Architectural

20.3. Tier 1
Building Egress:

«Remove padiock hardware from the exit door at south-western stair
enclosure.

+ Replace exterior grate at Dining room north exit door. Remove keyed lock
preventing panic bar from unlocking the door.

+ Replace handrail at exterior ramp.

( Roof:
« Reroof residential wing with increase slopes to drain as part of Level 2 truss.

repairs.

Building Exterior
«Replace missing operator hardware in vinyl windows. Replace warped

windowpane in TV room. Replaced damaged insect screens.

Interior Finishes:
«Repair, replace and refinish damaged walls, floors and ceilings after

structural repairs are completed. Paint areas affected by renovations.
«Residential wing: remove level 1 ceilings as required for structural repairs.

Reinstall or replace ACP ceilings once repairs are completed.
«Replace VCT flooring in Day/Billiard and Dining rooms, and servic corridor.
«Replace ceramic tile flooring in the Kitchen.

Bathrooms:
«Complete remodel of level 2 communal bathrooms, showers and laundry

facilities after structural repairs are concluded.

Interior Doors:
«Provide missing door hardware at doors in rated assemblies (sleeping rooms):

lever handles, automatic closers and smoke seals.
«Replace damaged doors in Dorm room 5 and Kitchen,
«Adjust Chapel doors to fully close when released.
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Kitchen:
«Remodel and reassemble commercial kitchen, meeting health code

standards.

Accessibilty:
+ Repair passenger elevator.
«Provide water closet clearance to meet ADA in single-user accessible

bathrooms, where possible. Add vertical grab bar at water closets, where lacking
«Provide lever handle door hardware in warehouse bathrooms.

20.3.b Tier 2
Building Exterior:

«Repair stucco, or replace with a different, durable siding and water-tight
assembly.

+ Replace bowed wood siding on the south sideof the dormitory wing.
«Replace fogged and broken double-glazed units in wood windows.
«+ Replace rusted-through exterior metal door and frame in the Kitchen.
«Remove rust and repaint exterior stairs and railings.

Building Interior:
+ Replace water-damaged suspended ACP ceiling, fix leaks. Repair water-

damaged gypsum board ceiling in dormitories.
+ Replace carpet flooring in warehouse offices.
«+ Repaint handrails, repaint wooden stair, and replace wom carpet on the main

( stairas part of Tier 2 renovations.
«Paint doors and frames.
«+ Replace sheet vinyl flooring in Women's bathroom in the warehouse level 2.
+ Replace or refinish reception desk.

20.4 Plumbing

204 Tier
+ Replace plumbing piping as required to support joist repair effort.
«Replace plumbing piping in the main restroom group due to age and likely.

remodel of restrooms.
+ Reconnect kitchen plumbing to various fitures. Reinstall dishwasher and install

new grease interceptor.

204 Tier2
«Provide proper roof drainage system on residential wing as part of roof repairs or

replacement.

205 HVAC

20.5.2 Tier 1
«Replace heating boiler in residential wing and re-pipe the boiler room.
«Replace healing piping in Support of joist repair work.
«Replace monoflo tee piping with conventional supply and return piping for better

temperature control.
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+ Replace pneumatic ermosiats and control valves on baseboard in residential wing
with low-voltage lect thermostats and electric coir vives.

+ Replace kichen hood exhaust an.
© Replace kichen Makeup Air Unit.
+ Replace kichen area ventilation unit.
© Intal now heat recovery ventiator in the office area fr inerir office ventilation.
* Ropar the unit heater stacks nthe loading dock.

205bTier2~ Replace warehouse rooftop uit hat serves the first floor
+ Replace the baseboard element, isolation valves, and balance valves in th

residence rooms.
206 Electrical

206aTiert
2S iaport of Structural Recommendation: Remove and reinial al ceiling mounted

Govess, lights and wiing as required 1o access second floor trusses fom level 1
ceiing space.

+ Lovel2 Renovations: Compete renovation of level 2 restrooms, showers and laundry
Sher structural upgrades ate comple. Install new branch panel suppor these
renovations.

+ Lovel 1 Renovations: demolish existing panel ‘DISHWASHER and install new panel
in kichen to support kichen renovations.

! 2065 Tier2
2 buiting Electrical Panels: Replace exising electrical panels in residential buiding

hat ar beyond their useful feof 40 years
+ AFI Receptacles: Provide AFCI crit breakers for ll branch circuits on level 2 of

esidoniial wing during panel upgrade. Reinstal associated branch circuit wiring with
Goticatod neutral conductors and ground wires

+ Tamper Rosistant Receptacies: Replace al dormitory room receptacles wih tamper
resistant type.

+ Normal Lighing: Building vide LED lighting upgrade.
© Intercom: Building wide Inercom upgrade.

207 Elevator
207aTer1
+ Passenger Elevator Modernization
207bTier2
= Freight Elevator Modernization.

20.8 Fire Protection & Life Safety

= Emergency Lighing: Provide new emergency ights and exit signs in Residential
wing.
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—~ «Fire alarm system: Replace all expired smoke alarms in the sleeping rooms with new
= combination COlsmoke alarms. Replace any smoke detectors that have been

recalled by the manufacturer. Test existing fire alarm system for proper functionality.
«Replace fist floor piping as necessary in the joist repair area of the residential wing.

208bTier2
= Fire Alarm: Building wide Fire Alarm System upgrade.
«Security: Building wide security alam and CCTV system upgraded.
«Replace Poz-Lok piping system on second floor when renovations require

modification of sprinkler piping.

209 Hazardous Building Materials.
+ Given the age of this building, there is a potential for the existenceof hazardous

building materials on-site (lead-based paint andor asbestos-containing building
materials). tis recommended to complete Hazardous Building Materials sampling
andtesting.
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~ 21.0 Cost Estimate

[Component Too |
Sew | wsoomm)|

ema | s0000000]
mac seo)
IEO XT

Total Development Costs i. $1,380,000.00

Table 2: Tier 2 Renovations

[component Toes |
’
IEEXT
 Pumbrg|smo)
I.XT

Total Development Costs - $840,000.00

22.0 Limitations

Specific components of the construction of this property which were not surveyed include,
but not limited to: fire suppression and sprinkler performance, alarms, smoke detectors,

Be reoeseya aeooelton og doospion of
property such as boundaries, easements, right-of-way, and setbacks, egress/ingress etc.;
detailed assessment of compliance with government codes or any state or local building

Troi »EL



. codes; detailed analysis of future renovations or tenant future requirements, future use of
9 building and associated requirements, electrical and mechanical sizing or engineering,

manufacturers specifications; legal requirements of all kinds or other specific or general
property or area conditions not stated specifically to be included in this survey.

Itis necessary and we recommend, that you consult with service companies and repair
contractors in respective categories included in this inspection report to determine the exact
Scope and cost of work, submit firm bids for making required corrections, and any future
use requirements for use of the building. All quantities and components identified in this
report whether used as a basis for developing expected future costs or for other purposes
are only approximate and cannot be relied upon as exact.

The efforts in performing this survey have been confined to problem identification. We have
not analyzed the design of the building or mechanical systems, determined exact nature
and scope of repairs, determined as-built construction to be in conformance with plans or
specifications, nor have we determined whether or not the construction is in strict
compliance with governing codes at this specific location or in the general area.

Disclaimers

Opinions and comments stated in this report are based solely on observations of apparent
performance. Performance standards are based exclusively on the knowledge and
experience of the inspector. Neither this survey nor the Properly Condition Report
constitutes a guarantee or warranty, expressed or implied, on the condition or future
condition of the property or any component surveyed. The opinions and conclusions

Ie presented in this report are based on the site conditions observed and information reviewed
atthe time of this assessment. Information pertaining 10 site conditions or changes may
exist that The Boutet Company and its consultants are not aware of or which we have not
had the opportunity to evaluate within the time available for this assessment.
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APPENDIX A: Property Summary Report
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LCERETETTTT

Anchorage, Alaska 99518

Tel: (907)2706761
Date: October 14,2021 Fax. (907) 522-6779

Mobile: (907) 227-7475
Email: dboutet@tbeak.com

To: Municipality of Anchorage

From: Donna Gryder-Boutet, PE

Subject: Salvation Army, 660 E. 48" Avenue, Anchorage, Alaska

The Municipality of Anchorage Project Management and Engineering Department requested a Limited
Phase | Environmental Ste Assessment (ESA) of the property located at 660 E. 48 Avenue, Anchorage,
Alaska, on Block 1 Lot 9A Interair Subdivision. The purpose ofaPhase | 54, typically performed as part
of a commercial eal estate transaction, i to identify potential or existing contamination or other
environmental liabities that originate on or near the property of interest. This Phase | ESA is considered
limited in that it does not include on-site sampling of potentially contaminated materials, nor does it
include a hazardous building materials survey.

Methodology

TBC obtained the services of EDR, a firm that specializes in Phase| ESAs. OR searched numerous
‘governmental databases to identify past and current activities within a 1-mile radius of the target
property, including contaminated site and underground storagetank databases. TBC will provide the full
EDR Phase | ESA documents electronically under separate transmittal.
TBC reviewed the information provided by EDR and conducted follow-up research toconfirm findings.
and answer questions that arose. This document briefly summarizes those findings and provides.
opinions and conclusions based on the data contained in the reports.

Summary of Findings

“This summary focuses on information provided in three documents prepared by EDR: the Aerial Photo
Decade Package; City Directory Image Report; and Radius Map Report.



60 E. 48" Avenue Environmental Review October 14, 2021

Aerial Photograph Review

Records indicate the original structure was constructed in 1977; two structures are visible, however,
ina 1982 aerial photograph of the property. The two buildings were subsequently connected in
1983

City Directory Review

“This address first appears in a 1979 city directory listing as occupied by “N A R-P C"; the 1983 listing
indicates the site is occupied by Downs Fabrication and Welding, as well as Corrosion Technologies,
Great Northern Engineering, and Maskell Robins in second floor suites. By 1988, however, the
property is solely occupied by the Salvation Army asa rehabilitationcenter and “truck discard
pickup" ste. It appears that, at some point in 1983, the property was purchased by the Salvation
Army and converted into the rehabilitationcenterstructure that exists now.

Radius Map Report

“Thirty-five properties were identified within a 1/4-mile radiusof the subject property (measured
from the property boundary), meaning they appeared on one or moreofthe databases searched.
Within this radius there are:

«Fifteen properties that are sted on Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
databases including:

© Four Small Quantity Generators (SQG).
© Six Very Small Quantity Generators (VSQG).
© Five Non-Generators (no longer generate hazardous waste)

«Twenty-one properties listed on the State of Alaska Contaminated Sites Database, including:
Six Active Sites, one ofwhichalso appears on the federal Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liabilty Act Database (CERCLIS).

© Three Cleanup Complete with Institutional Controls i place.
© Eleven Cleanup Complete.

One property with two listings: one area Active, one area Cleanup Complete.

The subject property does not appear inanyofthe databases searched. One Active property was.
not identified in the EDR report but was found through reviewofthe State of Alaska Contaminated
Sites mapping application
(https://wnww.arcgis.com/home/item himl?id=315240bfbaf842a0b8272ad1cef3cad3).

Given the number of sites identified, tis memorandum wil focus on Activesites and thse sites
designated as Cleanup Complete with Institutional Controls.

+ B3-Allen & Petersen Glass Company - Cleanup Complete with Institutional Controls.
Aleaking underground storage tank (LUST) was removed from this property, located
approximately 290 feet southwestof the subject property at 4700 Gambell Street, in
1993. Contaminated soil and groundwater were encountered, and contaminated soil
beneath the structure could not be removed. Ongoing monitoring indicates groundwater
contamination is localized on site and reducing concentration over te.

thx er



660. 48” Avenue Environmental Review October 14,2021

+ C6/C7/C8/C9 - ix Roblees, formerly Anchorage Nissan - Active. Groundwater below
this property, located at 4748 Old Seward Highway 330 feet northeast of the subject
property, contains petroleun hydrocarbons above applicable cleanup levels as the
result of a LUST removed in 1994. Thedirection of groundwater flow, however, was.
determinedto be south-southeast, away from the subject property.

«+ C13/C14- U-Haul of Anchorage ~Active. This property s located at 4751 Old Seward
Highway, approximately 490 feet northeast of the subject property. Contaminated sois and
groundwater were encountered when two LUSTs were removed in 1998. Shallow
groundwater (six to ten feet below grade) contains petroleum hydrocarbonconstituentsand
chlorinated hydrocarbons above applicable cleanup levels; groundwater flow direction
appears to be tothe south-southwest.

+ C17/C18/c19 - Alaska Quik Lube, Inc. Active. Two used oil LUSTs that previously held
gasolinewere removed from this property, located approximately 560 feet northwest of the
Subject property at 4647 Old Seward Highway, in 2014. Contaminated soil and groundwater
were encountered; ongoing groundwater monitoring indicates decreasing concentrations.
Additonal investigation to determine current soi contaminant evel are required before
Site closure will be granted. Groundwater flow direction i generally to the south

+ J41-Pineapple's Texaco Station - Active. Four gasoline USTs, one diesel UST, and one
used oil UST were removed from this property in 1995. Although the property, located
2t5138 Od Seward Highway approximately 920 feet south-southeast of the property is
no longer an active fueling sation, groundwater contaminants were stil above
applicable cleanup levels in 2019. Additional site assessment is required before site
closure will be granted. Groundwater flow direction generally to the southeast.

= Ha2/Ha3 Accel Fire Systems (Formerly Northern Hyraulics/Cottman Transmission) —
Cleanup Complete with Institutional Controls. A used oil tank was removed from within
the building, located at 4510 Gambell Street approximately 350 feet north of the subject
property, in 1995. Contaminated soil was removed o the extent feasible, but contaminated
Soil remained below the foundation. A ite closure letter with institutional control
requirements was issued August 19, 2004, and the last monitoring well was
decommissioned in 2017.

+ 184/45/136 ~ Former Willams Express Store #5004 - Cleanup Complete with Institutional
Controls. Two gasoline USTs and one diesel UST were removed in 1992 from this
property located approximately 1004 feet south-southeast of the subject property at
5159 01d Seward Highway. Contaminated soil and groundwater were encountered; a
free product recovery system operated from 1991 through 1993, and an in-situ vapor
recovery system operated from 1992 through 2003. A no further action letter was
issued October 12, 2005, and this site i now covered with asphalt pavement and part of
the Continental Nissan complex.

Hx Page 3s



660 E. 48" Avenue Environmental Review October 14, 2021

+ Not Reported by EDR Airport Road Car Storage ~Active. Contaminated soil and
sroundwater were encountered duringa2007 sit investigationofthis property located at
737 East International Airport Road, approximately 1010 feet southothe subject property.
The contaminants appear to be associated with a used ofl storage area anda floor drain that
discharged directly into the subsurface. Contaminated soil was removed from the used oi
storage area, but groundwater monitoringcontinuesascontaminants remain about
applicable cleanup levels. Groundwater depth and flow direction information not included
in the online documentation.

+ Ka9- M&M Enterprises — Active, This property, located approximately 1050 feet south of
the subject property, i the former site ofametal and battery recycling faclty. The
Environmental Protection Agency added this site to the CERCLIS database on July 1, 1980,
and in 1990 aerial photography it appears that the bulk of material previously on ite had
been removed. In 1988 the State of Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
(ADEC) took control of the site; a Compliance Order by Consent was signed in May 1989.

Cleanup activities took place through 2012, but th ste is stil listed 2 active.

«155/156 Creekside Chevron/Hanson Wyatt Service Station - Active. An active gas tation
since 1969, this property is located approximately 1200 feet southofthe subject property at
5210 01d Seward Highway. Soil and groundwater contamination were encountered when
five USTs were removed in 1996. Monitoringo the shallow groundwater (approximately 3.5
105feet below surface grade) continues, although contaminant concentrations appear to
be diminishing. Groundwater low direction i to the southwest.

Opinion and Conclusions

Data contained inthe EDR report, supportedbyTBC's review of State of Alaska Contaminated sites,
LUST, and UST databases, indicate that the nearby properties present minimal risk of environmental
liability to the subject property.

“That said, because numerous ites designated “Active” or “Cleanup Complete with Institutional
Controls” are located within 1,500 fet of the subject property, extra core must be taken if excavation
activity requiring dewatering occurs on site. If dewatering is anticipated, the MOA (or contractor) must:

+ Submit a Notice of Intent for coverage under Alaska Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(APDES) Excavation Dewatering General Permit, AKG002000, an the associated Best
Management Practices Plan with ADEC.

+ Ensure that water removed from an excavation meets Sate of Alaska groundwater deanup.
levels before it i discharged. The MOA or contractor will need to coordinate with ADEC to
determine specific sampling and discharge requirements.

tx rageals
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TBC hopes this technical memorandum meets your needs. Please do not hesitate to contact Donna
Gryder-Boutet, PE.ifyouhave any questions.

Attachments:

1982 Aerial Photograph
EDR Detail Radius Map
Summary of Findings Table.
Full EDR Reports (transmitted separately via email)
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NAVIGATION CENTER & SHELTER FACILITIES

LOCATION STUDY

Volume 3

Recommended Renovations
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1.0 Introduction

“This section presents schematic diagrams for remodeling the three (3) existing buildings under
consideration as navigation centers and homeless shelters (NC/HS) and provides a comparison
of their conceptual bed capacities and rough order-of-magnitude (ROM) total development
costs. These costs are then compared wih those associated with two (2) new tensile structures
‘advanced by RPM-Sprung and Orion-Legacy in unsolicited proposals to the Municipality.

Methodology

For purposesof evaluating these options with reasonably equivalent criteria, it was assumed
that all alternative sites would contain the necessary components to function independently as
NGIHS. Its recognized that the preferred program of improvements may disperse services
across multiple facilities rather than embedding them in each site. Thus, this comparison of
alternatives should be viewed as "screening too” that validates feasibilty (or infeasibility) and
provides an overview of redevelopment costs for each option.

Code Studies and Conceptual Space Programs for Existing Buildings

As a first step, preliminary building code studies of the three (3) existing buildings’ potential
renovation were performed for each property. These studies incorporated the results of Volume
1 (‘Site Characteristics") and Volume 2 (‘Property Condition Assessments’). These code
studies determined the extent of general fire and Ife safety upgrades that would be needed for
the buildings’ new use as NC/HS. Key code issues included sprinkler requirements, fre area
separations, exiting requirements, and other safety criteria.

Each building was then analyzed to develop a conceptual space program for dormitory and
“wrap-around” services. The results of these analyses are presented in schematic diagrams for
‘each building. The diagrams ilustrate a possible scenario of how the three (3) existing buildings
can accommodate the program areas needed for the homeless shelter. They were developed
as a tool for the architectural and engineering analysisofrequired fire and life safety upgrades,
‘and for determining the scope and extentof the renovations for preliminary cost estimates.

Qualitative recommendations for the renovations were developed by our team from on-site:
condition assessments and are listed following the diagrams for each building.

Proposals for New Tensile Structures

The two (2) proposals for new tensile structures were also reviewed. The RPM-Sprung
submittal provided 35% Schematic drawings and faciitated a more thorough analysis than the
‘Orion-Legacy proposal, which presented narrative description, general schematics and
associated pricing for its proposed faciltes.

Cost Estimates
Rough-Order-of-Magnitude (ROM) Total Development Costs for remodeling of existing buildings
and construction of new buildings are summarized in the Project Development Cost table.
These costs are inclusiveof design, construction, project management, hazardous materials
‘abatement, and contingencies. Itis emphasized that the limited assessment and design
development accomplished to date renders these estimates conceptive although conservative
estimating values were used.

1



Project Development Schedules

An accelerated schedule for design, permitting and construction was developed for the three (3)
existing buildings evaluated in remodeling scenarios. Proposals for new structures submitted by
RPM-Sprung and Orion-Legacy provided schedules for design and construction of new tensile
structures and are summarized herein.

Project milestones and potential duration of total design, permitting and construction timelines.
for each of the three scenarios (facility remodel, RPM-Sprung and Orion-Legacy) have been
‘summarized in the Project Development Schedule table.

2
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2.0 550 Bragaw Street

21 Civil / Landscaping
«Demolish and remove all playground equipment

«With approximately 3.0 acres of outdoor space, there is sufficient space on the property.
to construct additional ancillary structures on-site. Recommend developing a master
plan to guide this development.

22 Structural
«Replace roofing and replace any rotten wood decking that is found.

+ Overlay existing wood decking with plywood and strapping to upgrade roof
diaphragm.

«Confirm if top of CMU wall to roof diaphragm connection is lacking (destructive
evaluation likely required), andif lacking, strengthen this connection.

«Refinish exterior wood portionsofbuilding with pressure treated lumber / plywood or
other material intended for exterior usage (metal wall panels, veneer, etc).

23 Architectural
«A 2-hour fire wall will need to be constructed between the north dormitory wing

and rest of the building. Passage through the corridor can be maintained
through the addition of a pair of 90-minute doors, swinging in opposite
directions, with magnetic hold opens tied to the fire alarm system.

«The TolletiShower/Locker rooms will need to be reconfigured and greatly
expanded to support the new facility, including ADA bathroom and shower
facilies

«Existing interior partitions in the future Common and Office areas should be
demolished and the spaces reconfigured with new partitions to meet the new
use.

«Anew main entrance should be created for direct entry into the reconfigured
Waiting area.

«New finishes, furnishings and equipment will be required throughout the facility
to support the new use.

24 Plumbing
«It appears that mostof the existing piping is original to the building. This puts the age of

the piping at around 45 years old which is about the expected service life for copper. All
new water piping is recommended.

«New, larger water heaters will need to be installed to mest capacity demands.

4



«All new plumbing fixtures will need to be installed to accommodate new usage and meet
capacity demands.

25 HVAC

+ Due to the age of the existing mechanical equipment, all new HVAC systems are
recommended to be budgeted for.

«+ A makeup air unit would need to be installed for the new laundry room area(s). Size
‘would depend on the numberofdryers installed.

«Anewdedicated outdoor air system (DOAS) could be utiized to supply air to the
unventilated areas of the building as well as take the place of the existing rooftop
exhaust fans for ventilating lockersirestrooms. Provided that the existing ductwork is
serviceable and in good condition, may be able to be reused.

«There are no air conditioning systems present in the building, recommend installation.

26 Electrical

«Building Electrical Service: As long as AC cooling is not addedto the building, the
existing electrical service should be adequately sized for the change of use. However, to
extend the life of the building, it is recommended to install a new exterior CT, meter,
service disconnect, and new interior MDP along with replacement of all electrical panels
Such that new circuit breakers are provided with 30 10 40 years of reliable operation.
Existing feeders, if adequately sized, can likely be reused.

«Renovated Areas: Complete demo and replacement of electrical wiring, devices, lights,
and special systems in support of architectural and mechanical renovations.

+ AFCI Receptacles: All receptacles in the dormitory unit bedrooms, living rooms,
hallways, closets, and bathrooms are required to be AFC protected. AFCI circuit
breakers or AFCI receptacles will need to be installed. The branch circuit wiring will
likely need to be replaced because dedicated neural conductors are required for proper
AFC circuit breaker operation.

«Tamper Resistant Receptacies: All receptaces in the dormitory unit bedrooms, living
rooms, hallways, closets, and bathrooms are required to be replaced with tamper
resistant receptacles.

+ GFCI Receptacles: All receptacles in the kitchen are required to be GFCI protected.
GFCI circuit breakers or GFCI receptacles will need to be installed in the warming
Kitchen.

«Normal Lighting: Although the existing HID exterior lighting and fluorescent interior
lighting is functional, it s at the end of its useful fe, energy inefficient, and will require
extra maintenance. We recommend replacing all interior and exterior lighting in the
near-term to reduce the maintenance cost and realize immediate energy cost savings.

5



«Emergency Lighting: It appears that most of the egress path has code compliant
emergency lights. However, there are a number of areas that appear {0 be missing
coverage such as restrooms, mechanical rooms, and portionsofthe hallways.

«The security system will require testing to determine if it is functioning. Ifa reliable
security system is desired, t is recommended o install a new security system with new
equipment. This will reduce future maintenance costs.

«Recommend installing CCTV cameras at each exitlentry for additional safety and
security of the occupants and staff.

«The existing telecom distribution system could most likely be used without any significate
upgrades. New technology equipment will be required.

27 Fire Protection

+ Depending on fire suppression upgrades for the new renovation, a new water main will
likely be required to increase the available flowrate to the building.

«Based on the preliminary code analysis a manual fire alarm system and automatic
smoke detection system with smoke detection in the public and common use areas and
smoke alarms in all sleeping units is required for the new use. Although it may be
possible to extend the existing fre alarm system coverage to meet these new
requirements, a complete replacement of the fire alarm system is recommended
because the existing fire alarm system was discontinued by the fire alarm manufacturer.
twill eventually need replacement and if the city is going to own this buildingfor an
‘extended period, replacing the fire alarm system now would be money well spent.

2.8 Hazardous Building Materials

+ Given the age of this building, there is a potential for the existence of hazardous
materials on-site. Itis recommended to complete Hazardous Building Materials
sampling and testing.

6
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3.0 300 Calais Drive

34 Civil/ Landscaping

«With approximately 2.2 acres of outdoor space, there is a potential to provide additional
outdoor spaces on-site. Recommend developing a master plan to guide this
development.

32 Structural

«Offices and mezzanine in the south-west warehouse comer would be demolished.

+ Assecond-floor deck should be constructed in the existing warehouse area of the.
building. This second-floor warehouse infill would consist of:

© Strengthening (24) existing columns from the second floor down by adding (2)
L6x6x5/16 (8,400 Ibs of steel)

Enlarge (24) existing footings by adding 18" each side and 8" on top of each (82
cubic yards of concrete)

© Construct (35) bays of2 floor framing with W27x84 girders spanning 36',
W18x35 joists @ 12’ on-center spanning 31’, and 3x20 ga metal deck spanning
between the joists with 2.5 of concrete fil (202,000 Ibs of steel, 500 cubic yards
of concrete)

© Replace all braces in the warehouse space with 2-story X-configurations. Cost
for this item is already included in basic renovation cost above — f 2% loor is
added, t wil just affect the geometry of the brace layouts.

33 Architectural

«Exterior overhead sectional doors would be removed, and exterior wall assemblies
‘matching adjacent construction and new window would infil the openings.

«Offices and mezzanine in the south-west warehouse comer would be demolished. A
second-floor deck should be constructed in the existing warehouse area of the building.

«The 187 SF floor depression in the Southwest corner of the existing ire center should be
infiled.

«An elevator, and 3 new stairways would be required 10 provide accessibiity and mest
egress requirements from the new second floor. A new exterior door should be added to
the northwest.comer stair for exiting from the new stairwell

«+ Adumbwaiter ft may be needed for laundry operations.

«The ToileShowerlLocker rooms will need to be reconfigured and greatly expanded to
support the new faciity.

8



«Existing interior partitions in office& support areas should be demolished and the.
spaces reconfigured with new partitions to meet the new use.

«Approximately (4) 90-minute fire doors would be installed to provide additional passages
through the existing 2-hourfire wall.

«Existing partitions in the current second floor areas in the Tire Center should be
‘demolished, and the spaces reconfigured with new pariion (0 Support the new uses.

«All equipment related to the garage,carwash and warehouse operations would be.
demolished.

«New finishes, furnishings and equipment will be required throughout the facilty to
support the new uses.

34 Plumbing

«The existing piping is inadequately sized for any arrangementof group shower and toilet
facilties. Redesign and replace the plumbing systems to accommodate the expected
restroomishowerflaundry facies that wil be required.

«The existing electric water heaters are well past their service ifs, and do not have
sufficient capacity for the group shower facilites. Remove and replaced with large gas-
fired equipment. Preliminary sizing of the water heater indicates one with 1,200 GPH
recovery and a 1,200-gallon storage tank.

«The underfloor waste piping wil likely remain serviceable. Abandon in-place the oil
water separator and re-route the piping. Install a lift tation in the laundry area to pump.
the washer drains upto the level of the exiting waste ines.

«The rain leader piping can remain in place. Repairreplace the insulation at the piping
near the floor level.

«The air compressors and piping can be removed as they will have no useful function in a
shelter facilly. The air compressors may have some salvage value.

35 HVAC

+ Venilation of the large common spaces can be provided with Dedicated Outside Air
Systems (DOAS) using heat recovery and indirect gas burners for heat. One
11,000 CFM unit would be used to exhaust the restroom and shower areas and
supply fresh air to the dormitory sleeping areas. The other 11,000 CFM unit would
supply and exhaust the dining area.

+ The heating and cooling of the dormitory areas would be by conventional packaged
100f top equipment, This could be accomplished with a pair of 20-ton units and one
10 ton unit for the dormitory areas.

«The high ceiling structure of the dining area could be heated by infrared radiant
heaters just as the shop is now. Dueto the age and condition of the existing

9



equipment, itis recommended to replace with modern, radiant heat. The cooling
would be done with a pair of 20-ton cooling-only packaged rooftop units.

«The Detox area is fairly small, but sil needs a good amount of ventilation. This
could be done with a 15-ton packaged rooftop unit ith integral heat recovery.

«The Elder Care area can be served with a 15-ton packaged rooftop unit with integral
heat recovery.

«The various office and support areas can be served by conventional packaged
rooftop units as their ventilation rates are comparatively small. These areas can be
served by five 10-ton units.

«The kitchen area can be served by one 10 ton packaged rooftop unit. A Type 1
exhaust hood is not anticipated for ths facily.

«The laundrydryers will need to be vented through the roof and a variable speed
inducer fan will likely be required for this runofductwork. Dryer makeup air wil be
vented down from the roof.

«The existing gas piping will likely need to be rerouted to an extent that most of the:
existing piping will not be able to be reused. All new 2 PSI gas piping across the
oof should be routed to the new equipment.

3.6 Electrical

+ Anew exterior 3000-amp, 480 volt, 3-phase electrical service and coordination with the
electric utility company to provide an adequately sized utiity transformer and new
underground electrical service lateral,

«Anew interior 3000-amp, 480 volt, 3-phase main distribution panel with new distribution
panels, step down transformers, and branch panels strategically located to serve the
distinct building use areas.

«New LED lighting and convenience receptacles throughout the entire the building.
+ New electrical connections for all new mechanical equipment, kitchen equipment,

laundry equipment, and other special equipment.

«New panel feeders, branch circuit wiring, and overcurrent protection.

«Although the existing exterior HID lighting is functional, to reduce electrical usage and
reduce future maintenance issues, exterior LED replacement lighting is recommended.

«Anew telecom system with new MDF/IDF telecom rooms, CAT horizontal cabling, and
fiber optic backbone cabling would be required for the proper function of the office and
support areas.

«+ Anew telecom room and CATS horizontal cabling for the dormitory area is
recommended to provide employees and occupants with Wi-Fi and telephone.

10



«Installationof a 500 KW standby generator and automatic transfer switch (0 allow
occupancy during an extended uliity outage since the occupants would likely have no
other options for shelter. This is not code required and is optional.

«Installationof a CCTV system at al points of entrylexit for security and safety of staf and
‘occupants. This is not code required and is optional.

«Installation of an access control system with card readers on all exterior doors, support
areas and office areas to reduce overhead cost of issuing keys to new employees and
re-keying locks when keys are lost. This is not code required and is optional.

3.7 Fire Protection/Life Safety

«Portions of the building will be designated as ‘A Occupancies’ and the total occupant
load is over 1000 people. Therefore, a new voice evacuation fire alarm system with
speakers, notification appliances, and smoke detectors throughout the building is
required by code.

«Replace sprinkler system piping that is constructedofAllied XL pipe (schedule 7 light
wall pipe).

«An additional layer of sprinkler heads will be needed on the new first floor area under the
new second floor platform. This will be a light hazard occupancy. The existing risers will
be able to support this new area of sprinkler heads.

38 Hazardous Building Materials

Given previous use as an auto parts and service center, there is a potential for the existence of
hazardous materials on-site. It is recommended to complete Hazardous Building Materials.
sampling and testing.
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4.0 630 E. Tudor Road

44 Civil/ Landscaping

+ Regrade, repave and stripe parking lot

«Repair exterior wall and parking lot interface at west fagade to drain away from
foundations

42 Structural

«Repair undermined southeast foundation comer. Fill gap with controlled-density fil
(CDF). Fix site grading and pavement to direct water away from foundation.

+ Demolish the level 2 concrete hot tub

«The metal grating inset into the sidewalk at the main entry door is unsupported. Replace
and properly support with new steel angle and/or repair the sidewalk opening with
concrete. Reconstruct main entry door per ADA standards.

«The wood wall infil in the west side CMU wall has portions of the wood sheathing pulling
‘away from the underlying framing in several locations. Replace sheathing. The
underlying framing should be evaluated for water damage.

«The ground level mechanical roomis located directly beneath a hot tub on level 2. The
hot tub is constructed of concrete and the underside of the hot tubis visible from below.
There are cracks in the concrete and evidence of substantial corrosion on the underside
of this hot tub. The hot tub should be demolished.

«The entrance canopy columns, framing, baseplates, and anchor bolts have moderate
corrosion. This canopy should be removed, rehabilitated, or replaced.

43 Architectural

«Replace 20 Feet of exterior plywood siding, at west fagade, and plywood signage backer
board above main entry.

«Replace damagedexterior glass blocks.

«Replace original windows and/or the insulated glass units, at Level 2.

«Replace 2 secondary exterior doors. Provide ADA compliant landings and thresholds.

«Replace exterior seals at main entry door.

+ Replace racquetball court hatches with doors, provide 2" floor transitions at doors.

«+ Complete gypsum wallboard sheathing on several interior partitions.

13



«Patch, repair, and repaint interior walls.

«Repairor replace damaged, misaligned, or missing doors

«The building is not currently ADA compliant. To bring the building into compliance many
changestothe building would be required. Below is a lst of issues which would need to
be addressed for the building to become accessible.

© No accessible entries current exist.
© No accessible access to the second floor is provided.
© No accessible bathrooms/shower rooms are present.
© Most areas in the interior of the building do not have the clearances to allow

‘wheelchair access.
© Doors in the main public corridors have ADA hardware, doors inother areas do

not.
Provide ADA and code compliant floor transitions whers floors are at different
levels.

«When the building is reconfigured, ADA compliance in altered areas wil likely be
required. If level 2 barrier-ree access is necessary, an elevator or wheelchair ft will be
required.

+ Replace worn and damaged floors.

«Ensure accessible parking spaces are signed and painted in compliance with ADA
standards.

44 Plumbing
+ Gas-fred water heaters do not appear to be seismically braced. Recommend

adding earthquake straps per UPC 507.2.

«Replace one water heater.

« A2inch copper pipe off the water meter was valved off, but not capped.
Recommend capping all open pipes.

«The wash basin in the janitor’s closet, the mop sink on level 2 and the hose bibb in
the steam room do not have vacuum breakers installed. Recommend installing
faucets and hose bibbs with built in vacuum breakers as per UPC 603.5.7

«Remove the plumbing to special fixtures/spas.

45 HVAC
«The rooftop units vary in ages, some are due for replacement

«The 2 gooseneck ducts located on the roof terminate too close to the roof's surface.
One supplies the mechanical room with combustion air and the other is an exhaust
duct from the old spa room. The 2 ducts could become clogged with snow buildup
during the winter, limiting airflow. Recommend raising ducts to prevent restricted
airflow.

14



«There are broken/missing roof drain grates and gas pipe supports on the roof.
Recommend installing new grates and pipe Supports.

«There are many ceiling exhaust fans that are noisy and/or not functioning.

+ Single toilet room on level 1 has no exhaust.

«The louvers located in the ‘aerobics’ room and Alaska Fitness Center are plugged
with insulation and/or the dampers are not functioning properly.

«There appears to be no source of heat for the Alaska Fitness Center area.

«While parts of the buiding have operable windows for ventilation, there are some
areas in the interior of the bulking that are not properly vented. Specifically, in the
women's locker room, single use restroom and the room adjacent to laundry room
with the installed washer box. Recommend bringing all unvented areas upto code as
per IMC Table 403.211.

46 Electrical

«Wiring is not compliant with current ire/building codes and major components past
their useful ifespan. Complete renovation is recommended

«Recommended to replace the lights with LEDs through out

47 Fire Protection Life Safety

«The fire alarm was last inspected in March of 2019 by GMW.

«Service and inspect Fire alarm system annually.

48 Hazardous Building Materials

‘The Limited Hazardous Building Materials Inventory conducted in October 2020 identified areas
within the building containing lead-based paint (LBP). Mitigation is required.

«Remove 1,025 54. ft. of tle and board containing lead.

«Remove LBP from miscellaneous surfaces.

15



5.0 Project Development Costs

The table presents Rough-Order-of-Magnitude (ROM) development costs for remodeling
existing buildings and construction of new buildings. The following is noted:

1 “Asking Prices for Property" are prices published by the real estate broker representing the
property or (in the case of the Alaska Club), the price agreec-to in recent negotiations
between the owner and the Municipality. Its noted that the final purchase price is often
lower than the asking price.

2 “New Construction ROM Costs” were either submitted by the two proposers or for “standard
construction) calculated from a unit cost ($/SF) derived from recent bid history in
Anchorage.

3 “Remodel ROM Costs" were estimated by a construction contractor with over 20 years of
experience with Anchorage commercialindustrial remodeling projects. Additional research
and consultation were undertaken with construction contractors throughout the Pacific
northwest with specific experience in shelters and case management facilies. Special
considerations for each facility (age, condition, etc.) were also considered in costing.

4 “Total Development Costs” reflect either the sumof asking prices” and ‘remodel ROM
costs” or the “new construction ROM costs”. Costs are inclusive of: project management,
designipermitting, environmental abatement, construction, construction administration and a
10% contingency for development unknowns.

5 “Unit Prices” were calculated by dividing the Total Development Cost by the number of beds
proposed for the facility.
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6.0 Project Development Schedule
Development of low barrier navigation center(s) is a high priority for the Municipality.
Consequently,thetwo proposals received for construction of new facilities reflect accelerated
design, permitting and construction schedules. The table below summarizes the major phases for
the proposals from RPM-sprung and Orion-Legacy, as well as an accelerated schedule for
remodeling one or more of the facilies under consideration for acquisition and repurposing. Some
phase durations are annotatedtocall attention to assumptions and potential complications. In the
Tightemost column, phase durations based on the project teams professional judgment are
included, for comparison.

Facility Remodel(7, AK | pour. Orion| Estimated
Phase Club, 550 Bragaw) | REMI| fogacy Time

Swiaoks for
Acquiro Muni Site J— Owesks | Oweeks | Purchase

Control Agreement
Land Use Permitting | Assume waiver of AMC Title 21 requirements.

Contractor Selection | Design consultants Assumes sole- | Assumes | 5 weeks for
aleady under Muni source sole-source | RFPID-S team
Contract | selection

{concurrent| with sito
~ acauisiton)

Fooling Foundation) | NA Zvedks Tweoks |deskstity bosinand | | (scams highly
Pamiting | optimistic) |
TR[awesme || fawesks
Footing/Foundation/ | time for | 12-14 wesks
Utiiity Construction ground thaw)

[ C[TTvesksGeld | Zwesls | Sweaks |T0-12wesks
Arch/Stuctural Design| consinucion contractor | (seems highly (concurrent
and Permiting during design) optimistic) with F&F)
ShollConstruction [NA Bwesks | Bwesks |Bweeks
‘Domoion/Abatement | 5 weeks NANA [Sweeks|

Interiors | 18weeks Unknown
@ssumed |guesks | 13-18 weeksweks)

Totals 38.40 wosks 24.27 wocks | 42.44 wosks | 39-48 weeks
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ANCHORAGE, ALASKA

AR No. 2020-338, As Amended

1 |A RESOLUTION OF THE ANCHORAGE ASSEMBLY ADOPTING ANCHORED

2 |HOME, THE STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN TO SOLVE HOMELESSNESS IN

3 | ANCHORAGE: 2018-2021.3
6 |WHEREAS, homelessness has been a persistent problem within the Municipality of

7 |Anchorage for many years; and

:
9 |WHEREAS, after nearly a year of community engagement, the Municipality along

10 |with many community partners created the “Anchored Home Strategic Action Plan
11 |to Solve Homelessness in Anchorage: 2018-2021" (Anchored Home), and it was

12 | presented to Assembly Committee on Homelessness on September 18, 2018, and

13 [to the community by Mayor Berkowitz and the Anchorage Coalition to End
14 |Homelessness (ACEH) in October 2018; and

15

16 |WHEREAS, since then the ACEH provided monthly scorecards in early 2019,

17 | prepared monthly updates to the Assembly Committee on Homelessness, and

18 | hosted quarterly public meetings; and
19

20 |WHEREAS, Anchored Home addresses homelessness by directing resources to

21 |fourkey pillars, or perspectives — investing in Prevention & Diversion, strengthening

22 | the Anchorage Housing & Support System, ensuring Public Health & Safety, and
23 | bolstering Advocacy & Funding; and
24

25 |WHEREAS, since October 2018, the Municipality, the Anchorage Coalition to End

26 |Homelessness, United Way, philanthropists, business partners and homelessness

27 |service organizations have worked to implement the foundational elements of

28 |Anchored Home, including data collection and reporting, establishing coordinated

29 | entry and intake, piloting supportive housing, and outreach efforts; and
2
31 |WHEREAS, while Anchored Home envisions building a more robust continuum of

32 | care based on existing services, the services in Anchorage have been reduced

33 | during the last 18 months. Given the ongoing State of Alaska fiscal uncertainty for
34 | housing and homeless projects, implementation of Anchored Home has shifted to

35 | meet changing capacity of the community. COVID-19 and its economic impacts on

36 |new homelessness will continue to change demand in the coming months.

content/uploads/2018/10/Anchored-Home-1004018-FINAL-Lpdf



AR adopting the Anchored Home plan 20f3

1 |Anchored Home will now be supplemented yearly by an annual Gap Analysis and
2 | Community Priorities document created by ACEH's Advisory Council. This yearly
3 | needs assessment will more precisely identify needed action steps yearly under the

4 | umbrella of Anchored Home; and{|6 |WHEREAS, Anchored Home through its new implementation paradigm is finding
7 | housing for individuals experiencing homelessness in the Municipality and creating
8 | adequate capacity to ensure that homelessness remains as minimal as possible

9 |and will be rare, brief, and a one-time experience; and
10
11 |WHEREAS, starting in March 2020, the Municipality of Anchorage was faced with

12 |the COVID-19 emergency; and
13
14 |WHEREAS, the Municipality opened mass shelter on March 21, 2020 to shelter

15 | individuals experiencing homelessness in response to the COVID-19 emergency

16 | and the remaining shelter providers reconfigured their operations in accordance with

17 | the Center for Disease Control guidelines, including day and night services in a
18 | single site, physical distancing in their facilities, shelter beds spacing, sanitizing
19 | protocols and equipment, and storage for personal belongings; and
20 |
21 |WHEREAS, throughout the implementationofAnchored Home, the Municipality and

22 |its partners have seen over 375 individuals moved to housing from shelters across
23 | the Municipality during the COVID-19 emergency; and
24
25 |WHEREAS, while the Anchored Home Plan has been a guiding document for the

26 |Municipality's homelessness response it has not been adopted by the Anchorage
27 |Assembly; and
28
29 |WHEREAS, the goalsofPillar3, Public Health and Safety. to “Resolve public
30 | health and safety issues related to homelessness and revitalize Anchorage's
31 | downtown and community neighborhoods with a mix of housing and

32 commerce.” is understood to list key areas to be attended to by the

33 | Municipality; and
34
35 |WHEREAS, while Anchored Home is focused on achieving functional zero by the

36 | endof 2021 with its three-year priorities and action plans, the policies and principles

37 | of Anchored Home can provide guidance to the Municipality's public policies and

38 actions related to homelessness long into the future; now, therefore

39
40 | THE ANCHORAGE ASSEMBLY RESOLVES, that the Anchored Home Plan 2018-

41 [202 is the [Munieipality’sjadopted plan to address homelessness through 2021

42 | in the Municipality of Anchorage or [and]until changed by subsequent Assembly
43 | action, and the Plan and particularly Pillar 3 shall continue to guide [be-the

44 |vehicle—for continued—and—welcomed]community engagement, [and—the
45 |implementation-ofhomelessness response [policyland appropriations by [injthe
46 | Municipality of Anchorage.



ARadoptingtheAnchored Homeplan 303

1 |PASSED AND APPROVED by the Anchorage Assembly this 20th day of

2 |September, 2020.
3
i [
3 Em Perr
7 Chair

8 |ATTEST:

5
10 n-
1 [egBS
13 | Municipal Clerk

|
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De ncightor,
We ate prove 0 presen Ach Hore: 2078 102021, vrsci onda 3tim and place where
homelessness in Anchorage is rare, brief and one-time. Anchored Home emphasizes four pillars: 1.
Prevention and Diversion, 2. Housing and Support Systems, 3. Public Health and Safety, and 4.
Advocacy and Funding. We recognize that our community, like all communities, has both a moral and a
fiscal responsibility to solve homelessness and care for our people. We also recognize that our
community has its own unique character and distinct qualities that require 2 plan that reflects our values
and our goals. This plan reflects those responsibilities and circumstances.

As Alaskans, we know that success requires us to take down barriers and work together. Anchored Home
depends on partnerships with the public, private and non-profit sectors, to make Anchoragesafeand.
oppor forall people who liv here. We envision an Anchorge ht links hose who ve with
‘homelessness to basic and long-term support and opportunities. This is an Anchorage where the
community has sufficient social supports to give everyone in this city an opportunity to live sheltered,

insafetyandwith access to health services.

Anchorage, le many cis, is beady paying pric or a sparse soil service network and inadequate
iovesmen in preven snd lontem soins, We sx contending ith chronic sues raed 0
poverty and the failure to provide comprehensive behavioral health supports. Though the support of
the state and federal governments is greatly appreciated, we cannot rely only on cither the state or
federal government to provide the support that our community needs.

Anchored Home is Anchorage’s community plan. It is rooted in the work and vision ofthe people of our

community. It is our strategic roadmap for the next three years,andwe are committed to achieving this
‘vision. We invite you to read the plan, participate in conversations and forums over the next three
years, and to make a personal commitment to put this plan into action. Together, we can make sure:
that Anchorage represents values and vision, actions that make a difference, and a safer, stronger
communi

Ethan Berkowitz Jasmine Khan :

Mayor, Municipality of Anchorage ‘Executive Director,
Anchorage Coalition to End Homelessness



Collaboration and Input
Everyone in the community has a roletoplay in ensuring that homelessnessforpeople in Anchorage is a
rate, brefand one-time experience. Min partners have sontebutedto Anchored Home and re
«committed to working together to achieve its goals. Many community members have shared their
perspectives and commitment to finding solutions.
Anchored Home Leaders and Funders

A3 —
W @ixeiorace

Homelessness
yr —_———

RE | Trust
Way AMa leiMa HEL

‘The community engagement process, development and revision of the plan were supported by
Agnew: Beck Consulting, funded by the Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority.

Partners, Participating Organizations and Community Voices
Agnew ckCong lo. CoronousAaAER DorenNasricio DobedntGi CronNi CesToe Dib LecomerofRkGoon atingsndHorses DovntoesComeyComMaksComet one ois DovmownopeConksCom ot Comision EaDownto PapAsDeptofoerion 00) EatDovpaonnheseGrup(DAG)AD.of es nd So Sis OHSS) FaronComm CoonhNak otPoycou] FonerNas Gro Ai iio HomiksHongFossCorpor (AHFC) Sse otCommitMlscs0A)Anka pte FriendNki Hes Ts Auth (be To) i Sos FoamiionNak Nit md Fed NGSCoto nd HomesAE NatoTo HakComoran (ANTHO) MomVicsLayAkre NespofAncheOsksVes Fosdaion NeosAinAi enContig + Appar Cen Ne SoeEvanBplay sicpresi toy OleofCorenBirocho: AventHomelessCommie OtoScr om BehechoCotonnd Hommes Otic of ioEn eonspromtseiner Fas ioesocho: BonsDevenCoporsion AED. Dove He ssc AkaAoihong:FoDept FD) Kamo FontAeon Honing so RatNeotAionPog (LCA)ArchosPk Foninion Sereom Hong OeArchon ble Dep (APD) SovFondaAnchor Scho Dini 8) Thebantoonchm:Repoesc, Rens scion ARBRA) Thoem RailAbed omensAd Co AIG USViewing bnDopeHUD) ego 0Reece USVeshdmtin 03)Cool Socalseis (C55 Uae Ny ofroeChoming Outhoon User A org (AA)Chris th cies UnnrtyofAl Ache steCnComoPons he Spaces VienofmssCoo ns avinAthy CTH) VouTo Fore
CookInletTribalCouncil (CITC)

Anchored Home: Strategic Action Plan to Solve Homelessness inAnchorage.2018 -2021 Ta



Community Engagement Process
Creating Anchored Home s just one step in bringing our community togetherto better understand the
problem, dialogue about the solutions we need, and unite to make those solutions a reality. This revision
of the Anchorage Community Plan grew outofthe community's desire to improve qualiy of life for all
living in Anchorage, and has been shaped throughout the process by the diverse and passionate voices
who each bring an important perspective to the table.
In developing Anchored Home, we have engaged over 700 community members, businesses and agency
representatives through a community engagement and public review period. We are committed to
continuing this conversation throughout implementation as we work together to solve homelessness in
Anchorage, including hosting quarterly forums for community dialogue. Community members were
engaged individually and through the following methods:
«Two community gatherings in February and May 2018, and community forum in September 2018
«Anchorage Assembly Homelessness Committee meetings and engaging with Assembly members.
«Housing, Homeless and Neighborhood Development (HHAND) Commission
«Anchorage Coalition to End Homelessness (ACEH) member meetings
«Outreach to Federation of Community Councils and 17 Community Council meetings
«Discussion with people with lived experience of homelessness, including current clients at Brother

Francis Shelter / Bean's Café Campus
Discussion with housing and social service agencies

+ One-on-one meetings and group discussions with stakeholders, including the many individuals and
organizations recognized in this plan, as well as individuals who currently experiencing or have
experienced homelessness in Anchorage.

Anchored Home: Stace Acton Pn to Sale Homelssoss in Anchorage, 2018 -2021 2



What We've Heard: Themes and Responses in Anchored Home
Themes of Community Input Incorporated in the Plan
We need to address homelessness, and Anchored Home ls grow out ofan incressing realization tha the stcus
the impactsof homelessness on our quo needstochange, and the community demands soltons. Exch revision
communiy o improve altofHo for ofAnchored Home has further smphisized the needfo coordinased
al people nAnchorage: resides, action, the early successes we have achieved i buldinga beter system,
neighborhoods, businesses, tral and park and the resourcesneedadto make further progress.
users, and especilly those experiencing
homelesinst
Homelessnes is a public health and safety Pilar3: Public Health and Safety focuses in particular on improving quality
issue for he entire communi, including of i for al Anchorage residents, and recognizes tat people experiencing
vulnerable people experiencing homelessness are especialy vinerable Many of the actions under tis ilar
Fomelessness. adress encampments and oxhr impacts on Anchorage neighborhoods,

eas and public ands.
Preventing nomeessnessand helping We have added new Pillar 1: Prevention and Diversion rom
people before they experience Homelessness, recognizing that many people in our community sre
Homelessness is an imporcant surategy, vulnerable and maybea¢ ris of experiencing homelesncss. Connecting
and should be highigheed ntheplan. people who areat risk with resources can help preventfuture crs.
‘We need to help peopl get back on their Finding nd keeping meaninglal employment helps people regan
fect housing acces co hesth care, independence35 wel asfeeling cmneced to thir community. Many
aining and employment help people organizations identified in Anchored Home run programs to grow fob sls
become and stay independent and employment: more pariers, including businesses, need to increase

opportunities for Anchorage residents needing work.
Some neighborhoods are more impacted Homelesines impacts the enire community in 3 varity of ways, but the
than others, from encampments in public current sution does directly impact some residens, businesses nd
parks and slong greenbelt to ares neighborhoods more than others. Scatered sic (spread throughout the
Where services are located. Soling iy) housing s 3 bese pracce nd is already being used by sevrs
Homelessness needs o be more organizations, but more can be done to beter disrlbute services
exuiable, io-wideafore. throughout the Municipaly. Pilar 2 inciudes multiple strategies to increase

housing and suppers copwide n 3 more geographically diverse way. Pls 3
emphasizes theneedfor citywide services such 1s shelters.

Many people are very concerned about The community ha dened ts 35s concer and prioiy ares sinc the
legal encampments on public ands, and begining of the process, and Pilar 3 Public Health and Safety incorportes
he heakh and safcy problems he camps manyof he recommendsdons of residents and the Mari to better address
create. Commanity members wane lar legal encampment. Ongoing daa reporting wil include reporting on these
accounabilty rom the Muni to clean up actions. As wth all interventions in Anchored Home, more funding wil be
camps. and beter communication to the neededtoincrease the resources necessaryto ddrass encamprments in 3
public abouc what is already being done. comprahansive way, decalled in Pilar 4 Advocacy and Funding
Businesses neighbors, he ith Ivoling the community is sn important theme throughout this pan. We
community nd others want to help! have more clearly defined ways the community can engige under sch
However, people sre unsure how to help, pl, with actions including educiting ndiduls 3nd groups who msy
and need the ols and kill co engage. ncerace with peopl experiencing homelessness and providing toss for

posiive engagements.
Community members van: more ‘Anchored Home began wih community dialogue sbou solving
communicadon andgreater ransparency homelessness, and has been strengthened throughout this processby the
from the Municplcy and ts parcners to input and participation from mary diferent people who want o solve ths
sharewhitis being doneto solve problem. Exch pila idenifes ways in which the community can eng, nd
Homelessness, what progress is made Pilar 4: Funding and Advocacy highlights community-based advocacya an
over ime, and remain accountable for imporan:srscegy for change. The plan lo commits he Anchored Horne
protecin public heal and sale ofthe team to regulary sharing ats and mesursble progress toward the gol,
nde commun: 55 wel 2 3 quarterly puble forum.
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Themes of Community Input Incorporated in the Plan
Peoplemake assumptionsshoutwho Anchored Home acknowledges tha people experience homelessness for
experiences homelaseness,why and how many diferentreasonsand have difeing levelofnocd. The plan lo
people experience this, and disagree. emphasizes the need to work together 3: community and sign our forts
bout who in the communi is and resources to adéress homelessness. cannot be one agency. sector or
responsiblefor soving homelesness. group's responsibilty. The focus on daa calecton and utzonfsakey

tp in dispeling thes assumptions nd creaing further actions o 3ddress
homelessness

We need o reduce stigma shout ‘Anchored Home is 3 all o action to improve quality of fe for everyone in
homelessness, and pprosch this ssue our community, especially those who ar experiencing or will xperience
with empathy and compassion: we homelessness nth future. The ngusge in Anchored Horne hs bean
work on souons. chosen intendonaly to describe the sueof homelessness aa complex

problem, whe not signing blame or assumptions bout the ndiduals
ho experience homelasznes. The acions inthis plan will help our
Communic better understand the causes and impacts of homelessness,
Scknowiedge the desireof ll peopl to Ine with digty and senseof
connection to the world around them, nd work togethertohelp fellow
residents.

Homelessness notan clated problem: All ofthis is re. Homelessnesscanbe cause andan effecofmay other
reac to lackof affordable housing, the challenges we face 35 individuals, and 3s 3 commune.

strength of the economy, access to The strengthof Anchored Home i its focus on concrete, angle actions
‘ductionnd meaning employment, we can take 3community.with an inendonal focus o th issueof
addiction and substance use, medal and homelessness. Anchored Home acknowledges the hrger contextfo the
behavioral hele,patrua nd problems we ae ting to address, but must remain focused on achieve the
curren cies, andmanyothr socal ols we have se. More work s needed to adress hese other calnges,
issues. We mst addresschese other an those efor shouldbe agned with this pan
issues before we can trulysolve
Homelessness
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George's Story
‘George s a grandfather, veceran, avd crossword puzzler, and excellent cook. This winter, he lost his
health, his job, and his home.
‘Couch surfing after undergoinga triple bypass surgery, he wasn’ improving and was afraidtogo to the
doctor and incur more medical bil, George called Alaska 2-1-1 and described his struggles. 2-1 saff
referred George to Catholic Socal Services. Right away, an advoete found him suitable transitional
housing where he could safly recover. George also accessed the medical care he needed and was
immediately treated for lid retention in his lungs, a fe-threatening condition. A case manager also
assisted him with fing for disability benefits and public assiscance and finding permanent housing.
Attentive care from staff, who recognized all his needsand helped him find the right community services,
probably saved George's Ife. Bestof al, che assistance he received has helped him become stably housed
and sefsuffiient again.

Sorc: UndWayofAnchorge 2918

Introduction
Homelessness can be difficult to understand. We sec the individuals in public spaces, living in
encampment and pashandling at the roadside. We often do not see the youth and young adults, the
families, the veterans, and other individuals who are experiencing homelessness out of the public’ view
Ending homelessness benefits the entire community. Whenweliv in stablehousing,we are more likely to
have better physical and mental health, regular employment, and a higher quality oflife. Children are more
likely to be successful in school and to graduate to higher education.
Addressing homelessness also means our communitywillbe safer. Businesses can focus on theix
customers, neighbors have less impact on their properties, visitors and tourists have positive experiences,
and parks and public lands are maintained for the whole community's use. Police, fire and emergency
medical services will be less burdened, saving and redirecting community resources.
Ending homelessness is not easy. Most importantly, housing must be available. For people with a short-
term need, access to affordable housing or one-time assistance can get them back on track. Some
individuals need additional supports over time to help them live successfull in the community. Many
socioeconomic factors affect homelessness: unemployment, lack ofaffordable housing, low wages,
untreated health conditions, personal and historical trauma, race- and gender-based disparities, and public
health crises such as the epidemic of opioid and substance abuse. Growing out local economy and
promoting equity benefits us all and helps to end homelessness in Anchorage.
“This plan, Anchored Home: 2018-2021, is a single focused implementation plan for Anchorage that
combines federal, sate, and local strategies. While the many larger issues identified abovealsorequire
action to improve ou community, we must remain focused on homelessness to be successful in achicving
our stated goal. Tt addresses immediate community needs and builds the foundation to addsess lager,
socioceonomic factors. The plan also identifies specific areas where more funding and resources arc
needed to achieve our community's goals. Anchored Home was developed in partnership with the.
Anchorage community through series of gatherings, discussions, public reviews, and open forums.
To ge the facts on homelessness in Anchorage please visit the Anchorage Coalition to End Homelessness’
website at: hrps://anchoragehomeless org /ger-the- facts! For additional details and explanation of
cerminology, please refe to the Definitions and Acronym section a the end of this document.
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VISION
@ Homelessness is

rare, brief, & one-time.

KEY PILLARS
TEE,
EEWYWECn

Prevention[ll Housing & Pub Je
2 Diversion[ll Support es ET

iN |

Core Purpose
Anchored Home identifies concrete actions to make homelessness a are,briefand one-time event.
Anchored Home is an action-oriented roadmap for the next three years that combines community, state
and federal plans. The private sector, public sector and individual community members will help
implement this plan, including securing additional resources to meet ous community's needs

Four Key Pillars of Anchored Home
Anchored Home directs resources to four pillars to solve homelessness and improve comunity livability.
1. Promoting Prevention & Diversion from homelessness
2. Growing the Housing& Support System
3. Improving Public Health & Safety
4. Increasing Advocacy & Funding to bolster our efforts.
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Liam’s Story
‘When Liam first walked through the doors of Covenant House Alaskaatage 16, he was furious. Raised ina.
home rife with abuse, vielence and drug addiction, Liam dropped out of school at14 and started using
drugs. A year ater, at age 15, he was dealing drugs and was arrested several times. Brought by police to
‘Covenant House's Crisis Center, he met his caseworker, Miriam, who believed in him even when he didn’t
believe in himself.
For ive years, Liam would periodically drag himself to the sheer, cold and malnourished, then disappear.
Miriam persevered through counseling and treatment services, and Liam settled into Covenant House's
TransitionalLivingProgram. He trained as a chef and became skilled in kickboxing, poetry slam, and chess.
Today, Lim is 21,working towards a colege degree, the proud single fither of a -year-old son, and a
passionate advocate for kids experiencing homelessness. He is raising his boy with the same values he was
taughtat Covenant House: unconditionallove and respect.
Sou CorsaHon118

Our Current System

Service and housing supports for those experiencing homelessness comes from government entities,
housing providers, and social services organizations. This web of housing and supports is called a Housing
& Support System. Anchorage’s current Housing & Support System is illustrated in the graphic below."

Anchorage’s Housing & Support System

a————ee

Sate Net Housing&
Servtes Supports
J} LeveragingServicesAcross the CoC |

1
suportvesorices: ERNSTIS

1bcHouing(WongVoshars ANE
HaremRUS uparingProgam||Wadold | SehrHuser

Aforcsble Housing: AtedsaHowing
tintastructare; | Homelo ManagementnormaionData +n : os Contin ofCar (Go)Coston

yr ————
Denton0Aponiscionsecof ho Soca eho slesbe sored ht HAE ARIEbomy cespeeand
Covieee cs seenen os fn bee57 man, Arad Forms cl for ors cmeoeSp
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Its currently challenging to quantify the true community need for housing and supports and identify
shortages, so we can address capacity and funding gaps. Through this collaborative planningeffort,we will
gain a shared, centralized understanding of the current system to increase and provide more efficient
services to people experiencing homelessness. One example of this is assessing our community's need for
services across this continuum, Currently, federal priorities target funding for housing through rapid.
rehousing and permanent supportive housing interventions. These are necessary elements of a Housing &
Support System. However, emergency shelters, transitional housing programs and other interventions are
also necessary. The benefit to understanding Anchorage’s Housing& Support System is to better
understand our unique community needs and be able to locally address capacity and funding gaps.
Daw Gathering
Anchorage uses two primary tools to collect data onhowmany people experience homelessness and to
track trends over time. One is the Point-in-Time (PIT) count. The Pointin-Time count is a snapshot of
homelessness collectedatone time each year, on the same day as every other participating community in
the country. PIT counts canbecompared across communities and give local and national decision-makers
a tool for tracking homelessness over time. During the Point-in-Time Count each year, volunteer
‘community members conduct an on-the-ground survey to count the number of people experiencing
homelessness, both in shelter and living in camps aad on the street.
The secondithe Homeless Management Information System (HMIS), which is used across Alaska and
around the country by providers to collect information on people experiencing homelessness. HMIS tracks
the number of people who have accessed the Housing & Support Systemand can report on key metrics
The PIT count and some data from HMIS is presented in the table below to show the number of people
currently experiencing homelessness in Anchorage (broken out by population), the average lengthoftime
people experience homelessness, and the percentage of the population served who returnto homelessness
within a year, which gives a senseofthe effectiveness of the Housing & Support System in Anchorage.
This data is simplya snapshot of Anchorage in 2018, and a baselineoftwo key measuresof success that
Anchored Home will track and publicly report throughout implementation.
EE Zr EEE oy
EYees Cy GE i
Pointin-Time Count 87 families
Ganuary 2016) EREEEREN x
Active clients in HMIS | 1917
SHis, ”
RR al rim on oul

Average LengthofHomelessness?mh mays | 190dys | Si8dys | 0d| 32d

Percent of Population Returning to
| Homelessness within | Year ox 25% om
(oly2017 - June 2018)

= Average engofomelsacs i calcd fo th popsofchet he fllowiog housing pes:cnrgecyshel, canons
housing and any ps ofpane hosing, nclcing perentsspporie hos 2 apd1owing, up he cha’movei de.
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One core component of Anchored Home is to improve the quality of data and increase use of metrics
coleced by the Housing & Suppor System. Our current data processes need to be improved. Data
gathered in Anchorage currently does not accurately reflect all people experiencing homelessness, it
measutes those who have interacted with the Housing& Support System. For example there are
unsheltered people who are not counted in the data because they are living on the streetsorin.
encampments, and have not yet engaged with providers. As we improve data collection and increase street
outreach, the number of people counted a experiencing homelessness may appeat (0 increase for a time.
Beyond understanding the number and basic demographicsofthose experiencing homelessness, data will
be used to track implemeatationofth fou pillars of Anchored Home. As we work t implement the
actionsofeach pillar, progress measures should show improvement over time. Data will also help us be
smart about where to target our work. For instance, HMIS data can help us understand how many people
are living in encampments and what their needs are. With this information, we can determine the
appropriate housing and supports to address the true need and achieve the goals of Anchored Home.

What We Want to Achieve: Functional Zero®
Anchorage can become a safe and livable community where homelessness i a rare, bre, and one-time
occurrence, To get there we ned to build a sustainable dac-dsiven system of supports that adequately
‘meets the needs of people experiencing homelessness. This work must be driven by a collective action
partnership among the community, the Municipality, businesses, housing providers, supportive service
providers, community-based providers and other stakeholders. Anchored Home seeks to represent the
voices of ou comunity members, including those with lived experience of homelessness.
Anchorage is joining many communities around the country working to end homelessness using the
concept of “functional zero.” Functional zero is achieved when the number of people who are
experiencing homelessness each month, both sheltered and unsheltered, is fewer than the number of
available housing units that month. nother words, when our supply ofhousing and supports meets oF
exceeds the demand for housing and supports from people experiencing homelessness.

Supply = Demand  @mmn

Sonyof [—Pema Houing Cost Maruman + oppor
wall Ges ga WEWSR ER vk
fo cme= x.

3 To berssocc of facies wachi sos vie fodo for ted etn homeless:em
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Achieving functional zero for homelessness in Anchorage will require community members and
organizations working together, over a sustained number of years, with an adequate amount of resources
We must expand the Housing& Support System to meetcurrentand future demand, and to respond to
individ rpertenieg Homersquel sed effete,
There are three critical parts of this system that must be strengthened to achieve functional zero:
1. Accurately counting the demand for Housing& Supports and the available supply. This helps us

understand how to mect the needsof specific groups such asyouthand young adults, families,
veterans, single adults, and those reentering the community from hospitals or incarceration.

2. Improving data quality in HMIS and increasing our use of data metrics to track implementation and
srg

3. Improving the Coordinated Entry System (illustrated below) to quickly and efficiently match people
with approprise housing nd support to meet thei needs

Coordinated Entry System to Match People with Housing and Supports
Reerifon Hee Loot Prkied chPciewitLivi TORE TR vivTRvcMW

pera
om bo ywRHTLsot1 fp BR re

4 TEE rn,
Opetera - G = / we PER EpCS ] PR pom
@ae Hh - TOR Jr

RO sone
PHOT HOO 3 to hoUSE

“The goalofthe Coordinated Entry System is to match a person experiencing homelessness with housing
and supports to meettheir needs, whether that is a short-term emergency shelter stay or long-term.
‘permanent housing. Anchorage implemented its Coordinated EntrySystemin January 2017 and continues
to make improvements and add new pastners.

Measuring Success
Anchored Home focuses resources onachieving functionalzero for youth and young adults, families, and
veterans, andmakingconse progessonachicving functional 510 for adults and people experiencing
chronic homelessness. Functional zero is reached when the numberofpeople experiencing homelessness
cach month, shelsred and unshltcred, i ewes than the monthly avalibleof housing and supports

RITn 0



Our faith community responds to families’ needs

For the sixth winter in a row, between October 2017 and May 2018, no child hadto sleep out in the coldmninSeRRenBr
wi

Step one will be calculating our baseline data for capacity and demand and sharing this with the
‘community. Progress towards functional zero wil be shared through monthly updates to the Anchorage
Coalition to End Homelessnessww anchoragehomelessor and Municipalityof Anchorage

through a quarterly public forum and other community-wide communications. Transparency and open
community dialoguc are central componentsof Anchored Home.

Measuring Progress
A data dashboard will be created to track implementation efforts and monitor key data points including.
the numberofpeople experiencing homelessness and the capacityofour Housing & Support System.

TOTneeToeeTdo
actions based on successes and challenges. To achieve functional zero, we.mayBe
RETAEAEA

ee oymr
Implementing the Pillars
Each of the pillrs has an overall goal and a set of three-year prioritiesthatwill be implemented through anAA AAAA
detailed implementation table will identify the following information for cach action: the levelofpriority
to initiate or achieve the action; who is responsible for leading, serving as champion and supporting thein emedovens
conerete measure of success to track progress toward achieving the action.
The next step inplanning will be to prioritize actions, and to identify Action Champions and budgets for
each. Information on progress and how to be involved will be shared in a quarterly public forum and other
communications, including the Anchorage Coalition to End Homelessness website:
wwwanchoragehomeless.org.
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Pillar I. Prevention & Diversion from Homelessness
Strengthen Anchorage’s community-based services to better identify and support individuals and
families who are at immediate or probable risk of experiencing homelessness. Better coordinate
resources to reduce returns to homelessness

1. Build Prevention Resources: Increase resources t prevent and divert people from
homelessness. Tazget zero discharges to homelessness from any institution or from state custody.

2. Sengthen Referral System: Explore how to use Alaska 2-1-1 as the entry point for rental
assistance and other community resources. Promote information and referral available through
Alaska 2-1-1.

3. Identify Root Causes: Analyze snd understand causes and influencing factorsofhomelessness in
the community, to inform other efforts to reduce systemic barters to safe, stable housing.

4. Empower Our Community: Increase public awareness of available resources and how to access
upstzeam supports. Encourage outreachto at-isk individuals and referrals through Alaska 2-1-1

| and community resources. Reduce stigma associated with seeking assistance
Actions

| A. Explore howtouse Alaska 2-1-1 to access the Housing& Support System and community.
|" resources for prevenionofhomelessness
B. Assess isting prevention and diversion services and determine the needed capacity increase.
©. Analyze local socioeconomic factors that impact inflow into homelessness and develop a plan to

educate the wider community about these factors.
D. Identify and support programs that foster sabilty and independence, such as: financial counseling

and management, education and skis training, employment programs, social enterprise 20d
enteprencur development, and lif skis development for youth and adults.

E. Panncr with individuals, businesses, faithcommunities, community councils snd neighborhood
| organizations, schools and other cmiies to increase public awaencss and refer those a isk of
| experiencing homelessness.
F. Engage in effective outreach and education, with membersofthe Youth Task Force and

Homelessness Advisory Team as spokespeople.
G. Identify and implement discharge processes from correctional and health care institutions

including Alaska Psychiatric Institute (API), DepartmentofCorrections (DOC), Division of
Juvenile Justice (DJ), Office of Children's Services (OCS) and others to prevent discharges into
homelessness.

H. Expand existing work groups to include health care, corrections, behavioral health treatment, child
protection to identify strategies to prevent discharging individuals from institutional care into
homelessness.
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Pillar 2. Housing & Supports System
Build and maingain a robust and coordinated system of housing, case management and other
supports adequate to house the people whoneed it, with connections to meaningful work and
community. Collect, analyze and share data to set targets, monitor results, and report back

I. Get to Functional Zero: Achieve functional zero for youth, young adulr, family and veteran
homelessness. Assess and make progress toward achieving functional zero for adults.

2. Develop Housing & Support System Infrastructure: Assess Anchorage’s Housing& Support
System infrastructure including existing capacity and demand trends. EvolveCoordinated Entry and
HIMIS systems to match need. Build data-driven dashboards for monitoring and implementation.

3. Partner to Fill Gaps: Maintain and, when necessary, bolster existing services. Increase housing
and service capacitytomeet demand needs. Integrate the networkof core housing and supports
with other community-based services and resources.

4. Empower Our Community: Include those with lived experience of homelessness in planning
and implementation. Engage the Alaska Federation of Natives, Alaska Native Corporations,
organizations representing Anchorage’s many cultural groups, and other advocacy groups in
planning and implementation t© develop culturally appropriate solutions that meet the nedsofall
experiencing homelessness. Engage with partners actos the community including corporations,
health care organizations, neighbors and other entites to strengthen outreach and the Housing &
Support System. Maintain ongoing community dialogue and communications with the community
10 share data and progress updates, educate about homelessness, and discuss solutions.

A. Complete an analysisofAnchorage’s Housing & Support System to define existing services,
capacity and demand.

B. Develop strategies to promote scattered-site housing and a geographically diverse network of
services throughout the Municipality.

C. Support policies that increase the availability and affordability ofhousing throughout the
‘Anchorage housing market.

D. Lear from other communities’ efforts to solve homelessness, and evaluate whether other best and
emerging practices could be adapted for use in Anchorage.

E. Implement Permanent Supportive Housing to house individuals with history of homelessness,
corrections involvement and use of other emergency services via the Pay for Success model.

F. ImplementthePermaneacy Navigacor team, Rapid Re-Housing, and Host Homes projects funded
by the Youth Homelessness Demonstration Program to address youth and young adult
homelessness across the vulnerability spectrum.

G. Implement Path to Independence Rapid Re-Housing project to house moderate vulnerability
individuals and households and increase income and employment.

H. Implement Providence-funded Community HousingProjectto house moderate vulnerability
families and individuals.

I. Build capacity needed for Coordinated Entry System to builda robust system that rapidly
identifies and secures housing and supports for people experiencing homelessness. Include the
statewide coalition, Juneau, Fairbanks and Mat-Su as peer networks to develop statewide systems.
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Pillar 2. Housing & Supports System
Build and maintain a robust and coordinated system of housing, case management and other
supports adequate to house the people who need it, with connections to meaningful work and
community. Collect, analyze and share data to set targets, monitor results, and report back
J. Increase access to Coordinated Entry System through strategic partnerships with the community

such as mobile assessors, partners at Alaska 2-1-1, and other means.
K. Increase and coordinate street and camp outreach with the Municipality's Mobile Intervention

Team, police and emergency (EMS) services, and other community outreach efforts o identify aod.
assess individuals and households for the Coordinated Entry System.

L. Support peer-to-peer outreach bypeoplewith lived experience of homelessness, including the
Homelessness Advisory Team and Youth Task Force, to increase trust and participation in services.

M. Identify and connectcase management and housing for high vulnerabilcy individuals from the
Coordinated Entry System, where housing units or vouchers are identified but not linked to case
‘management services.

N. Incorporateexistingcase management programs into the Housing& SupportSystem to provide
behavioral health services and other supports for tribal health beneficiaries expericncing
homelessness, particularly for those with high vulnerability.

©. Build relationships with landlords and provide education and technical assistance on effective.
practices to support successful tenancy of people experiencing homelessness.

P. Explore incentives and other policiesforlandlords and service providersto serve more high
vulnerability individuals and address current gaps in the Housing & Support System.

Q. Invite the Alaska Coalition on Housing and Homelessness, Alaska Housing Finance Corporation
(AHFC) and Department of Health and Social Services (DHSS)tostudy,develop mods and
widely share how tribal health facilites can provide targeted case managementorbehavioral health
Services to highly vulnerability individuals needing services and high utilizers of emergency services
from the Coordinated Entry System.

R. Identify data measures or indices from Medicaid and Departmentof Corrections (DOC) to
prioritize vulnerable populations for permanent supportive housing, and to evaluate effectiveness,
cost-effectiveness and need for permanent supportive housing programs, incorporating the DHSS
Medicaid Innovation Accelerator effort and Alaska Statewide Opioid Taskforce).

S. Assess existing underutilized housing assets in the communitybytheend of2019: buildings,
vacant properties, vouchers and currentlyunderutilized funding sources. Develop a strategy to
incorporate these assets into the Housing & Supporc System.

T. Identify housing units with a homelessness preference funded through other sources c.g. DHSS,
Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority (Truso, AHFC, and the Municipality ofAnchorage and
workto support referralsto these housingunitsviacoordinated enty.

U. Work with AHFC and other community organizations to access HUD housing vouchers and
increase the annual allocation of Homeless Assistance Progcam (HAP) vouchers, support
permanent supportive housing for high vulnerability clients, and other sponsored vouchers.

V. Integrate people who have lived homelessness experiences intotheAnchorage CoalitiontoEnd
Homelessness Board via the Homelessness Advisory Team.

W. Support and integrate the Youth Task Force, representing youth and young adults who have
experienced homelessness.
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Pillar 2. Housing & Supports System
Build and maintain a robust and coordinated system of housing, case management and other
supports adequate to house the people who need it, with connections to meaningful work and
community. Collec, analyze and share data to set targets, monitor results, and report back
X. Explore innovative and cultueally appropriate housing options that are compatible with

Anchorage’ diverse cultures and northern climate.
Y. Engage with the Alaska Native Corporations, Alaska Federation of Natives (AFN) and local

advocacy groups to create a plan t incorporate Alaska Native voices, culturally appropriate
supports and resources into Anchored Home.

Z. Work closely with the Alaska Coalition on Housing and Homelessness during plan
implementation to evaluate feasibility of state-wide efforts.

AA. Develop and share with the public dashboards of key metrics to monitor progress towards goals.
BB. Support providers and agencies to continuously improve data quality through technical assistance,

coaching and other methods.
CC. Identify and implement processes to collect data on specific populations such as unshelrered

people and the re-cory population.
DD. Create processes to support and monitor that rect outreach is entering data into HMIS and

connecting to Coordinated Entry System.
EE. Develop data sharing agreements between entities serving individuals experiencing homelessness

<0 maintain accurate monitoring and develop an integrated service system for high utlizers of
public services.

FF. Assess the existing HMIS system and outine a plan to revisethe system to meet evolving.
community needs.

GG. Periodically review and revise, as needed, HUD ContinuumofCare funding application criteria to
align and support community priorities.

HH. Provide training, materials and othe tools for community members to engage effectively and.
constructively with people experiencing homelessness during day-to-day encounters. Tools should
focus on businesses, faith communities, public and private agencies who routinely interact with
people experiencing homelessness, and all other interested community members.
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Pillar 3. Public Health + Safety

I. Address Encampments: Decrease unauthorized camping in public spaces (including parklands,

trail corridors, rights-of-way, sidewalks, on vacant private property, and undeveloped sites within

the Municipality) through outreach strategies, abatement of camps and building capacity within the

Housing& Support System.

2. Provide Housing & Supports: Actively identify individuals living in encampmentsto connect
them to the Housing& Support System. Collect demographic dara to understand trends among.tem the Howig SprSym. Collet dmgdasodes vd amo
resources, options for diversion, employment opportunitieso other tools to move individuals
from camps to appropriate living environments.

3. Increase Public Safety: Develop a public safety strategy that addressesthe needs of thoseInesPaleStr: Deroy uleeysegdo
a. Protect the personal health and safetyofpeople who are experiencing homelessness,

particulary women and minors and those with disabling conditions, and reduce crime within

camps and in surrounding neighborhoods and areas.
b. Ensure safe environments at services locations, shelters and surrounding areas where services

are provided. Ensure engagement and scrvice delivery are robust in these areas to prevent
adverse impacts on neighborhoods.

¢. Eliminate health and safety risks within and associated with camps resulting from
accumulations of solid and organic waste, unauthorizedfiresand materials that are hazardous.

d. Highlight and advocate for a more holistic behavioral health system in the community andHg md dvsosorlibon
4. EmpowerOurCommunity: Maintain community engagement and dialogueaboutthe progress

‘made and challenges of improving public health and safety in our community. Host a quarterly
public forum and regularly share data and other updates on implementation of Anchored Home
‘with the community.

A. Assess capacity and demand for emergency shelter, transitional housing or other short-term
‘options for individuals living in encampments to identify housing alternatives and supports needediereginamgm

B. Stabilize and maintain citywide safety net services including adequate emergency shelter (for all

secking shelter) and other basic services including food and healthcare (including reviewingingdk) nd other bn serve dogdd
€. Identify adequate and long-term cold weather shelter during the winter months.

cones nyein,
‘monitoring, and reporting the notice and abatement statusofunauthorized camps within the
Municipality along with the actions taken connect campers to services.

E. Increase camp and street outreach and provide mobile assessments for Coordinated Entry System.
F.  Estblish policies in municipal code and annually budget for rapid and efficient year-round notice,

abatement, and cleanup of unauthorized camps, especially when camps present imminent health or
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Pillar 3. Public Health + Safety
Resolve public health and safety issues related to homelessness and revitalize Anchorage's

[7 safety risks to individuals, while respecting the rights of people experiencing homelessness and
connecting them to the correct services within the Housing & Support System.

G. Develop a community-wide plan for removal of low brush and invasive species in public parks,
greenbelts, mail corridors and rights of way to improve sight lines and safety for all citizens and.
deter unauthorized camping, working closely with MOA Parks and Recreation.

H. Provide taining, materials and other tools for community members to engage effectively and
constructively with people experiencing homelessness to reduce risk of incidents that threaten
public health and safety. Tools should focus on businesses, faith communities, public and private
agencies who routinely interact with people experiencing homelessness, and al other interested
community members.

I. Conductlegal and humane abatementsofunauthorized camps, while protecing the rights of
‘people experiencing homelessness, and to assist with eliminating homelessness by connecting
persons camping with appropriate services.

J. Evaluate how Anchorage code, policies and practices can be aligned with 9* US. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruling in Martin . City ofBaise 2018),

K. Collect data on individuals living in encampments to determine demographics, trends and to
develop appropriate service options and collaborate with outreach workers to warmly transfer
camperstointerim shelters or transitional housing.

L. Develop polices and practices for those who choose to decline emergency shelter or existing
other housing and support services

M. Analyze the feasibilityofestablishing a legal, publicly-managed encampment within the
Municipality that provides a safer alternative to illegal encampments for at least pastofthe year,
and adequately mitigates risks and liabilities associated with similar projects in other commaniics.

N. Increase foot and bikepatrolsby policeorother security personnel ofparklandsand trails to
increase safety and reduce criminal activity.

©. Coordinate the goals and strategies of Anchored Home with other municipal and state planning
efforts, including: community comprehensive plans, plans related to land use and neighborhood
development, transportation, economic development, health, education, housing, historic
preservation, use of public lands, parks and recreation, capital improvement project (CIP) lists,
funding plans and other relevant policy documents.

P. Explore planning and design strategies to promote public safe, encourage use of public spaces,
and reduce real or perceived threats to safety in these spaces. This may include safety and design
audits of public spaces; supporting Complete Street designs in roadway projects to increase safety
of pedestrians, cyclist and vehicles; and physical design choices for public facilities and spaces.

Q. Work with community residents to create site-specific development plans for vacant and
underutilized sites.

R. Createactive outreach to connect people panhandling and campingwiththe Coordinated Entry
System to access housing, supports and case management

S. Hosta quarterly public forum with the community to share relevant data and other updates on
implementationofAnchored Home, discuss solutions and identify new prioritis as needed.
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Pillar 4. Advocacy & Funding
Build public will to achieve functional zero. Secure necessary resources to achieve the vision.

I. EstablishanAnchorage Homelessness Leadership Council: Form a communityled
Leadership Council to guide and support the implementation of Anchored Home. Build support
among community councils, businesses and corporations, elected officials, philanthropic leaders,
residents, and faith- and community-based organizations.

2. Engage funders and investors: Pool resources to meet community needs and achieve goals.
Increase resource pool based on analysis of capacity and demand of the Housing & Support

| System and prevention & diversion resources. This includes public sector revenue as well as
| private sector contributions from corporations, philanthropic partners, individual giving and other
|| soon spon cig andpov even sams suppose she edgol, pros and

actions in Anchored Home.
3. Advocate: Develop an advocacy plan to guide policy and community advocacy. Engage in

grassroots and leadership-level advocacy to secure more resources at the federal, sate, municipal
and private levels to support the stared goals, priorities and actions in Anchored Home.

4. Empower Our Community: Develop acomprehensive communications strategy to guide
engagement with the community, education about homelessness and sharing progress toward
achieving the goals of Anchored Home. Create transparent routine communications in a variety of
formats to share progress and data with the community and maintain ongoing dialogue. Idendfy
and disseminate specific ways in which all community members can participate and commit their
own time and resources to achieving our shared vision.

A. Establish an Anchorage Homelessness Leadership Council (HLC) to monitor the implementation
of Anchored Home, provide support for the Collective Impact effort, secure and pool funding.

B. Establish an HLC charter definingand implementing accountability and governance mechanisms
to monitor the implementationofthis plan and to communicate results to the public.

C. Engage with local leaders in the corporate and business community to align and maximize the
impactofcurrent charitable giving activites with the goals and priorities in Anchored Home.
Discuss opportunities for future contributions.

D. Develop and launch a community-wide “brand” for ending homelessness in Anchorage.
Encourage all partners to use and share the brand to increase recognition and support. Launch a

| public relations campaign for this effort.
E. Develop and launch strong communications strategy that includes media partners who can tel

stories of homelessness, including positive storiesof individuals moving beyond homelessness, in
Anchorage to a broad audience. Provide routine and transparent data shating for the community.

F. Use da to inform nacratives and decisions about homelessness, including understanding the
distinct but co-occurring issuesof increased crime in Anchorage, substance misuse and addiction,
and homelessness. Using this data-driven approach, educate the public about how these issues are
and are not related.

G. Increase community participation and membership in the Anchorage Coalition to End
Homelessness to serve as a host of community dialogue around homelessness.
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LEY CS eS
Build public will to achieve functional zero. Secure necessary resources to achieve the vision.
H. Secure resources to sustainably fund homelessness prevention and diversion interventions,

|" including rent deposits, transportation, child care, employment conneetions, and life skills, with
accessto case managers skilled in serving this specific population.

I. Secure resources to sustainably fund rapid re-housingfor 200 families and individuals per year, to
‘meet ongoing demand and sustain Path to Independence and Providence Community Housing

| Projectinto the future
J. Secure resources for an additional 270-300 permanent supportive housing beds to house high

vulnerability individuals over the next five years, using the Pay for Success model.
K. Secure resources for an additional 25 permanent supportive housing beds to house high

vulnerability family households.
L. Secure resources for additional permanent supportive housing beds to house high vulnerability

young adults (age 18-24), leveraging funding from Youth Homelessness Demonstration Program.
M. Secure resources for additional rapid rehousingto support young adults (age 18-24) leveraging the

Youth Homelessness Demonstration Program.
N. Expand support for the Providence.funded Community HousingProjectto house moderate

vulnerability families and individuals
©. Support efforts to increase availabiltyofbehavioral health and treatment services in the.

community, such as the Municipality’ project to expand substance use disorder treatment services
through construction ofa new facility in West Anchorage to replace the former Clitheroe Center.

P. Secure any additional resources needed to fund andsupporttheimplementation of the housing
and supports identified in the corresponding pillar.

Q. Secure any additional resources needed to build and sustain the Anchorage Housing and Response
System analysis including supporting any additional Homeless Management Information Services
(HIMIS) and Coordinated Entry System needs.

R. Develop muldiple mechanisms for the community to contribute resources toward Anchored
Home, including; corporate charitable giving, individual giving through grassroots campaigns or
crowdfunding platforms, major donor contributions, and advocacy for sustainable public sector
revenue streams to support needed services.

S. Advocate for adequate and sustainable funding within federal, state and local government budgets
© achieve the goals of Anchored Home, thenmaintaining this success into the future according to
the community's future levels of need.

T. Investigate new funding soutces suchas marijuana tax, other existing taxes, or new municipal
taxes, to increase resources for housing and supports

U. Develop a policy and community advocacy plan for Anchorage and collaborate with the Balance
ofState to identify commonalities and shared messages for Alaska to address homelessness

V. Identify a shared mechanism for distributing funding from multiple sources to housing and
| supportive services, with shared measues to case reporting for providers.
W. Document annual progress. Engage the public and stakeholdersto share Year 1 data and plan for

‘Year 2. In Year 2, engage the public and stakeholders to share Year 2 data and planforYear 3.
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Governance Structure
“The Collective Impact approach “brings diverse organizations together to tackle complex social
problems.” Using this approach means that community residents, partners, and leaders will work together
to achieve the goals of Anchored Home. The governance structure that will support our collective efforts
i depicted below. Eachentityin this governance structure brings together and tepresents diverse
constituencies, whose support and participation are critical to achieving the goals of Anchored Home,

[7emisbss Sonat
Implementation and governance will be informed “The HomelessnessLeadershipCouncil has been
bythosewith lived experiencesofhomelessness convenedbytheMayorofAnchorage.

(including Youth Tsk Force). “This leadership councilwillbe responsible:
forthe governance and oversight of hs plan
and will coordinate identifying resources

and advocacy cforts.

AllAnchoragehousing,serviceandsupport “The Anchorage Cosliton to End Homelessness
providershave par to play in ending willbe responsiblefor system and infrastructure
homelessness.Manypriace eniiesand elementsrelatedtotheHousingandSupport

communitystakeholdershavechosentoengage System.The MunicipalityofAnchoragewillbe:
inthis planand committedtosupporting responsibleforcity supportscic-led homeless
implementation.Those organizations guide: initiatives,publicsafetyand ablyefforts. Uniced

programmatic inieativestodothemos crieal ‘WayofAnchorage willbe responsiblefor
workofal, to deliver service to those mainciningthe21-1systemforreferrals to

experiencing homelessness. ‘community resources.

“Lanmore shoutheCole mp mlvi or xlatory video: 5. csisn cis “HNC Yok
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Definitions and Acronyms
“The following terms are commonly used by communities and organizations working to end homelessness.

Acronym or Term Definition

Assia 2-1-1 Operaced by Uniced Way of Anchorage with suppor from the Municipality of
Anchorage and statewide agencies and funders, Alaska 2-1-1 provides
information and referral services througha centralized phone fine, call center,
‘website and friendly technology. Housing-relaced needs are among the most.
common reasons for requests for assistance from Alka2.1-1.

Alaska Deparcment of A department wichin the Stateof Alaska that oversees and operates Alaska’s
Corrections corrections system including prisons, transitional housing and programs for
boc those who are currently incarcerated or soon to be released.

Alaska Department of Adepartment within the Staceof Alaska that oversees a wide variety of
Health and Social Services programs including the Medicaid system, public assistance programs, publi
DHSS health and provention programs, epidemiology and data about Alaskans’ heath,

public health nursing services, and behavioral health services including mental
health and substance use disorder treatment.

Alaska Housing Finance The Alaska Housing Finance Corporation is a state corporation designated as
Corporation Alaska’s public housing authority. AHFC owns and manages properties across
AHFC the stae, receives federal housing funding from HUD and state funding, and

administers a variety of housing programs including housing vouchers and low-
income housing tax credits.

Alaska Menal Health Originally related in 1956 and fully endowed in 1994, the Trust is a state encicy
Trust Authority that oversees assets, and and natural resources intended to serve Trust
AMHTA / The Trust beneficiaries: Alaskans who experience mental ness, developmenal

disabilities, chronic alcohol or drug addiction, Alzheimer’ disease and related
dementia, and/or traumatic brain injuries. The Trust operates simiar to a
private foundation and makes investments in programs and intiaives.

ANAI American Indian / Alaska Native. This term is commonly used as a general race
and ethnicity category in data sets such as the US. Census.

Anchorage Coalition to The Anchorage Coalition to End Homelessness is a Continuum of Care (CoC)
End Homelessness funded coalition that oversees homelessness planning and services within the.
ACEH Municipality of Anchorage.

Community Housing This project is funded by Providence Health Systems Alaska and provides rapid
Project re-housing assistancetofamilies and adults experiencing homelessness in

Anchorage.
ContinuumofCare The modern systemoffederal programs and funding related to homelessness
Coc ‘were first established in 1987 with the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance

Act. A key feature of the MeKinney-Vento Act, the Continuum of Care
structure Is designed to foster regional collaboration to address homelessness
and related issues, by designating one or more jurisdictions within each state as
the entity to collect local dat, receive funding, and provide a forum for
multiple public and private agencies to work together.
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Acronym or Term Definition

‘Coordinated Entry System Coordinated entry saprocess developed to ensure that people experiencinga
housing criss have far and equal access and are quickly identified, assessed for,
referred, and connected to housing and assistance based on thei strengths and
needs. FAQs about Coordinated Entry:
itp hudexconge nficcourcesidocumenciCoorined:EntryandHIS FAQsad.

Family One or more ads (age 18 or older) with one or more related minor
children (under age 18).

Homeless Management Database and information system used by organizations across the US. to
Information System collect and report local data on homelessness, keep information about
HMIS individuals and families experiencing homelessness, and sharing summary data

with HUD for use in state- and nationaevel reporting on homelessness.

Host Homes Host homes are an arrangement between community members who act 2s
Volunteer hosts and a youth service provider. Hosts provide safe sheler and
food. The service provider offers program coordination. host support, and
case management services.

Housing First Provision of access to safe, secure, and stable housing without precondicions
Housing First programs include harm reduction programs such as “wet”
housing where substance use is allowed, but there are other forms of Housing
First. The term generally refers to any program that does not create barriers
© housing

MunicipalityofAnchorage The Municipality of Anchorage is the local governing body for Alaska's largest
MOA Muni city, and its boundaries are the same as those for the Anchorage CoC. The

Muni is 2 home rule municpalicy, and functions as the equivalentofa city and a
county.

Path to Independence Path to Independence is a new pilot program launched in 2018 chat quickly
houses individuals and fais experiencing homelessness and helps them
remain housed permanently. Program participants, referred from the
‘Coordinated Entry System, receive financial assiscnce for up to six months
and case management for up to one year. The program focuses on immediate:
housing stabilization, followed by employment preparedness and connectivity
to community support organizations. Parcicpacing landlords include Weidner
Apartment Homes and Cook Inlet Housing Authority; Catholic Social Services
will provide case management. Funders include Weidner Aparcment Homes,
Providence Health and Services Alaska, Rasmuson Foundation, Alaska Mental
Health Trust Authoricy, ConocoPhillips Alaska, BP Alaska, Carr Foundation,
First National Bank Alsska, Wells Fargo, Municipality of Anchorage, GC, Cook.
Inlec Region Inc., Arctic Slope Regional Corporation, Bering Straits Native:
Corporation, Bristol Bay Native Corporation, Doyon, Chugach Alaska
Corporation, Sealaska Corporation, Koniag Inc, Calista Corporation, NANA
Corporation, Aleut Corporation, and the Alaska Community Foundation.
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Acronym or Term Definition

Pay for Success Pay for Success is form of social impact financing, shiing the funding model
Demonstration Project for housing and social services to incentivize desired outcomes by connecting

PFs investors seekinga return with payors, typically government entities, who
would realize cost savings in other areasifthese desired outcomes were
achieved
Anchorage is designinga demonstration project to provide permanent
supportive housing for individuals who have repeated corrections involvement,
patterns of homelessness, and high useofcriss services.

Permanency Navigator Funded through the national Youth Homelessness Demonstration Program,
Team youth and young adults experiencing homelessness in Anchorage will be served

bya teamoffour mobile Permanency Navigators to help youth exit the
Coordinate Entry System and connect to communi resources and maintain
housing. Frequency and level of assistance increases with increasing
vulnerability. Each Navigator will have a specialization based upon the needs of
specific target populations.

Permanent Supportive The individual receives supportive services such as case management, clinical
Housing services and/or referral to services, transporaation to appointments,
PSH employment services, and others according to their specific needs and the

service area of che provider or region. The indvidual may also receive rental
assistance asalease heldby a provider organization or a voucher for a
subsidized monthly rental amount.

Pointin-Time Count The Point.in-Time (PIT) count is a countofsheltered and unshelcered persons
PIT experiencing homelessness on a single night in January. HUD requires that

‘Continuum of Care conduct an annual count of persons who are shelcered in
emergency shelcer, transitional housing, and Safe Havens on asingle night.

Rapid Re-housing| Rapid re-housing is a setof service to address these short-term barriers to
RRH safe and secure housing, Typically, these supports are provided over a short

period of Gime, less than six months, uncil che individual or familyis stabilized.
Single Adult An adultage 25 or older without children who is experiencing homelessness

The cerm “single” is used co differencite from families, but “single” adults may
have other family and partner relationships, including ving with another adult.

Transitional Housing An individual or family Ives aa sic that i longer term than an emergency
TH shelter, but which hasa required move-out date, often up to two years after

moving in. The individual or family receives supportive services, and my be
connected with permanent housing in advance of leaving transitional housing,
There may also be required parcicipation in specificprogramsas a condition of
say.

Us. Departmentof A department within the federal governmentwhose mission i to crete
Housing and Urban strong. sustainable, inclusive communities and quality affordable homes for al.

Development HUD provides funding for several programs to prevent and end homelessness,
HUD including funding CoC across the country, who then direct resources to local

programs.
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Acronym or Term Definition

US. Departmentof ‘Adepartment within the federal government whose mission is to serve
Veterans Afhairs ‘America's former miliary personnel and chair families. VA provides health care
va for veterans across the US. and has programs for veterans experiencing.

homelessness, including transitional housing, permanent housing and
employment programs

VISPDAT The Vulnerabily Index - Service Prioritization Decision Assistance Tool is a
survey adminiscered both to individuals and families to determine risk and
prioritization when providing asistance to persons experiencing or atrikof
experiencing homelessness. This is the standard assessment tool used by
ACEH partners for Anchorage's Coordinated Entry System.

Young Adult A young adult age 18 to 24, legally an adul but categorized separately from
‘Aduits experiencing homelessness. Elgble for programs designed to meet the.
specific needs and higher vulnerability of young people experiencing
homelessness.

Youth A minor underage 18. Unaccompanied youth experiencing homelessness are
individuals under 18 who are not ving with their family or legal guardian.

‘Youth Homelessness. In 2017, Anchorage was selected as oneof cen Continuum of Care (CoC)
Demonstration Program entities in the nation, and one of four rural communices, to plan for and
YHOP implement a Youth Homelessness Demonstration Program (YHDP) to address

Youth and young adult homelessness, with housing and supports across the
spectrum of need. This was a very competitive soliciation and over 120 CoCs
applied. The Anchorage CoC was awarded $1.5 millon over twoyears, which
will be renewable thereafcer through the CoC funding process.
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Facilitated Collaborative Process
between Administration and Legislative Drafting Group

for Mass Care and Long-Term Navigation Decisions

Implementation Status Update 041222
The workgroup is continuing to meet to maintain alignment and progress through
implementation of the client / community focused approach for exit from mass care that was
unanimously approved by the Mayor and Assembly in AR2021-350. The next meeting is April
13,2022. Status updates since last report are in bold.
HIGHLIGHTS:
Mass care operations, including care at Sullivan Arena and the one remaining non-congregate
shelterin an area hotel, are targeted for closureby June 30. The goal of the transition is to
take care of people experiencing homelessness and help them on a better path to
independence, return Sullivan Arena to normal operations and do so in the most cost effective
and efficient way possible. Twoof the previously used area hotels have interim, temporary.
transitional housing units available for people leaving the Sullivan on the path to stable
housing. A target has been set to secure housing for 10 people every day between April 1 and
June 30 to support the mass care exit strategy.
Site selection, purchase and sale negotiations, and operational considerations for the new
locations take into account the most efficient overall cost of an effective homelessness
prevention and response system. The operational costs for the new housing / shelters will be
leveraged with available state and federal funding for housing stability.

~ single Adult Navigation Center ~ Design and procurement is proceedingfor the navigation
center. To date, a $50,000 contract has been awarded to Roger Hickel Contracting
through the competitive process for construction management. In accordance with Title 7
section 7.15.040, Assembly approval was not required. With a focus on the needfor the
Adult Shelter/Navigation Center to be operational before the Sullivan shelters June 30,
2022 closure, the Municipality is using a project delivery methodprocess called
Construction Manager/General Contractor (CMIGC) that accelerates the design and
construction process, shortens a project's timeline, and reduces costs. Use ofaCMGC
process for a separate project was approved by the Assembly (AM 353-2020) on June 23,
2020. The Municipality currently is in negotiations for the project's construction. The
results from this process in termsof a contract award will come before the Assembly once
the CM/GCprocess is complete.

The Administration will submit an appropriation request for the remaining capital funding
for construction at the April 12 Assembly meeting with public hearing on April 26. The
MOA is conducting public Listening Sessions April 13 and 28.

The Construction Manager, Roger Hickel Contracting, solicited competitive bids for the
manufactureof the structure and Sprung Structures was the successful bidder. The
tensioned membrane structure will take 6-8 weeks to manufacture. The $2M previously
appropriated (A02021-1165 December 7, 2021) for the facility is being released from the
Alaska Community Foundation account to initiate the manufacturing process for the
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Structure. The manufactureofthe structure will occur on aparallel path with final design
in order to fast track the project for startup priorto June 30 mass care closure. The facility
exterior will be a 29000 sq ft tensioned membrane structure. This footprint will provide
shelter space for 200 beds with adequate space for navigation services and support. The
interior design will also include contingency plans for emergency surge capacityofup to
130 additional beds.A critical path schedule and current cost estimate will be reviewed
by the facilitation group.

The project team is scheduling a collaborative effort with navigation center operations
‘and design subject matter experts in the next couple weeks to help define the programs
and services to be provided in the navigation center. This collaboration will help inform
the final design of the navigation center.

~ Sockeye Inn Complex Care ~The facility is temporarily shut down through June 1 while
Catholic Social Services (CSS) prepares for complex care operations.

~ Permanent Supportive (PSH) /Workforce Housing (WFH) ~ A Purchase and Sales
Agreement with a non-profit entity has been tentatively reached for a hotel conversion site
with an agreement in principle to use the facility for transitional housing while the purchase
is pending. The location will be shared once the Purchase and Sales Agreement s signed. A
due diligence review will be conducted prior to finalizing the purchase. The estimated
capital cost per room is significantly less than the cost for new construction and is less than
the national average for hotel conversions.

~ Special Populations Housing~ Funding for potential master leasing for hotel rooms is being
exploredtoserve this population.

~ Substance Abuse Treatment and Housing - Salvation Army is continuing to work to secure
full funding from the State of Alaska torepair the 68-bed treatment facility that was.
damaged in the 2018 earthquake. The workgroup is continuing to discuss other
‘opportunities to close gaps in this area.
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IMPLEMENTATION STATUS SUMMARY
System Overview: The mass care exit strategy aligns with and closes gaps in the Anchorage
Homeless Prevention and Response System. The planned improvements will apply best

practices for coordinated entry, navigation center shelters, behavioral and substance abuse
treatment, and permanent supportive housing to most effectively support people experiencing
homelessness, provide the most cost-effective homelessness prevention and response system
and minimize adverse community impacts. The resulting enhanced system will provide
compassionate and more effective care for Anchorage’s vulnerable people experiencing
homelessness by providing wrap around support based on what each individual needs. Parallel
activities are underway outside of the facilitated process to accelerate moving people into
housing to reduce the need for temporary shelter beds. Collaborative funding will be obtained
from a variety of sources including public-private partnerships.

Timeline: An integrated implementation effort is underway to support exit from mass care by
June 30, 2022.
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Funding Plan — It is inherent in the funding plan for the exit strategy that site selection,

‘operational plans and transition plans support the most cost efficient and effective
homelessness prevention and response system.

The closure strategy developed by the facilitated workgroup is not only less costly than earlier
plans but also has the support of philanthropy and private funders who are contributing to the
capital costs for the new housing and shelter sites; thereby reducing the cost to the
Municipality of Anchorage (MOA).

To date, $12,250,000 has been committed for the projects in the facilitatedplanto exit mass
care. Funders to date are the Municipality of Anchorage, Rasmuson Foundation, Weidner
Apartment Homes, Chugach Alaska Corporation, Calista Corporation, Providence Health
Services Alaska, and Premera Blue Cross. Funds are held in a special project fund account at the.
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Alaska Community Foundation to be expended as projects come online. Other philanthropic
donors are contributing to operations, such as Doyon Corporation and the Alaska Mental
Health Trust. Discussions are underway with other potential funders. Potential funders’
decisions are highly dependent on their confidence in the ongoing support of both the Mayor
and Assembly for the funding and implementation of the strategy.
The Assembly / MOA appropriated $6M for capital investments nto 3 planks of the exit
strategy:

© Complex Needs Shelter (Sockeye Inn)
© Permanent Supportive /Workforce Housing (PSH/WFH)
© Single Adult Navigation Center Shelter.

In addition, MOA has requested $15M from the State of Alaska in the 2022 Legislative Request
to be used for the following 3 areas. Initial discussions between the Mayor and the Governor/
Legislature have been positive.

© Permanent Supportive / Workforce Housing (PSH/WFH)
© Single Adult Navigation Center Shelter
o Special Populations Housing,

Funding for sustainable operations is being developed and is necessary to attract owners and
operators willing to operate and sustain these sites once they are brought on-line. Operating
fund sources include HUD (ESG, CDBG, Home), state, MOA, and philanthropy. Sources are tied
to specific client needs and program requirements and require continued collaborative
investigation to secure the needed funding. ~The workgroup is developing an overall operating
finance plan to detail the anticipated operating costs and potentially available funds for both
shelter and supported housing components of the strategy. The operational costs for housing/
shelters will be leveraged with available state and federal funding for housing stabilty.
‘The working group will continuetoconsult with MOA Legal, Planning and Procurement to
confirm requirements for purchase and operation for sites that include funding from the MOA.
The HUD Technical Assistance resource team 3s actively engaged in support of the mass care
exit strategy. The HUD team is bringing experience working with other cities in similar efforts to
maximize access to federal programs for housing stability and increase access to affordable
units for housing. A goal has beensetto secure housing for 10 peopleeveryday between April
1 and June 30 to support the mass care exit strategy.

Complex Care Shelter: (This site was previously referred to as Medical Fragile, Medical
Convalescence. We have determined that the more appropriate terminology is “complex
care”) The facilitated plan to exit mass care is to move people as quickly as possible out of
mass care to more suitable shelters and ultimately to housing. Over 150 people with medical
needs have been identified within the current homeless prevention response system. The
Sockeye Inn was identified by the facilitation group as the site for sheltering and caring for
persons experiencing homelessness with medical concerns and/or disabilities for whom a
congregate shelter exacerbates risk.
‘The Sockeye Inn will provide shelter and more suitable care in approximately 61 units serving.
up to 120. This shelter will address a long-standing gap within the current continuum of care:
system.
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“The purchase of the Sockeye Inn by Ship Creek Community Assets Il (SCAIi closed on March
29,2022. Funds for this purchase are a combination of private and public funding. The MOA
contributed $2M, and non-governmental funders paid the balance to cover the purchase price
and closing costs. In addition, Doyon has agreed to provide beds, linens, storage units, and an
automatic door access system for the facility.
The Catholic Social Services (CSS) Board committed to operate the Sockeye Complex Care
facility. CSS will begin complex care operations on June 1, 2022. The facility will be temporarily
closed from April 1 to June 1 while CSS prepares for complex care operations. Alternative
housing was secured for all residents through the efforts of ACEH staff.
‘The estimated annual operating cost is $3M - $4M. AHD is drafting a proposed amendment to
the city’s HUD Consolidated Plan to secure $1.2M in CDBG-cv funds. This is 2 90-day HUD
process that will be coordinated with the ACEH which is the HUD designated Continuum of Care
(Coc) for Anchorage’sshelter and homeless response system. The Assembly approved a
$1.0675M appropriation from the Alcohol Tax to support complex care operations on March
15.
Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH) / Workforce Housing (WEH]: Clients served by PSH
include people experiencing homelessness who can live independently with suitable support
services. Clients served by WFH include employed individuals who are experiencing
homelessness because they cannot afford available market housing. Several hundred units are
required to meet the needs of existing mass care clients.
ACEH, as the community coordinator for analyzing and managing gaps in the homeless
prevention and response system, is working with philanthropic partners to explore suitable
sites and financing options for acquiring properties.
The Barratt Inn was identified by the facilitation group for potential conversion to
‘approximately 90 workforce and supportive housing units. Negotiations with the owner have.
been halted because of the need for additional information from the owner to substantiate the
level of renovation and cost required to make the facility safely operational. The timeline and
cost for renovation need to be clearly determined and more fully assessed before proceeding
any further.
APurchase and Sales Agreement with a non-profit entity has been tentatively reached foran
alternative hotel conversion site including an agreement in principle touse the facility for
transitional housing while the purchase is pending. A non-profit entity has agreed to purchase
the site for this purpose. The location will be shared once the Purchase and Sales Agreement is
signed. A due diligence review will be conductedprior tofinalizingthe purchase. The
estimated capital cost per room is significantly less than the cost for new construction and is
less thanthe national average for hotel conversions.
‘Operating budgets and identification of sustainable funding sources (such as AHFC rental
subsidies and housing stabilization funds) are under development with housing providers
including RuralCap and NeighborWorks Alaska.
Efforts continue to identify additional units to fil anticipated capacity needs for the mass care
exit strategy. There are other PSH projects underway in the community that may expand the
availability ofunitsthat can support mass care exit.
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Single Adult Navigation Center: The Single Adult Navigation Center will provide temporary
Shelter and other navigation support services for persons experiencing homelessness that are:
over the age of 25 and do not meet the criteria and/orcapacitylimits for other shelter or
housing locations. Most of the clients served at this location are typically single adult men.
The center will have a design capacity of 200 beds with possible surge capacity up to an
additional 130. The navigationcenter will be a low-barrier, service-enriched shelter focused on
moving persans experiencing homelessness into permanent housing. The navigation center wil
provide temporary living facilities while case managers connect individuals experiencing
homelessness to jobs, public benefits, health services, shelter, and housing.
The location selected is directly west of the originally proposed site of the Tudor Elmore
Evidence lot between the Evidence lot and APD offices. Construction on the site will be less
expensive and faster since the vehicles in the Evidence lot do not need to be relocated and
there are fewer wetland concerns,
The current working estimatefor construction of the shelter is $9M; this is significantly reduced
from the previous estimate by moving the planned site to eliminate the need for moving the
evidence lot and reduce the costs for utilities and also by reducing the size of the facility from
1000beds to 200 beds. The Assembly approved an appropriation of 800K as a limited
contribution to the area wide Capital Improvement Projects for preliminary design at the March
15 Assembly meeting (AR2022-72).

Design andprocurement is proceeding for the navigation center. A $50,000 contract has been
‘awarded to Roger Hickel Contracting through the competitive process for construction
management (REP 20220007). In accordance with Title 7 section 7.15.040, Assembly approval
was not required. With a focus on the needfor the Adult Shelter/Navigation Center to be
operational before the Sullivan shelter’s June 30, 2022 closure, the Municipality is using a
project delivery methodprocess called Construction Manager/General Contractor (CMGC)
that accelerates the design and construction process, shortens a project's timeline, and
reduces costs. Use ofa CMGCprocess for a separate project was approved by the Assembly
(AM 353-2020) on June 23, 2020. The Municipality currently is in negotiations for the project's
construction. The results from this process in termsof a contract award will come before the
Assembly once the CM/GCprocess is complete.

The Construction Manager, Roger Hickel Contracting,solicited competitive bids for the
manufactureofthe structure and Sprung Structures was the successful bidder. The tensioned
membrane structure will take 6-8 weeks to manufacture. The $2M previously appropriated
(402021-1165 December 7, 2021) for the facilityi beingreleased from the Alaska Community
Foundation to initiate the manufacturing process for the structure. The manufacture ofthe
structure will occur on a parallel path with final design in order to fast track the project for
startup prior to June 30 mass care closure.
The facility exterior will be a 29000 5q ft tensioned membrane structure. This footprint will
provideshelter spacefor200beds with adequatespacefornavigation services and support.
The interior design will also include contingency plansfor emergency surge capacityof up to
130 additionalbeds.
AHD and ACEH will collaborate to draft navigation center operating best practices leveraging
work that is already underway for the 3 Avenue Navigation Center. This work will support
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decisions regarding the programs and practices that will be provided at the Tudor Elmore
Navigation Center to inform the detailed design of the physical facility and the future operating.
costs.The project team is scheduling a collaborative effort with navigation center operations
and design subject matter experts in the next couple weeks to help define the programs and
services to be provided in the navigation center. This collaboration will help inform the final
designofthe navigation center. A critical path schedule and current cost estimate will be
reviewed by the facilitation group.
Special Populations Housing: (Elderly, Women, LBGTQ#): A site location has not yet been
identified; however, the workgroup is continuing to monitor other system enhancements
planned and/or underway by other program providers that will be / may be serving this
population (e.g, the Choosing Our Roots grant mentioned below). Funding for potential master
leasing for hotel rooms to serve this population is also being explored by the facilitated
workgroup.
Substance Abuse and Housing: Efforts are underway with the Salvation Army to return the
48" Avenue facility to service for providing 68 substance abuse treatment beds. The Boutet
Company has completed the 100% engineering package forrenovatingthe existing location to
repair 2018 earthquake damage and allow safe occupancy using State of Alaska funds. The
Salvation Army is continuing to work to secure StateofAlaska 2018 earthquake response funds
to allow renovation work to begin. Other potential Salvation Army locations are also being
discussed for return to service.
The workgroup is continuing to discussother opportunities to close gaps in this area
Other System Enhancements: In addition to implementation of the 5 planks of the exit
strategy there is work ongoing by other partners in the homelessness prevention response
system that create potential space for moving clients out of mass care. These include
reopening and/or optimization of existing shelters to increase bed capacity (Salvation Army,
Downtown Hope Center, and Brother Francis), improving the system for utilization of rental
assistance and housing stability funds, and the United Way Landlord Housing Partnership
incentives. Choosing Our Roots (COR) has a $500K ARPA grant from AHD for 10 units of
LBGTQ+ (age restricted) safe shelter/housing.

As previously communicated:
© Facilitated Process Clarification: The Assembly members who are partof the facilitated

process committed to collaborate with the Administration members to develop the
recommended strategy and guide implementation of the mass care exit strategy. The
Assembly members maintain frequent communications with the rest of the Assembly to
share status updates and opportunities to provide input. The Assembly members
neither represents nor guarantee the votes of other Assembly members on the
recommendations that result from the facilitated process.

© We continue working together with commitment to collaborative process
© We share goals to end homelessness and belief that navigation is only one part of the

continuum of care; housing always a goal; shelter wil be a part of navigation plans.
© Not politically focused ~ it's about getting it rightfor the benefitofthe community.
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© Have agreed to a decision process that supports reaching agreement on quality

decisions that are best for our community.

© Haveagreedto a decision frame that includes problem statements, timeline, outcome

goals, ranking criteria, alternatives to be considered and analysis to support decisions.

o Will socialize / communicate / vet progress withrestof Assembly and other key

stakeholders and community partners to include Community Councils as discussions

‘move forward.

© The mass care exit strategy aligns with and closes gaps in the existing Homeless

Perera

ingle Adult Homeless Prevention Response System
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ak 5 Office Submitted by: ~ Assembly Members Zaltel,
Manipal Clues O10, Weddieton, Assembly Vice-ChairAmended and ApprovedBE res Constant, and Mayor Bronson

“ rh For reading: October 12, 2021

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA
AR No. 2021-350, As Amended

1 |A RESOLUTION OF THE ANCHORAGE ASSEMBLY AND MAYOR'S OFFICE IN
2 |SUPPORT OF AN EXIT STRATEGY TO END MASS CARE AND IMPLEMENT AN
3 |INTEGRATED CLIENT AND COMMUNITY CENTERED APPROACH TO
4 |ADDRESSING HOMELESSNESS. .
5
6 |WHEREAS, in March 2020 the Municipality of Anchorage began providing mass care in
7 | response to the COVID-19 pandemic and mass care locations have included the Sullivan
8 | Arena and various hotels around the Municipality; and
9
10 |WHEREAS, mass care is now comprised of approximately 750 beds of shelter through
11 congregate and non-congregate locations while many established shelters still operate at
12 | reduced capacity due to the effects of COVID-19 on their operations; and
13
14 WHEREAS, the Anchorage Assembly and Mayor Bronson agreed to enter a facilitated
15 process, funded by philanthropic partners to address the need to end mass care and
16 | return the Sullivan Arena back to its regular operations; and
17
18 | WHEREAS, the faciltation group consisted of three Assembly Members and three
19 | members of the Administration (‘Facilitation Group"); and
20
21 WHEREAS, the facilitated process began on August 4, 2021, and the Facilitation Group
22 | met collectively for over 500 hours; and
23
24 |WHEREAS, the Facilitation Group identified two problem statements: (1) What s the best
25 | alternative for mass care of adults experiencing homelessness for the 2021/2022 winter
26 | season; and (2) What are the best long-term interventions to address shelter and
27 | navigation services gaps in the current continuum of care for adults experiencing
28 | homelessness in Anchorage; and
29
30 WHEREAS, the Facilitation Group reviewed over 70 sites against the screening criteria -
31 | Effectiveness (operational success, client quality of care); Public Impact / Acceptance
32 | (buffer zone, security); System Alignment (zoning, long term continuum of care system);
33 Schedule (exit Sullivan Arena timeline) Cost (capital and operating expense, funding) —
34 and narrowed the potential options to 5 locations that appeared to be most quickly
35 | available and with the capacity to replace the Sullivan Arena, either as a standalone
36 facility or in combination, for an independent engineering team to assess and review; and
37
38 |mieneas, the engineering team issued a report [on-the-five-identified-locations—
39 |3330Denali;550Bragaw,630-ETudor,Tudor Elmore(currentevidencelot); Tudor
40 | HElmoreDevelopmentSite] providing rough order of magnitude costs associated with
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1 |each site as well as potential timelines and required development to begin operations;
2 and

3
4 |WHEREAS, based on the engineering report, the Facilitation Group concluded (1) there.

5 are no immediate replacements for the Sullivan Arena; and (2) all 5 locations could be
6 | possible mass care sites based on safety review of existing structures and preliminary

7 | site evaluation];but-only—a-newlyconstructedbuilding-or-3330-Denali-has-the: asl Le er ess
9

10 WHEREAS, the Facilitation Group after receiving the engineers’ report, believes the best

11 | strategic alternative is to pursue a Client Community Focused Approach in public private

12 | partnership that utilizes a navigation center point of entry with no wrong door that
13 | Branton services throughout the continuum of care from navigation to housing with
14 | various facilty sizes and locations distributed across the community; and
is
16 |WHEREAS, to further evaluate the availability of sites and/or buildings that may meet the.

17 | identified needsof a Client Community Focused Approach, a Request for Information was

18 | released on October 7, 2021 with responses due no later than October 21; and

19
20 |WHEREAS, the Client/Community focused approach also aligns with the community's.

21 | adopted plan to address homelessness, Anchored Home; and

2
23 |WHEREAS facilities providing assistance, care and_housing_to_individuals
24 | experiencing unsheltered homelessness can reduce the reduce the spread of

25 |COVID-19 through the community by making housing and other facilities available

26 to them that effectively implement COVID-19 mitigation measures and enable

27 | compliance with COVID-19 public health precautions; and

2
29 | WHEREAS some individuals who are experiencing unsheltered homelessness may.
30 | be at higher risk of severe illness from COVID-19 due to older age or certain

31 | underlying medical conditions, such as chronic lung disease or serious heart

32 | condition, and facilities providing assistance, care and housing to such individuals

33 | can help reduce the instances of severe illness from COVID-19; and

3
35 WHEREAS expenses incurred to facilitate compliance with COVID-19-related

36 | public_health measures, including expenses incurred implementing COVID-19

37 | mitigation efforts and compliance with COVID-19 public health precautions in

38 connection with providing care and assistance to individuals who are experiencing

39 |unsheltered homelessness is a permissible use of funds provided by the

40 | CoronavirusRelief Fund established by section 5001ofthe Coronavirus Aid, Relief,

41 | and Economic Security Act (“CARES Act”); and

a2 |
43 WHEREAS expenses incurred to facilitate compliance with COVID-19-related

44 public health measures, including expenses incurred implementing COVID-19

as | mitigation efforts and compliance with COVID-19 public health precautions in

46 | connection with providing care and assistance to individuals who are experiencing
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1 |unsheltered homelessness is a permissible use of funds provided by both the
2 | Coronavirus Relief Fund established by section 5001of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief.
3 | and Economic Security Act and the Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery
4 | Funds established by Section 9901 of the American Rescue Plan Act; Now therefore
5
6 | BEIT RESOLVED, the Assembly and the Administration:
7
8 | 1. Adopt a Client Community Focused Approach, consistent with Anchored Home,
9 as the policy of the Municipality to address homelessness and the wind down and

10 eventual closure of the mass care.
1
12 | 2. Agree a Client Community Focused Approach includes public private partnership
13 | that utilizes a navigation center point of entry system with no wrong door’ that
1 provides services throughout the continuum of care from navigation to housing
15 with various facility sizes and locations distributed across the community.
6 |
17 | 3. Find the estimated need to end mass care operations can be accommodated with
18 a combination of the following:
19
20 a. Single Adult facility utilizing a navigation center design;
2 b. Special Population facility utiizing a navigationcenter design;
2 c. Medical Convalescence facility;
23 d. Substance Misuse Treatment with Housing;
“ e. Workforce and Permanent Supportive Housing units; and

Pi] 1. Surge capacity within the system.
2
27 | 4. Committo a Public Private Partnership to develop a plan of finance for capital and
28 operations costs.
2
30 | This resolution is effective upon passage.
31
32
33 |PASSED AND APPROVED by the Anchorage Assembly this 1st day of November, 2021
3
35
36 MuggsFama
37
38 Chair
39 |ATTEST:
0
a .2| Gulf
a3
44 | Municipal Clerk
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Assembly Information Memorandum

f
<7 No. AIM 190-2021

Mesting Date: November 1, 2021

1 |From: ASSEMBLYVICE-CHAIR CONSTANT
2
3 |Subject: AR 2021-350: A RESOLUTION OF THE ANCHORAGE

4 ASSEMBLY AND MAYOR'S OFFICE IN SUPPORT OF AN EXIT

5 STRATEGY TO END MASS CARE AND IMPLEMENT AN

6 INTEGRATED CLIENT AND COMMUNITY CENTERED

7 APPROACH TO ADDRESSING HOMELESSNESS.

8
9 |For the Assembly's consideration of AR 2021-350; please see the attached

10 Location Study introduction statement from The Boutet Company, Inc., which

11 | prepared the report. The report is viewable at the Assembly Housing and
12 | Homelessness Committee webpage under its October 5, 2021 meeting materials:
13
14 |https:/iwww.muni.org/Departments/Assembly/Pages/Committee%20on%20Home
15 |lessness.aspx
16
17
18
19
20
21
22 | Prepared by: Assembly Counsel
23
24 |Respectfully submitted: Christopher Constant, Assembly Vice Chair

25 District 1, Downtown Anchorage
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Request for Information
Date Issued: April XX, 2022

tution:
On any given night in Anchorage, it is estimated that approximately XXX individuals experience
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are experiencing homelessness because they cannot afford available market housing. Residents

housed in this facility will have no significant behavioral health or substance use disorder
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«Description of any experience providing services forthe target population, including
relevant qualifications (e.g. accreditation, certification, licensure).

+ Detailed information related to the staffing and the supervisionof staff.
«Scopeof services toserve this population (e.g. administering housingsubsidies through

HUD programs, or other state and federal resources).
«+ Aplan to provide lifecycle maintenance,includingcapital refurbishment, renovation, as

well asdaily andregular management and maintenanceofall improvements and
associated infrastructure to sustain the project.

+ Aproposed per day per person rate forserviceson either an annual or monthly basis, to
serve 130 individuals.

«Provision of supervision and ensuring care to individuals with disabilities to enable them
to continue living independently in their own single rooms.

«A plan for providing building security and monitoring 24-7 (e.g. experience with
neighborhood engagement plans).

+ A plan for either in-house provisions of case management or partnership with other
agencies for case management services that emphasize helping individuals develop person-
centered plans,

«Experience with utilizing systems of record for homelessnessand housing such as the Alaska
Homeless Management Information System, Padmission, and (whatever the AHFC system
to meet Treasury reporting is called)

+ Description of organization's philosophy or vision for providing these services
+ Experience collaborating with other organizations in providing services to the target

population

Interested parties who believe they can provide the services described in this RFI must submit
their response in writing via email by 5:00pm Alaska Time on May XK, 2022, to the following
person:

Celia Macleod
Director of Programs and Services
Anchorage Coalition to End Homelessness
Email: cmacleod@aceh.org

It is the responsibilty of the interested party to follow up with the entities at the contact
information listed above to ensure your response was received prior to the time and date
specified. Please ensure the response includes your company's name and contact information
(email) for the individual(s) who should be notified f ether entity releases a solicitation.

Important Notice:
Responding to this RFI is not a requirement for any future contract opportunities and there is no
guarantee that any of the information provided in response to the RFI will be used for any
potential future procurements. Responses to this RFI are for information purposes only and will
not be evaluated. This RFI does not extend anyrightsto prospective contractors or obligate the



Solicitation or purchase any goods or services, nor will ACEH be financially responsible for any
costs associated with the preparation of any response to the RFI
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US. Department of the Treasury
Emergency Rental Assistance Under the American Rescue Plan Actof2021 (ERA2)

Reallocation Guidance

March 30, 2022

1. Overview

In the American Rescue Plan Actof 2021, Congress appropriated $21,550,000,000 for the
deliveryof emergency rental assistance, utility assistance, and housing stability services to
eligible households experiencing financial hardship during the novel coronavirus pandemic.
This appropriation came after the passageofSection S01 of Division Nofthe Consolidated
Appropriations Act, 2021, which appropriated $23 billion for similar purposes. Treasury refers
to Emergency Rental Assistance (ERA) under the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021, as
“ERAT and ERA under the American Rescue Plan Actof 2021 as “ERA2” This guidance is
focused on ERA2 andaddressesERA1 only to the extent relevant to the reallocationof ERA2
funds. Treasury published guidance on the reallocation ofERAI funds on October 4, 2021.

On May 7, 2021, Treasury announced its initial allocationof ERA2 funds to states, te District
of Columbia, U.S. territories, and units of local government (Grantees) and shortly thercafter,
made available to cach Grantee 40%ofits total initial ERA allocation. The American Rescue
Plan Act of 2021 requires Treasury to begin reallocating ERA funds not yet paid to cligible
Grantees on March 31, 2022. As with ERAI reallocation, Treasury's objective in ERA2
reallocation is to ensure ERA funds are available to Grantees in accordance with their
jurisdictional needs and demonstrated capacity to deliver assistance. This guidance sets forth the
procedures for the ERA2 reallocation process.

IL Determining Funds Available for Reallocation

The ERA2 statue requiresTreasuryto identify funds for reallocation from amounts allocated to
eligible Grantees, but not yet paid out to them. Specifically, the statute provides that beginning
on March 31, 2022, Treasury must “reallocate funds allocated to eligible grantees ... but not yet
paid,” according to a procedure established by Treasury. Under the statute, to be eligible to
receive reallocated funds, a Grantee must have obligated? at least 50% of its total initial ERA2
allocation.

‘Consistent with these requirements, Treasury has established the following procedures for
identifying the funds that wil be available for reallocation (“excess funds”). Treasury will notify
a Grantee in writing upon determining that any part ofits allocation constitutes excess funds.

ERA? funds paid to.a Grantee. As required by the ERA? statute, ERA funds that have been
paid to a Grantee are not subject to involuntary reallocation and will not be considered excess
funds. Further, pursuant to statutory requirements, the first tranche of funds made available to

bp ome reas govisysten/fles/ 3GERA-Reallcation Guidance pdf.
To determine whether a Grantee has obligated ERA2 funds, Treasury wil cy on the same criteria applied
ERATfundsandset forth in the ERA Reallocation Guidance published on Octobe 4, 2021
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1. Quarter 1 Assessment

A Grantee whose ERA2 Expenditure Ratio is below 20% for the Quarter 1 Assessment (as of
March 31, 2022) will be considered to have excess funds in an amount qual to thedifference
between (i) the amountofexpenditures needed for the Grantee to achieve an Expenditure Ratio
020% and (ii and the Grantee's reported total assistance expenditures.

For the Quarter | Assessment, Grantees will have an opportunity 10 avoid reallocation. Ifa
Grantee meets the minimum ERA2 Expenditure Ratio based on reported data asof April 30,
2022, Treasury will not reallocate the Grantee's funds based on the Quarter | Assessment.
However, ifa Grantee does not meet the 20% threshold as of April 30, 202, Treasury will
calculate the Grantee’s excess funds based on data asof March 31, 2022.

In addition, if a Grantee has voluntarily reallocated over 25% of ts initial ERAI allocation by
March 31,2022, Treasury will not reallocate the Grantee’s ERA2 funds in the Quarter |
Assessment,

2. Quarter2 and Quarter 3 Assessments

A Grantee whose ERA2 Expenditure Ratio is below 40% in the Quarter2 Assessment (as of
June 30, 2022) or below 60% in the Quarter 3 Assessment (as of September 30, 2022) will be.
considered to have excess funds in an amount equal to the difference between (i) the amount of
expenditures needed for the Grantee to achieve the then-applicable minimum Expenditure Ratio
(icc, 40% for the Quarter2 Assessment and 60% for the Quarter 3 Assessment) and (ii) and the
Grantee's reported total assistance expenditures.

3. Final Undrawn Funds Assessment

Treasury may determine any ERA2 funds that are undrawn as of December 31, 2022 to be
excess funds subject to reallocation (with the exceptionofthe first tranche of funds made:
available to Grantees, which comprise 40% each Grantee's initial ERAZ allocation and are not
subject to reallocation).

IL. Distributing Reallocated Funds

4 Requesting Reallocated Funds

Treasury will begin accepting requests from Grantees for reallocated funds afier March 31,2022
ona form to be published by Treasury. As the ERA2 statute requires, reallocated funds will be:
available only to Grantees that have obligated at least 50% of their own initial ERA2 allocations
(regardlessof any reallocationoffunds). Each funding request willbe required to indicate the
‘amount requested and confirm the need for such funds in the Grantee's jurisdiction.
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IV. Voluntary Reallocation

A Grantee may request the transfer to other Granteesof up 10 60% of its initial ERA2 allocation.
The transferee Grantees must (1) administer an ERA2 program in the same state or territory as
the transferor and (i) have obligated or spent at least 50%oftheir own initial ERA2 allocations
by the timeoftransfer. A Grantee may requestTreasury's assistance in identifying permissible
transferees.

“To complete a voluntary reallocation, the transferor and transferee Grantees will generally be
required to submita writien agreement signed by authorized official, together with documents
‘meeting the following requirements:

The transferee must provide evidenceof demonstrated need in its jurisdiction for the
funds to be transferred. This requirement may be satisfied by (7) Treasury's confirmation
that the transferee has spent or obligated at least 50%of its own initial allocation and
(i) descriptionofthe transferees need for the funds, attested to by the transferee’
authorized official,

© Both the transferor and transferee Grantees must agree to comply with administrative
requirements applicable to the transfer of federal funds between and among Grantees,
including the completion and submission of certain documents that Treasury will provide.

© The transferor must acknowledge and agree in writing that the transferred amount will be
deemed to be excess funds and disclaim any further right, title, or interest therein.

«Both the transferor and transferee Grantees must atest to their compliance with all
applicable ERA2 requirements under applicable law, guidance, or the Grantee's funding
agreement

Upon approval, Treasury will provide the transferor and transferee Grantees with instructions for
‘completing the necessary fund transfers. Treasury may determine not to approve a voluntary
reallocation request if it appears tht the proposed reallocation may (i) increase the risk that the
funds would be reallocatedby Treasury under this guidance; (ii) leave a Grantee with insufficient
funds to meet the needs in its jurisdiction; or (i) otherwise undermine the purposes of
reallocation.

A Grantee may also request the transfer of up to 60% of ts initial ERA2 allocation, without
designating any specific Grantee as transferee. Treasury, in its discretion, will determine and
carry out the reallocationof these funds to Grantees based on an assessmentof the factors set
forth in Section 1 of this guidance and in a manner consistent with this Section IV.

V. Useof Funds for Administrative Costs and Housing Stability Services

‘The ERA? statute permits Grantees to use up to 15%ofthe total amountofERA2 funds paid to
the Grantee for certain administrative costs. In addition, under the statute, a Grantee may use up.
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US. Department of the Treasury
Emergency Rental Assistance
Frequently Asked Questions

Revised August 25,2021

‘The Department of the Treasury (Treasury) is providing these frequently asked questions (FAQs)
as guidance regarding the requirementsofthe Emergency Rental Assistance program (ERAI)
established by section S01ofDivision Nofthe Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021, Pub. L.
No. 116-260 (Dec. 27, 2020) and the Emergency Rental Assistance program (ERA2) established
by section 3201 of the American Rescue Plan Actof 2021, Pub. L. No. 117-2 (March 11,2021).

These FAQs apply to both ERA] and ERA2, except where differences are specifically noted.
References in these FAQto“the ERA” apply to both ERAI and ERA2. These FAQs will be
supplemented by additional guidance. Grantees must establish policies and procedures to govern
the implementationof theirERA programs consistent with the statutes and these FAQs. To the
extent that these FAQs do not provide specific guidance on a particular issue,a grantee should
establish its own policy or procedure that is consistent with the statutes and follow it consistently.

1. Who's eligible to receive assistance in the ERA and how should a grantee document the
eligibility ofa household?

A grantee may only use the funds provided in the ERA to provide financial assistance and housing
stability services 10 eligible households. To be eligible, a household mustbe obligated to pay rent
ona residential dwelling and the grantee must determine that:

i forERAL

a. oneor more individuals within the household has qualified for unemployment
benefits or experienced a reduction in household income, incurred significant
costs, or experienced other financial hardship due, directly or indirectly,to the
COVID-19 outbreak;

b. one or more individuals within the houschold can demonsiratea risk of
experiencing homelessness or housinginstability;and

On January 19, 2021, nial FAQs were released for ERAL On February 22,2021, the initial FAQs were revised to,
among other things, clarify program requirements and provide adiional flexibly wit respect o documenting the
cigibilty ofhouseholds. Om March 16, 2021, FAQ 7 was revised to add eal security deposits as permissible
relocation expen a caiy that pplication o screening ec re permissible rental fe and FAQS 26-28 were
added. On March 25, 2021, FAQ 29 was ddd. On May 7, 2021, thse FAQs were revised o provide nisl guidance
for ERA2, to clarify differences between ERAT and ERA2, and to caify how ERA should be used to promote
housing sabily fo ligble households. On June 24, 2021 hese FAQs wer revised o futher lary bow to
promotehousingsabily for eigblc houscholds; specifically, FAQs 14,23, 31, 3, and 35 were revised and FAQs
56-39wereadded, in addin to other non substantive changes. On August 25, 2021, these FAQs wee revised to
provide further clarification onth use ofseFatestation and to describe methodsofspcding payments( cligble
households. Specifically, subsiantive revisions were made 1 FAQs 3, 4,7, 11, and 38; FAQs 40-42 wer added; and
additional cits were made fr clarity.
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c. the household has a household income at or below 80 percentofarea
‘median income.

ii. for ERA2:

a. one or more individuals within the household has qualified for
unemployment benefits or experienced a reduction in household
income, incurred significant costs, or experienced other financial
hardship during or due, directlyor indirectly,tothe coronavirus
pandemic;

b. one or more individuals within the household can demonstrate a isk of
experiencing homelessness or housing instability; and

c. the household is a low-income family (as such term is defined in section
3(b)ofthe United States Housing Act of 1937 (42 US.C. 1437a(b)))2

While there are some differences in eligibility between ERAI and ERA2, the eligibility
requirements are very similar, and Treasury is seeking to implement ERA2 consistently with
ERA to the extent possible, 0 reduce administrative burdens for grantees.

The FAQs below describe the documentation requirements for eachofthese conditions of
eligibility. These requirements provide for various meansof documentation so that grantees may
extend this emergency assistance 1o vulnerable populations without imposing undue.
documentation burdens. As described below, given the challenges presented by the COVID-19
pandemic, grantees may be flexible sto the particular formofdocumentation they require,
including by permitting photocopies or digital photographsof documents, e-mails, or attestations
from employers, landlords, caseworkers, or others with knowledge of the household's
circumstances. Treasury strongly encourages grantees to avoid establishing documentation
requirements that are likely to be barriers to participation for eligible households, including those:
with irregular incomes such as those operating small business or gig workers whose income is
reported on Itemal Revenue Service Form 1099. However, grantees must require all applications
for assistance to include an attestation from the applicant that all information included is correct
and complete.

In all cases, grantees must document their polices and procedures for determining a household's
eligibility to include policies and procedures for determining the prioritizationof households in
compliance with the statute and maintain recordsof their determinations. Grantees must also have
controls in place to ensure compliance with their policies and procedures and prevent fraud.
Grantees must specify in their policies and procedures under what circumstances they will accept
written attestations from the applicant without further documentation to determine any aspect of

2 Asofthe date ofthese FAQ, the definition of“low-income familie” in42U S.C. 1437a(s s “those families
‘whoseincomes do ot exceed HOprcenum ofthe median income forthe area, a determined by he Secrary [of
Housingand Urban Development) with adjustments or smaller an large families, excep ha he Secretary may
establish income ceilings higheror lower han 80 per centumof he median for the res on the basis ofthe Secretary's
findings hat sch variations are necessary becauseofprevailing levelsof consnuction costso unusually bigh or low
family incomes."
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eligibility or the amountofassistance, and in such cases, grantees must have in place reasonable
validation or fraud-prevention procedures to prevent abuse.

2. How should applicants document that a member of the household has qualified for
‘unemployment benefits, experienced a reduction in income, incurred significant costs, or
experienced other financial hardship during or duc to the COVID-19 outbreak?

A grantee must document that one or more membersof the applicant's householdcither (i)
qualified for unemployment benefit; or (i) (2) for ERAL experienced a reduction in houschold
income, incurred significant costs, or experienced other financial hardship due, directly or
indirectly, to the COVID-19 outbreak or (b) for ERA2, experienced a reduction in houschold
income, incurred significant costs, or experienced other financial hardship during or duc, directly
or indirectly, to the coronavirus pandemic. If the grantee is relying on clause (i) fo this
determination, orifthe grantee is relying on clause (ii) in ERA2, the grantee is permitted to rely on
cithera written atestation signed by the applicant or other relevant documentation regarding the.
household member's qualification for unemployment benefits. Ifthe grantee is relying on clause
(ii) for this determination in ERAL the statute requires the grantee to obtain a written atestation
signed by the applicant that one or more membersofthe household meets this condition. While
grantees relying on clause (i) in ERAT must show financial hardship “due, directly or indirectly,
10” COVID-19, grantees in ERA2 are also permitted to rely on financial hardship “during” the
pandemic.

It may be difficult for some grantees to establish whether a financial hardship experienced during
the pandemic i du to the COVID-19 outbreak. Therefore, Treasury strongly encourages grantees
to rely on the scf-ceriificationofapplicants with regard to whether their financial hardship meets
these statutory eligibility requirements. Further, because the standard in ERA? is broader than the
standard in ERA1, any applicant that self-certfies that it meets the standard in ERAI should be
considered to mect the standard for purposesof ERA2.

3. How should a grantee determine that an individual within a household is at risk of
experiencing homelessness or housing instability?

“The statutes establishing ERAT and ERA2 both require that one or more individuals within the
household can demonstrate a riskofexperiencing homelessness or housing instability. Such a
demonstration may include (i) a past due utility or rent notice or eviction notice, i) unsafe or
unhealthy living conditions (which may include overcrowding), or (if) any other evidence of risk,
as determined by the grantee. Grantees may establish altemative criteria for determining whether a
household satisfies this requirement, and should adopt policies and procedures addressing how
they will determine the presence of unsafe or unhealthy living conditions and what evidenceofrisk
to aceept in order to support their determination thata household satisfies this requirement. A
grantee may rely on an applicant's self-certification identifying the applicable risk factor or
factors, without further documentation, if other documentation is not immediately available.

4. The statutes establishing ERAT and ERA2 limit eligibility to households based on certain
income criteria. How is household income defined for purposes of the ERA? How will income

Treasury i ineprein th two different statutoryterms (“the COVID-19 outbreak” and “the coronavirus pandemic”)
as baving the same meaning.
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be documented and verified?

DefinitionofIncome: With respect to each household applying for assistance, grantees may
choose between using the DepartmentofHousing and Urban Development's (HUD) definition of
“annual income” in 24 CFR 5.609" and using adjusted gross income as defined for purposes of
reporting under Intemal Revenue Service Form 1040 series for individual federal annual income
ax purposes.

Definitionof Area Median Income: For purposes of ERAL, the area median income fora
household is the same as the income limits for families published by the DepartmentofHousing
and Urban Development (HUD) in accordance with 42 U.S.C. 1437a(b)(2), available under the
heading for “Access Individual Income Limits Areas” at
hitps://www hudusergov/portal/datasets/il.ml. When determining arca median income with
respect to Tribal members, Tribel governments and TDHES may rely on the methodology
authorized by HUD for the Indian Housing Block Grant Program as it pertains to households
residing in an Indian area comprising multiple counties (see HUD Officeof Native American
Programs, Program Guidance No. 2021-01, June 22, 2021).

Methodsfor Income Determination: The statute establishing ERA1 provides that grantees may
determine income eligibility based on either (i) the household's total income for calendar year
2020, or (i) sufficient confirmationofthe household's monthly income at the timeofapplication,
as determined by the Secretaryofthe Treasury (Secretary).

Ifa grantee in ERAIuses a households monthly income to determine eligibility, the grantee
should review the monty income information provided at the timeof application and extrapolate.
over a 12-month period to determine whether household income exceeds 80 percentofarea
‘median income. For example,ithe applicant provides income information for two months, the
grantee should multiply it by Six to determine the annual amount. If a household qualifies based on
‘monthly income, the grantee mus! redetermine the household income eligibility every three months
for the durationofassistance.

For ERA2,if a grantee uses the same income determination methodology that it used in ERAL, it
is presumed to be in compliance with relevant program requirements; ifa grantee chooses to use a
different methodology for ERA2 than it used for RAI, the methodology should be reasonable and
consistent with all applicable ERA2 requirements. In addition, if a household is a single family that
the grantee determinedmet the income requirementfor eligibility under EAI, the grantce may
consider the household to be eligible under ERA2, unless the grantee becomes aware ofany reason
the household does not meet the requirements for ERA2. Finally,ifmultiple families from the
same household receive funding underan ERA2 program, the grantee should ensure that ther is
no duplicationofthe assistance provided.

DocumentationofIncome Determination: Grantees in ERA1 and ERA2 must have a reasonable
basis under the circumstances for determining income. A grantee may support its determination

«See hips won ctrgovi-bnentdxrgn=divSRnode=24. 1.1L SSG24.1.51609.
Specifically, 0 percentof area median income i he same 3 the “low income imi” ss published by HUD. For

purposesofprioritizing renal asistance as described in FAQ 22 below, 50percentof area median income or the
Household i thsamea th “vary low income iit” fo he relevant aca.
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with both a writen attestation from the applicant as to household income and also documentation
available to the applicant, such as paystubs, W-2s or other wage statements, tax filings, bank
statements demonstrating regular income, or an attestation from an employer. In appropriate cases,
‘grantees may rely on an attestation from & caseworker or other professional with knowledge ofa
household's circumstances to certify that an applicants household income qualifies for assistance.

Altematively, a grantee may relyon a written atestation without further documentation of
household income from the applicant under three approaches:

© Self-attstation Alone ~ In order to provide assistance rapidly, during the public health
emergency related to COVID-19 the grantee may rely ona self-attestationof household
income without further verificationifthe applicant confirms in ther application or other
document that they are unable to provide documentationoftheir income. Ifa written
attestation without further verification is relied on to document the majorityofthe
applicant's income, the grantee must reassess the household's income every three months,
by oblaining appropriate documentation or a new self-attestation. Income attestations
should specify the monthly or annual income claimed by the household to ensure that the
household meets the applicable ERA requirements and 0 enable appropriate reporting.
Under this approach, grantees are encouraged to incorporate self-attestation to demonstrate
income eligibility into their application form. Similarly, grantees may rely on self-
attestations to demonstrate applicants” financial hardship and riskofhomelessness or
housing instability as described above in FAQs2 and 3 above. Thus, grantees are
encouraged to simplify applications to allow for self-attestation for income eligibility
during the public health emergency, as well a to allow self-attestation to demonstrate
applicants’ financial hardship and riskofhomelessness or housing instability as described
above in FAQs 2and 3.

«Categorical Eligibility - If an applicants household income has been verified 0 be at or
below 80 percentofthe area median income (for ERAL) orifan applicant's household has
been verified as a low-income family as defined in section 3(b) ofthe United States
Housing Actof 1937 (42 U.S.C. 1437a(b)) (for ERA) in connection with another local,
stat, or federal government assistance program, grantees are permitted to rly on a
determination letter from the government agency that verified the applicant's household
income or statusas a low-income family, provided that the determination for such program
was made on or afer January 1,2020.

* Fact-specific proxy — A grantee may rely ona written atlestation from the applicant as to
‘household incomeifthe grantee also uses any reasonable fact-specific proxy for household
income, such as reliance on data regarding average incomes in the household's geographic.
area.

Grantees also have discretion to provide waivers or exceptions to this documentation requirement
to accommodate disabilities, extenuating circumstances related to the pandemic, ora lack of
technological access. In these cases, the grantee is still esponsible for making the required
determination regarding the applicant's household incomeand documenting that determination.
Treasury encourages grantees to partner with state unemployment departments or entities that
administer federal benefits with income requirements to assist with the verification process,
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consistent with applicable law.

5. ERA funds may be used for rent and rental arrears. How should a grantee document
where an applicant resides and the amount of rent or rental arrears owed?

Grantees must obtain,if available,a current lease, signed by the applicant and the landlord or
Sublessor, that identifies the unit where the applicant resides and establishes the rental payment
amount. Ifa household does not have asigned lease, documentation of residence may include
evidence of paying utilities for the residential unit, an attestation by a landlord who can be
identified as the verified owner or management agentofthe unit, or other reasonable
documentationasdetermined by the grantee. In the absence of a signed lease, evidenceof the
amount ofa rental payment may include bank statements, check stubs, or other documentation that
reasonably establishes a patternofpaying rent, a written attestation by a landlord who can be
Verified as the legitimate owner or management agentof the unit, or other reasonable
documentationasdefined by the grantee in its policies and procedures.

Written Attestation: If an applicant is able to provide satisfactory evidenceofresidence but is
unable to present adequate documentationofthe amountofthe rental obligation, grantces may
accepta written attestation from the applicant to support the paymentofassistance up to a monthly
‘maximumof100 percentofthe greaterofthe Fair Market Rent or the Small Arca Fair Market
Rent for the area in which the applicant resides, as most recently determined by HUD and made
available at htps://www huduser. ov/portal/datasets/fincim. In this case, the applicant must also
attest that the household has not received, and does not anticipate receiving, another source of
public or private subsidy or assistance for the rental costs that are the subject ofthe atestation.
“This limited payment is intended to provide the most vulnerable households the opportunity to
gather additional documentationofthe amountofthe rental obligation or to negotiate with
Landlords in order to avoid eviction. The assistance described in this paragraph may only be
provided for three months ata time, and a grantee must obtain evidenceofrent owed consistent
with the above aftr three months in order to provide further assistance to such a household;
Treasury expects that in most cases the household would be able to provide documentation of the
amountofthe rental obligation in any applications for further assistance.

6. ERA funds may be used for “utilities and home energy costs” and “utilities and home
energy costs arrears.” How are those terms defined and how should those costs be
documented?

Utilities and home energy costs are separately stated charges related to the occupancyofrental
property. Accordingly, utilities and home energy costs include separately stated electricity, gas,
water and sewer, trash removal, and energy costs, such as fuel oil. Payments to public uiltis are
permitted.

All payments for utilities and home nergy costs should be supported by a bill invoice, or
evidenceofpayment to the providerofthe utility or home energy service.

Utilities and home energy costs that are covered by the landlord will be treated as rent.

7. The statutes establishing ERAT and ERA2 allow the funds to be used for certain “other
6



expenses,” as defined by the Secretary. What are some examplesofthese “other expenses”?

Under the statute establishing ERA1, funds used for “other expenses” must be related to housing
and “incurred due, directly or indirectly, o the novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak.
In contrast, the statute establishing ERA? requires that “other expenses” be “related to housing™
but does not require that they be incurred due to the COVID-19 outbreak.

For both ERAI and ERA2, other expenses related to housing include relocation expenses
(including prospective relocation expenses), such as rental security deposit, and rental fecs, which
‘may include applicationorscreening fees. It can also include reasonable accrued late fees if not
included in rental or tility arrears), and Internet service provided to the rental unit. Itemet service
provided to aresidence is related to housing and is in many cases a vial service that allows renters
to engage in distance leaning, telework, and telemedicine and obiain government services.
However, given that coverageofInternet would reduce the amountof funds available for rental
assistance, grantees should adopt polices that govern in what circumstances that they will
determine that covering thi cost would be appropriate. In addition, rent or rental bonds, where a
tenant posts a bond with a court as a condition to obtaining hearing, reopening an eviction action,
appealing an order ofeviction, reinstating a lease, or otherwise avoiding an eviction order, may
also be considered an eligible expense.

All payments for housing related expenses must be supported by documentary evidence such as a
bill, invoice, or evidenceofpayment to the providerofthe service. Ifa housing-related expense is
included in a bundle or an invoice that is not itemized (for example, interet services bundled
together with telephone and cable television services) and obtaining an itemized invoice would be
unduly burdensome, grantees may establish and apply reasonable procedures for determining the
portionof theexpensethat is appropriate to be covered by ERA. As discussed in FAQ 26 below,
under certain circumstances, the cost ofa hotel stay may also be covered as an “other expense.”

8. Must a beneficiaryofthe rental assistance program have rental arrears?

No. The statutes establishing ERA1 and ERA2 permit the enrollmentofhouseholds for only
prospective benefits. For ERAL, ifan applicant has rental arrears, the grantee may not make
commitments for prospective rent payments unless it has also provided assistance to reduce the
rental arrears; this requirement does not apply to ERA2.

9. May a grantee provide assistance for arrears that have accrued before the date of
enactment of the statute?

‘Yes, but not for arrears accrued before March 13, 2020, the date ofthe emergency declaration
pursuant to section S01(b)of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Reliefand Emergency Assistance
Act, 42US.C.5191(b).

10. Is there a limit on how many months of financial assistance a tenant can receive?

‘Yes. In ERAL an eligible household may receive up totwelve (12) monthsofassistance (plus an
additional three (3) months ifnecessary to ensure housing stability for the household, subject 0 the
availabilty of funds). The aggregate amountoffinancial assistance an eligible household may
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receive under ERA2, when combined with financial assistance under ERAIL must not exceed 18
months.

In ERA financial assistance for prospective rent payments is limited to three months based on
any application by or on behalfofthe houschold, except that the household may receive assistance
for prospective rent payments for additional months (7) subject to the availabilty ofremaining
funds currently allocated to the grantee, and (i) based on a subsequent application for additional
assistance. In no case may an eligible household receive more than 18 monthsofassistance under
ERA and ERA2, combined.

11. Must a grantee pay for all of a households rental or utility arrears?

No. The full paymentof arrears is allowed up to the limits established by the statutes, as described
in FAQ 10 above. A grantee may structurea programo provide less than full coverage of arrears.
Grantees are encouraged to consider whether payments of less than the full amountofarrears may
result ina significant disincentive for landlord participation in the ERA program. Moreover,
consistent with FAQ 32, grantees should consider methods for avoiding evictions for nonpayment
or utility cutoffs in cases where arrearages are paid only in part.

12. What outreach should be made by a grantee toa landlord or utility provider before
determining that the landlord or utility provider will not accept direct payment from the
grantee?

Treasury expects that in general, rental and utility assistance can be provided most effectively and
efficiently when the landlord or utility provider participates in the program. However, in cases
where a landlord or utility provider does not participate in the program, the only way to achieve:
the statutory purpose is to provide assistance directly to the eligible household.

In ERAI, grantees must make reasonable efforts to obtain the cooperationoflandlords and utility
providersto accept payments from the ERA program. Outreach will be considered completeif (i) a
request for participation is sent in writing, by mail, to the landlordor utility provider, and the
addressee does not respond to the request within seven calendar days after mailing; Gi) the grantee
has made at leas thre attempts by phone, text, or e-mail over a five calendar-day period 10 request
the landlord or utility provider's participation; or (ii) a landlord confirms in writing that the
landlord does not wish to participate. The final outreach attempt or notice to the landlord must be
documented. The cost of contacting landlordswouldbe an eligible administrative cost.

ERA2 does not require grantees to seek the cooperationof the landlord or utility provider before
providing assistance directly to the tenant, However,ifan ERA grantee chooses to seek the
cooperationoflandlords or utility providers before providing assistance directly to tenants,
Treasury strongly encourages the grantee10 apply the same ERA requirementsas described
above.

13. Is there a requirement that the eligible household have been in its current rental home
When the public health emergency with respect to COVID-19 was declared?

No. There is no requirement regarding the lengthoftenure in the current unit.
8



14. What data should a grantee collect regarding households to which it provides rental
assistance in order to comply with Treasury's reporting and recordkeeping requirements?

Treasury provided interim guidance to ERA grantees regarding reporting requirements covering
the period January through May 2021. The interim guidance required grantees to report limited
data elements for the first quarterof 2021, as well a monthly for April to August. A grantee’
failure o submit required report to Treasury ona timely basis may constitutea violationof the
ERA award terms

Treasury has provided grantees with additional guidance regarding quarterly reporting
requirements. Grantees are required to submit reports in accordance with the additional guidance
beginning with the frst quarterof2021 for ERA1 and the second quarterof2021 for ERA, with
the first reports under the additional guidance being due in October 2021

ERAI grantees will be required to submit monthly reports from September to December 2021,
which will be consistent with monthly reports that were previously required for April to August.

‘Treasury's OfficeofInspector General may require the collection of additional information in
order to fulfill its oversight and monitoring requirements.* Grantees underERA rust comply
with the requirement in section 501(£)(4) ofDivision Nof the Consolidated Appropriations Act,
2021, to establish data privacy and security requirements for information they collect; grantees
under ERA2 are also encouraged to comply with those requirements.”

‘The assistance listing number assigned to the ERA is 21.023.

15. The statute establishing ERAI requires that payments not be duplicative of any other
federally funded rental assistance provided to an eligible household. Are tenants of federally
subsidized housing, e.2., Low Income Housing Credit, Public Housing, or Indian Housing
Block Grant-assisted properties, eligible for the ERA?

An eligible household that occupies a federally subsidized residential or mixed-use property or
receives federal rental assistance may receive assistance in the ERA, provided that ERAI funds are
not applied to costs that have been or will be reimbursed under any other federal assistance.
Grantees are required to comply with Title VIofthe Civil Rights Act (which prohibits
discrimination on the ground ofrace, color, or national origin in programs or activities receiving
federal financial assistance) and should evaluate whether their policies and practices regarding
assistance to households that occupy federally subsidized residential or mixed-use properties or
receive federal rental assistance comply with Title VI. In addition, grantees are required to comply

© Noe tha his FAQ is not intnded to addresall reporting requirement at wil apply o the ERA but rathero note
forgrantees information tha hey should antiipat needingtocolt from households with respectto the provision of
real assistance.
7 Specifically th state establishing ERA requires grances to sablish da privacy and security requirements or
cerin informationregarding applicants that ) include appropriate measurs 0 ensure thatthe privacy ofthe.
individualsandboussbolds sproccieds i) provid tht te informatio, including any personally identifiable
information is collected and usd any or the purposeofsubmIting reports to Treasury; and (i) provide
confidentiality protectionfordata colected about anyindividual whe re survivorsof inmate pane violence,
Sevual assault, or sain
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with the Fair Housing Act. With respect to ERA2, grantees must not refuse to provide assistance to
households on the basis that they occupy such properties or receive such assistance, due to the
disproportionate effect such a refusal could have on populations intended to receive assistance
under the ERA and the potential for such a practice to violate applicable law, including Title VI
and the Fair Housing Act.

1Fan eligible houschold participates in a HUD-assisted rental program or lives in certain federally
assisted properties (¢.£., using a Housing Choice Voucher, Public Housing, or Project-Based
Rental Assistance) and the tenant rent is adjusted according to changes in income, the renter
household may receive ERA assistance for the tenant-owed portion of ent or utilities that is not
subsidized. Grantees are encouraged to confirm that the participant has already reported any.
income loss or financial hardship to the Public Housing Authority or property manager and
completed an interim re-cxamination before assistance is provided.

Treasury encourages grantees to enter into partnerships with owners of federally subsidized
housing to implement methodsofmeeting the statutory requirementto prioritize assistance to
households with income that does not exceed SO percentof the area median income for the
household, or where one or more individuals within the household are unemployed asofthe date
ofthe application for assistance and have not been employed for the 90-day period preceding such

date.

Pursuant to section 501(k)(3)(B)ofDivision Nofthe Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021, and
2 CFR 200.403, when providing ERAI assistance, the grantee must review the household's
income and sourcesofassistance to confirm that the ERA assistance does not duplicate any other
assistance, including federal, sate, or local assistance providedforthe same costs

Grantees may rely on an attestation from the applicant regarding non-duplication with other
‘government assistance in providing assistance to a household. Grantees with overlapping or
contiguous jurisdictions are particularly encouraged to coordinate and participate in joint
administrative solutions to meet this requirement. The requirement described in this paragraph
does not apply to ERA2; however, to maximize program efficacy, Treasury encourages grantees to
‘minimize the provisionof duplicative assistance.

16. In ERAL may aTribe or Tribally Designated Housing Entity (TDHE) provide
assistance to Tribal members living outside Tribal lands?

‘Yes. Tribal members living outside Tribal lands may receive ERA1 funds from their Tribe or
TDHE, provided they are not already receiving ERA assistance from another Tribe or THE,
state, or local govemment.

17. In ERAL may a Tribe or TDHE provide assistance to non-Tribal members living on
Tribal lands?

Yes. A Tribe or TDHE may provide ERA funds tonon-Tribal members living on Tribal lands,
provided these individuals are not already receiving ERA assistance from another Tribe or TDHE,
stat, or local government.
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18. May a grantee provide assistance to households for which the grantee is thelandlord?

Yes. A grantee may provide assistance to households for which the grantee is the landlord,
provided that the grantee complies with the all provisionsofthe statute establishing ERAI or
ERA2, as applicable, the award terms, and applicable ERA guidance issued by Treasury, and that
no preferences (beyond the prioritization described in FAQ 22) are given to households that reside
in the grantee’s own properties.

19. May a grantee provide assistance to a renter household with respect to utility or energy
costs without also covering rent?

Yes. A grantee is not required o provide assistance with respect to rent in order (0 provide
assistance with respect to utility or energy costs. For ERAL the limitations in section S01(c)(2)(B)
ofDivision N of the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021, limiting assistance for prospective:
rent payments do not apply to the provision of utilities or home energy costs.

20. May a grantee provide ERA assistance to homeowners to cover their mortgage, utility,
or energy costs?

No. ERA assistance may be provided only to eligible households, which is defined by statute to
include only households that are obligated to pay rent on a residential dwelling. However,
homeowners may be eligible for assistance under programs using funds under the Homeowner
Assistance Fund, which was established by Treasury under the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021

21. May grantees administer ERA programs by using contractors, subrecipients, or
intergovernmental cooperation agreements?

Yes. Grantees may use ERA payments to make subawards to other entities, including non-profit
organizations and local governments, to administer ERA programs on behalfofthe grantees.

“The subrecipient monitoring and management requirements set forth in 2 CFR 200.331-333 will
apply to such entities. Grantees may also enter into contracts using ERA payments for goods or

servicesto implement ERA programs. Grantees must comply with the procurement standards set
forth in 2 CFR 200.317-327 in entering into such contracts. Grantees are encouraged to achieve:
administrative efficiency and fiduciary responsibility by collaborating with other grantees in joint
administrative solutions to deploying ERA resources.

22. ERA requires a prioritization of assistance for households with incomes less than 50
percent of area median income or households with one or more individuals that have not
been employed for the 90-day period preceding the dateofapplication. How should grantees
prioritize assistance?

Grantees should establish a preference system for assistance that prioritizes assistance to
households with incomes less than 50 percent area median income® and to households with one or
more members that have been unemployed for at least 90 days. Grantees should document the

*Fo the definition of area median income, sce FAQ 4 above
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preference system they plan to use and should inform all applicants about available preferences.

Treasury will require grantees 10 report to Treasury on the methods they have established to
implement this prioritizationof assistance and to publicly post a descriptionof theirprioritization
methods, including on ther program web page ifone exist, by July 15,2021.

23. ERA1 and ERAZ both allow for up to 10 percentof the funds received by a grantee to be
used for certain housing stability services. What are some examples of these services?

ERA and ERA2 have different requirements for housing stability services.

Under ERAL these funds may be used to provide eligible households with case management and
other services related to the COVID-19 outbreak, as defined by the Secretary, intended to help
keep households stably housed.

Under ERA, these services do not have to be related to the COVID-19 outbreak.

For purposes of ERA] and ERA2, housing stability services include those that enable eligible
households to maintain or oblain housing. Such services may include, among other things, eviction
prevention and eviction diversion programs; mediation between landlords and tenants; housing
counseling; fair housing counseling; housing navigators or promoforas that help households access.
ERA programs or find housing; case management related to housing stability; housing-related
Services for survivorsof domestic abuse or human trafficking; legal Services or attomey’s fees
related to eviction proceedings and maintaining housing stability; and specialized services for
individuals with disabilities or seniors that support their ability to access or maintain housing.
Grantees using ERA funds for housing stability services must maintain records regarding such
services and the amountoffunds provided to them

24. Are grantees required to remit interest earned on ERA payments made by Treasury?

No. ERA payments made by Treasury to states, territories, and the Districtof Columbia are not
subject to the requirementofthe Cash Management Improvement Actand Treasury's
implementing regulations at 31 CFR part 205 to remit interest to Treasury. ERA payments made
by Treasury to local governments, Tribes, and TDHES are not subject(0 the requirement of2.
‘CFR 200.305(b)(8)-(9) to maintain balances in an interest-bearing account and remit payments to
Treasury.

25. When may Treasury recoup ERA funds from a grantee?

Treasury may recoup ERA funds from a granteeif te grantee does not comply with the
applicable limitations on the useofthose funds.

26. May rental assistance be provided to temporarily displaced households living in hotels
or motels?

‘Yes. The cost ofa hotelormotel room occupied by an eligible household may be covered using
ERA assistance within the categoryofcertain “other expenses related to housing” (as described in
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FAQ 7) provided that:

i. the household has been temporarily or permanently displaced from its primary
residenceor does not have a permanent residence elsewhere;

i. the total monthsofassistance provided to the householddonot exceed the applicable:
time limit described in FAQ 10; and

if. documentationofthe hotel or motel stay is provided and the other applicable.
requirements provided in the statute and these FAQs are met.

“The costofthe hotel or motel stay would not include expenses incidental to the charge for the
room.

Grantees covering the costofsuch stays must develop policies and procedures detailing under
‘what circumstances they would provide assistance to cover such stays. Indoingso, grantees
should consider the cost effectiveness ofoffering assistance for this purposeas compared to
other uses. Ifa household is eligible for an existing program with narrower eligibility criteria
that can provide similar assistance for hotel or motel stays, such as the HUD Emergency
Solutions Grant program or FEMA Public Assistance, grantees should utilize such programs
prior to providing similar assistance under the ERA program.

27. May a renter subject to a “rent-to-own” agreement with a landlord be eligible for ERA
assistance?

A grantee may provide financial assistance to households that are renting ther residence under a
“rent-to-own” agreement, under which the renter has the option (or obligation) to purchase the
property at the endof the lease term, provided that a memberofhis or her household:

i. is nota signororco-signorto the mortgage on the property;

ii. does not hold the deed or tide to the property; and

ii. has not exercised the option to purchase.

Homeowners may be eligible for assistance under programs using funds under the Homeowner
Assistance Fund, which was established by Treasury under the American Rescue Plan Act of
2021

28. Under what circumstances may households living in manufactured housing (mobile
homes) receive assistance?

Rental payments for ether the manufactured home or the parcel of land the manufactured home.
occupies are eligible for financial assistance under ERA programs. Households renting
‘manufactured housing or the parcelofland the manufactured home occupies may also receive
assistance for utilities and other expenses related to housing, as detailed in FAQ 7 above. This
principle also applies to mooring fees for water-based dwellings (houseboats).
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29. What are the applicable limitations on administrative expenses?

Under ERAI, not more than 10 percent of the amountpaidto a grantee may be used for
administrative costs attributableto providing financial assistance and housing stability services to
ligible households. Under ERA2, not more than 15 percentof the amount paid 10.3 grantee may
be used for administrative costs attributable to providing financial assistance, housing stability
services, and other affordable rental housing and eviction prevention activities.

“The revised award term for ERAI issued by Treasury permits recipients 10 use funds provided to
cover both direct and indirect costs. A grantee may permit a subrecipient to incur more than 10 or
15 percent, as applicable,of the amountof the subaward issued to that subrecipicnt as long as the
total ofall administrative costs incurred by the grantee and all subrecipients, whether as direct or
indirect costs, docs not exceed 10 or 15 percent, as applicable, of the total amount of the award
provided to the grantee from Treasury.)

Further, the revised award term for ERA1 no longer requires grantees to deduct administrative
costs charged to the award from the amount availabe for housing stability services. Rather, any
direct and indirect administrative costs in ERA or ERA2 must be allocated by the grantee to
ther the provision of financial assistance or the provisionofhousing stability services. As
required by the applicable statutes, not more than 10 percent of funds received by a grantee may be
used to provide eligible houscholds with housing stability services (discussed in FAQ 23). To the
extent administrative costs are not readily allocable to one or the otherofthese categories, the
grantee may assumeanallocationof the relevant costsof90 percent to financial assistance and 10
percent to housing stability services.

Grantees may apply their negotiated indirect cost rate o the award, but only 10 the extent that the:
total of the amount charged pursuant to that rate and the amount of direct costs charged o the
award does not exceed 10 percentofthe amountofthe award.

30. Should grantees provide tenants the option to apply directly for ERA assistance, rather
than only accepting applications for assistance from landlords and owners of dwellings?

For EAI, Treasury strongly encourages grantees {0 provide an option for tenants to apply dircetly
for funding, rather than only accepting applications for assistance from landlords and owners of
dwellings. For ERA2, granices are required to allow tenants to apply directly for assistance, even if
the landlord or owner chooses not to participate, consistent with the statutory requirement for the
funds to be used to provide financial assistance to eligible households.

See FAQ 12 for additional information on grantees providing assistance to landlords and tenants.

31. How should grantees ensure that recipients use ERA funds only for permissible
purposes?

Grantees should require recipientsoffunds under ERA programs, including tenants and landlords,
to commit in writing to use ERA assistance only for the intended purpose before issuing &
‘payment. Grantees are not required to abtain documentation evidencing the use ofERA program
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funds by tenants and landlords. Grantees are expected to apply reasonable fraud- prevention
procedures and to investigate and address potential instances of fraud or the misuseoffunds that
they become aware of.

There may be instances when a landlord refuses to accept a payment from atenant who has
received assistance directly from a grantee for the purposeof paying the landlord. In these cases,
the grantee may allow the tenant to use the assistance for other eligible costs in accordance with the
terms of the grantee’s ERA programs.

32. Can grantees prohibit landlords from pursuing eviction for nonpayment of rent for
some period after receiving ERA assistance?

With respect to landlords that receive funds under an ERA program for prospective rent of for
rental arrearages, the grantee must prohibit the landlord from evicting the tenant for nonpayment of
rent with respectto the period coveredbythe assistance.

In addition, with respect to landlords that receive funds for rental arrears, to promote the purpose
of the program the grantee is encouraged to prohibit the landlord from evicting the tenant for
‘nonpaymentofren for some periodoftime, consistent with applicable law.

In all cases, Treasury strongly encourages grantees to require landlords that receive funds under
the ERA, as a conditionofreceiving the funds, not to evict tenants for nonpaymentofrent for 30
10 90 days longer than the period covered by the rental assistance.

33. How can grantees work with other grantees to make their ERA programs consistent?

Treasury encourages grantees with overlapping or contiguous jurisdictions to collaborate to
develop consistent or complementary termsof their ERA programs and to coordinate in their
communications with the public, to minimize potential confusion among tenants and landlords
regarding assistance. Treasury also encourages grantees to reduce burdens for entities seeking
assistance from muliple grantees across different jurisdictions, including utility providers and
landlords with properties in multiple jurisdictions.

34. Should a grantee require that a landlord initiate an eviction proceeding in order to apply
for assistance under an ERA program?

No.

35. How can ERA assistancebeused (0 support an eligible household moving to a new
home?

ERA funds may be used to provide assistance to eligible houscholds to cover prospective
relocation assistance, rent, and utility or home energy costs, including afteran eviction. Treasury
encouragesgranteesto provide prospective support to help ensure housing stability. See FAQ 7
(regarding qualifying relocation expenses) and FAQ 10 (regarding time limits on assistance).

Before moving into a new residence, a tenant may not yet have a rental obligation, a required by
is



the statutes establishing ERA1 and ERA2. In those cases, Treasury encourages grantees (0 provide
otherwise eligible households with an official document specifying the amount of financial
assistance under ERA programs that the grantee will paya landlord onbehalfof the household
(such as for a security deposit or rent if the landlord and the household enter into a qualifying lease
ofat least six months. Such documentation may expire aftra certain period, such as 60 to 120 days.
after the issuance date. Treasury encourages grantees to work with providersofhousing stability
services to help these households identify housing that meets their needs. For purposesof reporting,
to Treasury, grantees may consider these commitments to be an obligation of funding until their
expiration.

36. What steps can ERA grantees take to prevent evictions for nonpayment of rent?

‘Treasury strongly encourages granteestodevelop partnerships with courts in thei jurisdiction that
adjudicate evictions for nonpayment ofrent to help prevent evictions and develop eviction
diversion programs. For example, grantees should consider: (1) providing information to judges,
magistrates, court clerks, and other relevant court officials about the availabilityofassistance under
ERA programs and housing stability services; 2) working with eviction courts to provide
information about assistance underERAprogramsto tenanis and landlords as early in the
adjudication process as possible; and (3) engaging providersoflegal services and other housing
stability services to assist households against which an eviction action for nonpaymentof rent has
been fled.

37. How ean grantees promote access to assistanceforall eligible households?

‘Grantees should address barriers that potentially eligible households may experience in accessing
ERA programs, including by providing program documents in multiple languages, by enabling
‘persons with disabilities (0 access the programs, and by conducting targeted outreach to populations
with disproportionately high levels of unemployment or housing instability or that are low income.

Grantees should also provide, cither directly or through partner organizations, culturally and
linguistically relevant outreach and housing stability services to ensure access to assistance for all
eligible households.

38. May grantees obtain information in bulk from utility providers and landlords with
‘multiple units regarding the eligibility of multiple tenants, or bundle assistance payments for
the benefit of multiple tenants in a single payment to a utility provider or landlord?

Data-sharing agreements between grantees and uility providers or landlords with multiple units
‘may reduce administrative burdens and enhance program integity by providing information to
validatetenant.provided information. Therefore, grantees may establish prudent information-
sharing arrangements with utility providers and landlords for determining houschold eligibility.
Grantees may also establish reasonable procedures for combining the assistance provided for
multiple households into a single “bulk” payment made to a tility or landlord. Grantees should
ensure that any such arrangements (1) comply with applicable privacy requirements; (2) include
appropriate safeguards to ensure payments are made only for eligible households; and (3) are:
documented in records satisfying the grantee’s reporting requirements, including, for example, the
amountofassistance paid for each household.”
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In addition, to speed the deliveryof assistance, grantees may adopt policies and procedures
enabling landlords and utility providers to receive assistance based on reasonable cstimates of
amears owed by multiple households, before their application and documentation requirements are.
satisfied. Specifically, a grantee may provide for payments based on such estimatesif(1) the
landlord or uility provider certifies that ts estimate is reasonable based on information available to
itat the time, 2) the grantee requires the landlord or utility provider to receive all required
documentation within six months, and (3) the landlord or utility provider agrees in writing to retum
tothe grantee any assistance the landlordoruilty provider receives thatthe houschold was
ineligible for or for which the required documentation is not received within six months. Grantees
are encouraged to limit such payments to a portion of the landlord's or utility provider's estimate
(for example, 50 or 75 percentof the estimated amount) to limit the riskofproviding funds that are
used for an ineligible purpose and subsequently must be returned. If an estimated payment is
subsequently found to have been used for an ineligible household or an ineligible expense, orif the
required documentation is not timely submitted, the payment will be considered an ineligible use of
ERA funds by the grantee.

39. IFERA program funds are used for a security deposit for a lease, to whom should the
Iandlord return the security deposit at the endof the lease?

Grantees should establish a policy with regard to the payment and disposition ofsecurity deposits,
which should include a reasonable limit on the amountof a security deposit to be paid using ERA
program funds. The amount ofa security deposit should not exceed one month's reat, except in
cases where a higher amount is reasonable and customary in the local housing market. The
treatment of security deposits is generally subject to appiicable law and the rental agreement. In
order to mitigate risks associated with the use of ERA program funds for security deposits, grantees
should establish a minimum rental period, not less than four months, before a tenant is entitled to
receivea retumed security deposit that was paid for with ERA funds. To the extent that the security
deposit is not retumed to the tenant, it shouldbe returnedto the grantee.

40. May ERA assistance be used for rental or utility arrears after the tenant no longer
resides in the unit?

In order to remove barriers a household may face in accessing new housing,a grantee may, at the
tenant’s request, provide assistance for rental or utility arrears after an otherwise eligible tenant has
vacated a unit, In addition to not engaging in further collection efforts regardingthearrears that are
paid or related fees or expenses, as a condition to receiving payment, Treasury strongly encourages
granteestorequire the landlord or tility provider to agree not to pursue any further collection
efforts against the houschold and ensure that any reports (0 credit agencies will confirm the
‘matter’s resolution. In addition, grantees may consider requiring the landlord or utility provider to
notify the tenant that payment has been received and that there will be no further collection efforts

41. May a grantee provide additional payments to landlords that enter into leases with
eligible households experiencing circumstances that make it more difficult (0 secure rental
housing?

Grantees may use ERA funds to pay for an additional rental payment required by a landlord as a
”



condition to entering into a lease with a “hard-to-house” household that would not qualify under the
landlord's previously established, non-discriminatory, and lawful screening or occupancy policies.
“Hard-to-house” applicants are those who, during the preceding 12 months, suffered an eviction;
aged out of foster care or similar arrangements; were convicted ofacriminal offense or released
from incarceration; or experienced homelessness. The additional payment must be documented in
the written lease agreementas additional rent and may not, in the ageregate, exceed one month's
rent (excluding the additional payment). Grantees should establish reasonable safeguards to ensure
these additional rental payments do not incentivize landlords to adopt more stringent leasing
policies and are otherwise compliant with any rentorsecurity deposit restrictions imposed by state
or local law.

42. May a grantee provide ERA funds to another entity for the purpose of making payments
more rapidly?

To speed the delivery of assistance, grantees may enter into a written agreement with a nonprofit
organization to establish a payment fund for the sole purposeofdelivering assistance using ERA
funds while a households application remains in process. A grantee may use such a process if:

The process is reserved for situations in which an expedited payment could reasonably be:
viewed as necessary to prevent an eviction or lossof utility services that precludes
employing the grantee’s standard application and payment procedures on a timely basis.

«The nonprofit organization has the requisite financial capacity to manage the ERA funds,
such as being acertified community development financial institution.
The nonprofit organization deposits and maintains the ERA funds ina separate account that
is not commingled with other funds.

«The grantee receives all required application and eligibility documentation within six
months.
The nonprofit organization agrees in writing to return to the grantee any assistance that the
‘household was ineligible for or for which the required documentation is not received within
six months.

«Any funds not used by the nonprofit organization are ultimately retumed to the grantee.

Ifa payment made by the nonprofit organization is subsequently found to have been used for an
ineligible household or an ineligible expense, orifthe required application and eligibility
documentation are not timely submitted, the payment will be considered an ineligible use of ERA
funds by the grantee. Any administrative expenses attributable to a payment fund should be.
considered in accordance with FAQ 29.
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